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V6t. XXII NO. 140
Paburab 7ginniertg
PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 13, 1907
PLANTERS WATCH 1 Gov. Willson Summons Tobacco
USHER'S SUCCESS Men to Conference at Capitol of
GRAVES COUNTY Kentucky to Settle Difficulties.
Means of _Raising 'Money to
Move Crops Interest Associa-
tion Tobacco Men in Western
District.Just at This Season
of Year.
NONE HAVE PROPOSED PLAN
I./Meanie of the Dark Tobacco Plant-
ers' Protective aseociat.on in Mc-
Cracken and other counties in the
western district ace watching with in-
terest the move made by Chairman
Usher, of the Graves county commit-
tee of the association to raise a fond
e
among farmers from which edge/sees
Will he made to those* who have
pledged their crops to the association.
The association officer* do not
doubt that the success of the meet
asters in raising the prices about two
dotlars on the hundred over the past
year largely depends toren the ablety
of the leaders to finance thedistrict,
and furniet Mose who need it ready
crude •
The present money stringency
came as a clap of thunder from a
clear sky to the aseociatIon leaders.
During the first two years of the asso-
elation's existence little difficulty was
experienced in getting all the money
Deeded from eastern capitalists,
----though -tbewescrettetert dirt ,riertell
near the acreage pledged as now, and
the tobacco controlled was also boy-
cotted by foreign buyers who haden-
nounced that they ireuld not buy any
totracto controlled by the assoleation.
By obtaining nroney for their imme-
diate needs the farmers held their
tobaceo off the market until the for-
eign buyers were forced to buy at
association prices. which were in-
variably higher than those paid the
growers direct by the foreign agents.
The high prices - obtained caused
many fames*, who acted independ-
ently before, to join the association,
it was not doubted that the amnia-
eon managers eould make toed their
promises to advance 60. per cent of
the valuatlop, as plated by the prizere
with the prizing house receipt as
- seeurIty. The advance had been
made before when lees toba(co was
Pledged than now and . when the
buyers were in a different •attitude
toward the association.
Soon after the "books closed' abd
no more tobacco could be pledged, the
financial dewy began, and it was
soon apparent that meney could not
be obtained for a while at least. This
disappointment, -coupled with the
fact that foreign buyers were said to
'have the gold to pay for their Pur-
chases, hee caused some farmers, it
is reported, to "dente" their tobacco
on the Market.
Chairman Veber is the first man
to offer any way out of the difficulty
tied if his plan succeeds it may prove
• a way for the farmers to again win a
victory which it Is believed wal
, prove them master of the situation.
as learngfToday ne move wi I
be made by the other eounties until
the uremia of the call from Mr. Usher
heknown.
t4( wiation prices,.• 
_Low lags, 7c; conenon lugs, se;
medium lugs, 9c; good Inge, lite;
/ 
fine Pugs. lien
Spanish A, 1:: tic; Spanish B, 12e;
I Spanish C, 19r.
French A, lie; Freach 13. 12e:
French BC, 11.1/2c; French C, ide;
French C2, Mc.
Italian A, lgra Italian B,
italian Bria lii Sie; Italian C, 13%c;
Italian C2, Ildae.
Common plug wrapper, 15c: me-
dium plug wrapper 16er good plug
wrepper, 1/3c; fine:plug wrapper
20c; fancy Plug wrapper, 2•5e.
kustrian'te 2,0e; Austrian B, 17c
Oustrian B2. 15"14c; '‘Austrian C
14t4c: Austrian C2, Id lie.
Common African,_ Ile; mertient
Afriean, 12e; good African, 13c; flee
African, 16e. •
Nubbins, lie;
('.orfi filen Spinner. 12.-e Medium
Spinner, 14c; good Spinner. Pee; line
Spinner, 17e; Macy Spinner, lee.
Common Snuff, Ile,: medium
Snuff, 12c; good Snuff, 13e; fine
Snuff. 15e.
NO JAP COOKS
Norfolk, Va.. Dec. le. --Aeording
to the report of petty officers on
ehore .leave today, when the fleet
out Monday for the .Peciflc
there till net be a Japanese conk or
servant oe any of the ,Iroti clads.
The report is to the effect that the
.1.,eatiase are being quietly hut rah-
mantling ()Mem* and their elm** lee
ing filled by negrnea. No reason is_
given for the Order.
-
1Vishes Heads of Trust and of
Planters' Societies to Be Pre-
sent and Says He Will See
That All Get Square Deal.
$ '
. Frankfort, K)'.. Dee. 13. --(See-
cial.)--Governor Willson called a
conference between the represanta-
tives of the tobacco societies. the
American Tobacco compatic and the
independent buyers of the state In.
governor's office December eo and
21, to settle the tobacco war. The
governor will insist on prompt action
ind says he proposes to see that both
sides gee a square deal. Among the
representatives he washes to attend
the conference are Clerence Lebus,
president of the Burley Tobaceo so-
the American Tobacco company; C.
M. Barnett, president of the Ameri-
can Society of Equity, and I. H. Foy.,
president of the Dark Tobacco awe-
elation, I. B. Wing and others. .
Henderson, K.y, Dec. 13.—(Spe-
cial.)—Warnings of "night riders"
were posted on the door of the Im-
perial warehouses here and on the
offices of independent buyers. There
was no disorder but all warehouses
are guarded. •
At Iturptown,
Kv.. Dec. 13e-- (Oise-
ela1.1.---Cittzens and soldiers were on
guard again last night, but there was
no trouble.
New Adjutant Starts.
Lexington, Ky Dec. 13.-- ( See-
ciale—Major H. P. Johnston, newly
appointed adjutant general, left here
elegy; James B. Duke, president of for llopkinsyllle this morning.
Friday, the 13 th., Dark Moon
Today is o "hoodoo de," Friday wed the 134h iu the dare of the
moon, and ne doubt the superstitious have refrained front doing anything
In the line of new ventures. The day, too, is one of the few bad once of
the season. December, in part, has been tie balmy as the latter days of
October. Many of the cote bushes have sprouted, as they do in April,
.and business is suffering on account of the unseasorrahle weather. Mer-
chants complain it is too warm to rtl'JV3 winter goods. The street ear
eon/pane Vas the teays areeltaelayIggreleng.Ingethe.:r_  pellet metriana_ea_
ride. "We might as well hate it all at once," said an optimist.
GENERAL TREATY 'HICKS SCATTERS
IS ANNOUNCED BY BAD CHECKS ALONG
CENTRAL AMERICA PATHWAY OF LIFE
Washington, Der. 13.-a The first 'The Rev. W. M. Hicks. aho, it Is
formal outcome of the Centre? Amer.
Jean peace entife.rence now In pro-
gress t ire and probably the most
important to result from that con-
ference was made public today in
the form of .an abstract of the gee-
eral treety agreed upon, last ;tett,
by the delegates, providam for the
establishment of a permanent court
to settle all disputes that may tithe
between the countries of Central
America in the future. The work of
the conference in this respect ac-
quires an importance quite apart
from that which attaches to the con-
servation of peace in Central Ameri-
ca for the reason that the arrange-
meat announchid today will, if it
should work satisfactorily, be adopt-
ed as a basis for the creation of a
general internal court contemplated
in declaration of the recent Hague
conference.
ANNOUNCEMENT
OF ROOSEVELT'S  
STIRS COMMENT
Warohingtoir, Dee 13 --Roth fac-
tions of the arintinistration are dazed
at Roosevelt's reiteration of not ac-
cepting a third term. Friends pro-
test; to be delighted. Enemies. see
material for an areck. humors are
out today that Taft and Cortelyou
will redign from the cabinet. Taft
In order to better his campaign:
Cortelyou because he has received a
"rough deal from the white house,"
as be is quoted as saying, The
Hughes bo'oneis causing neret specte
lation.just now. Gossips differ as to
the cause of alleged coolness be-
tween Roosevelt and Cortelyou.
Some .say the president sat down cm
Cortelemas aspirations. Others as-
the president "jumped" on Cot-
telynu for playing with the Wall
street crowd, and file anti-adminis-
tration bunch of Republicans in the
national committee.
eortelyou's friends assert that the
charge that Cortelyon had &aid' he
had' received a "damned rough deal
from the white house" Is a fabrica-
tion. They declare Roosevelt ap-
proved all he had done in a political
way. Friends deny that Corteleou
Intends leaving the cabinet.
HON. MARION Vol'NGIVANIPD,
OF CARBONI/ALP., IS DEAD.
Jiusige R T. feght foot bag received.
notice of the death, of his friend.
Judge Marlon Yeanghlood, at Car-
said came from Seminole. Oklahoma,
last week to stand trial for forgery
at Smithland. is- wanted by Padu-
cah officers for obtaining money and
goods on checks given on a Seminole,
Oklahoma bank, which iustRutiou
reports that Hicks never had an ac-
count with them.
The Rev, Mr. Flicks retaught an
overcoet from B. Weide & Son, giv
ing them a check for $25 and receiv-
ing $lat in cash. He told the sales-
man that he came here to get mar-
ried to a young woman in the city
Hicks also bought a pair of shoes at
Cochran's shoe store, giving a cheek
for le in payment. Both checks
were returned "no funds."
The warrants for Hick's arrest
were procured yesterday end sent to
Smithiand, where,-it is believed,
,Hicke can be found. The officers of
the bank on which he gave the
checks Wrote the Paducah officers
thatothe^ checks had been given by
Hicks at different points in the coun-
try, and it is believed that If he is
arrested he will have other charges
than Apse pre-Tarred iff-fa- to --aitii-
swer.
Not at temithland.
Smithland, Ky., Dec. 13. (Special.)
--The warrants for the anest of the
Rev. W. M. Hicks reached Smith-
land, but he is not here, lie left.
last week, when 'his trial was post-
mined and went to Paducah. That
Is the last heard of him.
U. P. CORRESPONDENT
Norfolk,, Dec. 13.—Norman Rose,
United Prelti correspondent, arrived
today to accompany Admiral Evans'
fleet to the Pacific. He will be on
the 'Georgia. Admiral Emery's flag-
/111p. and will file' cable dieriatches tv
the United Press from all points the
fle0 tout hoe.
FLEET IS READY
Washington, Dec. 13.---"I have the
honor to inform you the battleship
fleet Is now ready to sail." Such
was the notification given in person
to the president by Acting Secretary
of the Navy Newberry. Roosevelt
expressed his plearore that the or
dery vie7 tarried nut ao promptly.
SUES PULLMAN COMPANY
Stilt was filed today by 'T. 13, Oir
against the Pullman Sleeping Car
colepany for $25.0 damages claimed
as a result of the plaintiff being
Ajeeted from the este at San Antonio.
Tex.. though fie had- secured passage
beedeee l eeese, yeereeteee has to Fen Frineireo. Cel: The plaintiff
eereeetaiee. seeitreleeee-e,eseenelistese-taige lueesceitederted.
the Tiede, le ear and was regarded the remainder of the trip In a day
as a- line lawyer- The fuvrel was roach while he was sick, calming the




No Evidence to Show How or
When Alleyed" Night Rider"
Was Killed Night of Raid on
Hopk I nq nest Deve-
loped Little of Importance.
YOUNG MAN BURIED SUND11
• "
Cadiz, Ky., Dec. la.- The Blue
Spring neighborhood, several miles
west of here, Wall the scene of much
sorrow -%to. Saturday night and Sun-
day as remit of the mysterious
death of Geo. Gray, the 19-year-
014 son of Mr. Jim t- s Gray, one of the
-most prominent farmers and citIzene
of that community.
He was carried to his home about
midnight last Saturday night by a
crowd' of masked men, who delivered
the body to his father, saying that
be had been shot to death front am-
bush. The men then departed and
no further facts as to the death of
the boy have 'been discovered and
nothing learned as to situ the masked
men were,, where they came from or
where they went.
Young Gray left home late Friday
afternoon before, sayine that he was
going to a singing, but we understand
nothing more can Ire learned as to
his whereabouts until he was brought
41-40“18414-
Eequire D. D. Creekmur. of Can-
ton. was summered Sunday morning
and held an Ingerit over the dean
body, and the jury upott the ease re-
turned the folloieleg verdict:
"We, the jury,lind that the body
before us is that RI George Gray, and
that he came todils death by an as-
sassin, unknown, to Its.
"JOHN F. OVIER, Foreman."
Young Gray Was one of the MOSI
popular yowls men of that com-
munity and an iidustrious young far-
mer._ , ,
He was burled Sunday afternoon
in the Blue Fteige graveyard in the
presence of au -utrusually large crowd




St. Petersburg, Dec. 11.--General
Kuropatkin testified today at the
trial by court martial of Lieutenant
General Stoessel and other army of-
ficers of high rank charged with
needlessly surrendering Port Arthur
to the Japanese, and what he said
made a sensation In the court room.
He declared that the Japanese could
have taken Port /tether by assault
in the early days of the war. Be
tenses were thc.n so incomplete. Ku-
ropatkin went on, that the fortrera.
must have failed at the first vigor-
'ma attack, but the slowness of the
Japanese and the resistance made by
the army in the !had gave the RAIS•
stens time to improve the defense
works wpich had withstood the Jap-
anese for 'months. On the whole
KuropatkIn's evidence web favo'rable
to Stoessel. The conduct of General
Fork, who is charged with the re-
sponsibility for the defeat at Nan-
San and subsequent retirement to
Port Anhui, also was reviewed by
the court. and the evidence of. Kueo-
patkin a-as helpful to this officer as
well.
Kuropatkin said the whole plan of
'he war was based upon the supposed
invInelbtlity of the Russian fleet aod
that the original scheme for the de-
fense of Port dirthur could not be
carried out suecessfully after the
squadron had been crippled by the
"treacherous opening attack of the
14
n• PAGESTODAY
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Republican Aldermen Set Fine
Example in Non-Partisan Spirit
in Caucusing With Democrats.
With Majority of Two on Joint
Ballot They Will Give Offi-
ces to Minority in Exchange
For Scalp of Geo. Lehnhard.
Some Repubalcau tneuthers of the
board of aldermen are betting the
Democrats an example in self sacrific-
ing devotion to the cause of harmony
and unpartisan potriotism, that may
be lest, but is beautiful to contemp-
late from the minority side of the
house. With a majority of two on
joint ballot and Republican officers
up for re-election, they have entered
into a deal to give three offices to
the Democrats and turn down two
Republicans who are necking re-
election to their positions.
Presldeut Palmer and Aldermen
Hubbard and Chamblin will support
Bob Hicks, a Democrat, and one of
Torn B. Harrison's most ardent
workers at the printery and election,
against License Inspector George
Lehnhard, who oupported James P.
Smith for mayor at the ounvention.
They mike the point that I,ehnhard
was elected by the general council to
the position, and went back on the
aldermen at the convention. Coun-
cilman C. C. Duvall was proposed as
a compromise candidate for the office
He is a Republican, but they entered
into a coalition with Demeerats. who
TITarlfar exiared- (roan Wein the officei
of sanitary inspector for John
Gaither, whom the Reputtlicans say
they will get rid of after January 1:
and sewer inspector for A. Franke.
While no opposition slate, has been
framed up. It is saidelhat some Dem-






Sanitary Inspectors — John






Market Nlaster—t '„ E. Bell
(Rep.)
Pres. Aldermen—C. H. Chain-
, lain (Rep.)
Pres. ('nwell—II. R. Llitthey
( Dem.)
against Bob Hicks, and pressure has
been brought to bear on the alder-
men by citizens to induce them to
change their attitude.
While nothing Is told authentical-
ly about the ramifications of the non-
partisan agreement entered into, It
is understood that the parties to it
also arranged for the perpetuation
of the arrangement throughout The
term of the new general council,
which comes in next month. Both
boards will be evenly divided, but
the slate is to elect Alderman C. H.
Chamblin. Republican. president of
the upper board, and H. K. Lindsey,
Democrat, president of the lower
board. - —
They:" Insist that they have twelve
rotes for the slate, and it is quite
certain that all the Republicans will
support the 'Republicans not marked
for the slaughter. while Aldermen
Miller and Hank will 'support Mr.
Lehnhard.
TWO VERY MYSTERIOUS ROBBERIES
TAKE PLACE IN DOWNTOWN BUILDING
Police Have No Clow to'Sneak 'JUG BOAT'S TRIP
Thief Who Entered Man's
Room While He Was Present
and Got His Watch.
Two robberies, both mysterions,1
were pulled off In rooms above Sam'
Gott's saloon, on North Fourth street,
last night, and the police and de-
Japanese."
The name of former Viceroy Alex-
tell, who had declined to appear as a
winless, wa.., mentioned continually
today In an unfavorable light arid a
rieple of merriment Was provoked
be a phrase In one of his orders say-
ing the "chief task of Fock is ,to re-
treat at the proper time."
Kulropatkin did not conceal his
rtintosity toward the former viceroy
and declared Alexieff had forbidden




Honolulu. tree. 13. -A regletteed
pouch of l'nited States •inail Pent on
the steamer Kinan on her larst voyage
to Hilo was (exerted and $3,000 stolen.
Washington, D. 13-eeeetrs, Alice
Lorfeworth weportod progressing
favorably. - - •
tect Ives, who were called in the ease.
are at a loss to get a clew to the thief.
John Frank, foreman. employed in
putting in the concrete foundation
for the big coal chute at the Illinois
Central shops, was robbed of his
watch, while he was awake and
standing within a few feet of the
dresser, upon which be laid the time-
piece, while changing his clothes.
The deer was open and It is supposed
that. some one slipped in , the room
and got the watch while hue back
was turned. Several dollars in money
which were laying beside the watch,
were not touched.
This, morning Wiley Arnington. a
farmer of Blandville, discovered when
he aweke that his pocketbook con-
taining $45 In money and a check
for $58.25 was gone. Me, ArnIngton
delivered tobacco yesterday And was
paid $45 In cash and given a check
for $58.25, payable January. Mr.
Arnington slept In a room adjoining
that one occupied ha Frank, who was
robbed of his watch. How the thief
entered the room is a mystery, as the
door was toured locked just as ho
left it when be retired. There is nc
outside window to the room and the
transom is too small for a man to
crawl through. The door is fastened
with a Yale bock. Arningenn was
certain he 'had the pocketbook ae he




New York. Dec. 13.—John Temp•
Graves, in the New York Ameriee
makea suggestion to Bryan that
LIGHT LADENED
THIS CHRISTMAS
The "jug boat" that has left port
during the last week before Christ-
mas for many years past, carrying a
cargo of whisky to be distributed to
customers of Paducah whisky house's
will carry a comparatively small load
this year, and even some doubt is eg-
pressed now as to whether there will
be a ;tiflieient load to make the trip
worth while.
Several whisky dealers have re-
ceived information that some land-
ing keepers will refuse to reeelve
-a-ny -0. D. shipments, and the cus-
tomers are teary of sending money
here to prepay shipments.
The whisky dealers are beginning
to get a few orders front tounties In
southern Illinois that went dry at
the recent election, though the sup
ply laid in before the saloons werc
dosed in those counties is not yet
exhausted. One or two Paducah
houses have made arrangements to
Send traveling salesmen into the dry
districts to solicit orders and adver-
tise their business. eairo dealers
are also said to be preparing to en-
ter the held and lively competition
Is expected.
should follow Roosevelt's example in
declaring himself out of the race fer
pres14ent. He contrasts the open
fight pronfteed in the Republican, con-'
vent-lee with the positiorsof the D911- Rein tonighi and peottebly eater-
lakseettaineepredeseedeereAletereer-ittessere pereiceetteripthere
tined to select Bryan. lie name* a Colder by eaturday. Highest tern.






Louisville Came Close But Lost
Out to Golden City, Which
offered One Hundred Thous-
and Dollars—Some Discuss-
ion About Accepting.
MEETING OF THE (X)MMITTEE
Washington, Dee. 13.--After de-
eidiue to hold the next Democratic
national convention at Denver, Col.,
and fixing the date July 7, lees. the
Democratic national committee late
today entered upon a spirited debate
on the propriety of accepting more
of the $100.000 offered by Denver
for the convention than was actually
needed to pay the convention ex-
eensee in that city. Opposition to the
aeceptane of the contribution took
the form of a resolution by Represent
alive Clayton. of Alabama, declining
the money not actually needed- for
convention purposes, but after a long
debate the resolution was laid on the
table, 31 to II.
Governor Hoke Smith, of Georgia,
was especiaily emphatic in seO tog
the $1'eue04t41 which haul been offered
to secare•the Itemiblean convention
and refused by the Republican na-
tental committee had been offered to
and was about to be accepted by the
Dunioeratic committee. He said the
Republicans turned dowe the offer
because it was regarded as In the na-
ture of a bribe and that the Demo-
crats, in view of that circumstance
could not afford to acrept it,
John Sharp Williams spoke In a
similar v'e'in, as also did Clayton.
Chairman Taggart advocated the ac-
ceptance of the $100.00•11, saying it
would be needed now elen woree
than nioney was needed in 19410, and
that at that time it would have been
practically imporrelble to have open-
Pd headquarters for Judge Parker if
they half not had sitars TrioArr Firt.
('lured n as 
held.
frowmSt. l Louis, where the cow.vistio
Senator Stone. of Missouri, favor-
ed the acceptance.
Clayton declared the acceptance of
this money would be in line with the
very practices in campaign (ontribit-
Hone that had been condemned by
the rommittee.
Mayor Tom Johnson advocated the
acceptance.
Senator Tillman opposed the ac-
ceptance and wanted the Democratic
organization of Colorado to have the
money to fight their nest campaign.
Charles F. Wilson, sitting as a
proxy for members of the committee
from Colorado, assured the cepezdt-
tee that Denver had ag desireCtoette
peer as unduly influencing the com-
mittee. He said the offer was made
by the business men's league In the
same spirit as money had- been of-
fered to secure other conventions.
A motion to table Clayton's mo-
tion was then made and earned.
On the fink ballot for the conven-
tion the city of Dehver received 22
votes; Louisville, 17; Ctacago, e; St.
Paul, I. Before the second ballot
was taken all other cities were with-
drawn and the choice of Denver was
made by acclamation.
WANTS GRAND JURY
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 13. taperiale
—Fire Marshal Ayres has written to
Judge Cooke, asking for a special
session of the grand jury to investi-
gate the HopkinsvIlle raid. He ways
he is hampered by his inability to
summon witnesses from ether coun-
ties. Ile thinks he can procure in-
dictments with the evidence In hand.
COLDER
A LID FASTENER
Provisions in the new license ordi-
nance will make a saloon license. for-
feitable' by the mayor. if a seleon
man keeps 'his saloon open on Sun-
day or sells liquor in the bar or any
otter place. This is designed to
-Over the weak spot te the old ordi-
nance, which eras badly battered in
the courts tiering the trial- of the
Hugh Boyle case. City Solicitor
Cnnipbell is preparing the ordinance,
WHITE CAP NOTICE
Birmingham, Ky., Dee. 13. (Spew
ciali.)—Unktiewn earthier are trY4og
to drive negrnes out of this place,
and Martin & Carmen, found tacked
to their door, when they opened up,
a notice, warning them to dIscherrea
all the colored people in their ern-
plefereaddIng that the writs Intend
440.-.444,0-reptereet-rtetrinnr—IPT117T-11113----
,.•onamunity. Other people have re-






We have many foot comforts for Women's or Men's
wear. We've Juliets in sevtral handsome styles and colors.
gantly made, fur trimmed. $1.00, $1.25, $1 50.
Sath goom 61ipperd
$1.00 buys red or:black,Ikid or patent leather.
Xand Vrocheted Zlarn dlipperg




$1.00, $1 25 or $1.50 buys soft kid slipper, tan or black, for
husband,father or brother, and make sensible, useful Xmas presents
Don't forget a Clearncc Sale is on in Men's and Women's Shoes
and will pay you to investigate.
7 Itrwo,
•
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN .
jr_
DEPARTMENTS
WILL Not HE !Hell ititED l'N-
TIL .1F1'ER CHRISTMAS.
illbard 41 f police aud Fire COM MUDD
IDIOMS'S Will WIS•I Night of
DeffAll bee 27.
It is understood that the board qt
tire and puttee commissioners will
nqt meet to re-elect officers for the
new year until after Christmas. But
few changes in the personnel of the
members of the fire and police de-
partments are expected, though it is
known that there eill be some new
faces gfter the first of the year. It
is probable that the meeting to elect
will be held on the night of Decem-
ber 27.
GRAND OLD QUAKER DEAD.
Isaac elather of (lichen Hills, Pa.,
Expires at the Age of One Hun-
dred and One.'
- Jeokintown, Pa.—Many prominent
members of the Society of Friends
and well known residents of the su-
burban section today attended the fu-
neral services of Isaac Mather, tfte
grand old man of Chelten 11111s, who
died on Saturday last at the age of
101 years.
Any One found an Appendix! '
Templeton, Mass.--James J. Ran-
some, whii lives in Lamb City, three
miles west of Templeton, has been so
unfortunate as to lose-his vermiform
appendix, and has advertised for it
thus: • .. .
"Lost or Stolen—One vermiform
appendix; reward upon prompt re-
;urn to owner and no questions asked
I. J. Ransome. Lamb City."
It cost Rans'orne quite a sum to
4.........\)have the appendix removed, and the
etegfon did it up in a nice little bet-
le filled with alcohol.
Ransome isn't sure where he 1Pft
Sure Enough Horne Sense. bie as if he wanted to be admitted.
aseekkierea, Mew, --Does-44:—Xee—ieenteraberin5eritatere had tmre-trear--
terday a sure enough exhibition of ed the horse for colic, he simply
"horse bens*" was shown' at Dr. thought he hag strayed back and paid
George A. Love's veterinary seables. no attention to him for a little while,
Dr. R. R. Applewkite. ex-sheriff drt the but preseutie noticed an expression
county, has a horse named "Old Sor- of suffering around "Old Sorrel's"
rel." who had been treated by Dr. eyes and lat him into the stable and
Love for colic several weeks ago. Yes- , examided him.. He found that be
terday the veterinary noticed "Old had a bad case of colic and treated
Ferrel" standing in front of the sta.. him for :t and as soon as the horst,
olosill
t
eas relieved turned hits out again.
AIFOTIt TWO tours late r-1 haw-Iff.
Hugh McLaurin. who lives with Dr,
.Applewhite, and found out that_ the
horse h'ad gone straight home, and if
Dr. Love fed not told hint of It node
of 'the family would have known of
rhis absence.
Much that passes for pat.enee is
e sitnply laziness.
his appendix unless it eould be in
Gardner, where he goes every Sun-
day, _ _ . _
Old Lady (seeing a friend Oft—
'Now do be careful, dear. and don't
i forget to give the Captahl a shilling
to keep off the rocks.—Puneh.
Control your thuper.' If you have




For a Man's Christmas
y OU know how difficult it is to pick out the right Christmas pres-
ents for a man; even if 7ou ask him, he can't tell you what he
wants. There's a way to suit him perfectly; buy his
Christmas present in a man's store where men's
things are sold; the store where he buys his own
stuff when he wants any.
This is the store for it; you'll find us prepared to show you
the right things for any man's Christmas; you may be the man
yourself.
How would a Roxboro fine overcoat do? Say, at $20, $25;
silk lined at $30, $35, $40. Or a Roxboro fine suit? Felr busi-
ness, or full dress; make him a present of a full dress suit, if you
want somethieg special. You couldn't give a better or more
suitable present. It will not only show your good will, but your
good sense.
You'll find a great wealth of lesser things here, of cOurse;
things men want, need, constantly buy for themselves. Fine
neckwear, cuff buttons and scarf pins, gloves, hosiery, handker-
chiefs, smoking jackets, bath robes, dressing gowns, fine hats, etc.
If you don't know his size, and you can't find out without
"giving yourself away," we'll exchange anything, you buy that
doesn't fit, for something that does.
You can comc pretty near suiting the boy here, too; boys
like men's things eipecially.
RAILROAb
EMPLOYES
Bring jir your checks
as usual; we will
cash them.




ESTA a Lista!) 1861
Your Clothier for 30. Veers.
COMMENCING
TOMORROW
This store 7cyll keep






Neuralgia of the Nerves
MIS. WM. VAbl CDAASBECK.
A remarkable cure was
effected in the case of
Mrs. Wm. Van Gaasbeek,
of 141 Foxhall Avenue,
Kingston, New York, who
suffered a long time from
Quinsy, Sore Throat and
Neuralgia. After all other
medicines failed, Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey made
a permanent cure.
In a recent letter Mrs. Van Gaasbeek
wrote:
'I have been a great sufferer for a
long time from quinsy sore throat and
neuralgia of the nerves. I had tried
almost everything hut 'nothing seamed
to lie:p me. A friehd acvised me to try
Duffy's Pure 11Ialz Whi-,k.ey, and after
taking a half dozen bottles I was cured.
Have never had any symptoms of the
disease since. I reccnunend it to any
One buffering from these diseases.'
Thousands of unsolicited letters of
gratitude like this Q f "Mrs. Van Gaas-
beck arc received from grateful patients
who are anxious to extol the merits of
this great life-aaver--Duffy's PureXIalt
Whiskey.
Duffy's Pure Malt _Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of nialtd grain; great care being used to have every kernel thoroughly malted,
most aensi•;vc stjvnacti.
thus destroying the germ of the seed and producing a predigested liquid food in the fotns of a Pile watt, which
is the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science; softened by warmth and moisture its "n-
otability and freedom from injtous substances renders it so tliat it can be retained by the
It is recognized everywhere as the unfailing specific for the cure 
of consumption, nervousness, typhoid, malaria, every form of stomach
trouble, diseases of the throat and lungs, and all rtin down and weakened
conditions of the haain and body. It restores youthful vigor to the old and
maintains the health and strength .of the young. It nourishes and feeds
the vital forces. his a form of food alrea4y digested. It is prescribed
by doctors of all schools, is used in thel-Ciding hiCsnifids c tile w6r14,
and is recognized as a family medicine eveprwherc. 't is absolutely pure.
CAUT1ON.—When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuine. It is the only
,absolutely pure medicinal malt whiskey and Is sold in scaled bottles
only; mover in bulk. Pike 11.00. Look for the trade-mark, the "Old
Chemist," on the label, and make sure the seal over the cork is un-
broken. illustrated Medical hooklet • and doctor's advice true. Wily
Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
111TJAI
EATS MOSQUITOES AND DE-
STItt )YES GARB.1GE.
New York Visited By Strange Lizard
That is Native of India— 80-
eisty Not Pleasant. t
New York, Dec. 13.—New York
has the tjitjaks although the average
pens= here if confronted with the
statement would probably indignant-
ly deny it as a blot on the reputa-
tion of the city. But the teltjak is
here nevertheless, and while he is
not liable to last long Father Knick-
erbocker may ate& some consolatien
in the fact 'that dever before has be
visited the United States. The
strange visitor la not so formidable
as his name might Indicate, being a
lizard native to India, where he
works hard as a scavenger and a con-
sumer of mosquitees. Great care is
always taken, however, by vessels
loading there to exclude hint from
the cargo, as his society is not pleas
ant away from his native haunts,
even though he can outdo the (tame-
Ion in changing colors. Just how the
ditjaks got aboard the liseMel wtich
brought Sheet to New _York is un-
known, but get aboard they did in
large numbers. many litre destroy-
ed by the crew In tri "meet exterm-
leation which they waged. There
were enough left, however when the
vessel docked here to- cause a strral,
riot on the part of the long shore
population -in their effort; to secure
the strange lizards whosename they
could not pronounce. New Jersey
hotel men. it is rumored, are going,
to investigate the mosquito eating
propensities of the tjitjak with the
idea of making practical use of hint
if he does not come in the "nature
fake" clam.
Only One • •131ROMO QUININE"
That is LAXATIVE BROMO Qi'l-
NINE. Look for the signature ot E.
W. Grove. Used the world over to
Cure a Cold In One Day. 25e.
.TEXAS HAS WOMAN BANDIT.
.trmed With Shotgun she Holds Up
Farmer Near Denison,
Denison, Tex., Dec. 13.—While
Lee Daniels, a farmer, was home-
bound last night a woman With is
double-barreled shotgun ordered him
to deliver his valuables!, or she
would blow the top of his head off.
Daniels had 35 cents, which he
handed to the woman footpad and
drove on.
t- The Blood of Our Presidents. _
Deeper the fact that we are the
most amalgamated nation on earth,
but two of the twenty-flve men who
have served this countty as president
came from other than lerithth anew
try. Having occaslqn a few days
since to go over a list of the prow-
desterft occurred to me that it would
be of Intereet to see whence our ezeo-
selves come. I find that all but two
—Van Buren and Rooeevenit. who
eaae from_the Dutch--were of Brit-
ish ancestry.
- These twenty-three front the Brit-
t& are divided up into Ss trtcheIrish,
SCO(dl. Welch encl. English. From the
Scotch-Irish came Jackson, Pollk,
Buchanan. Arthur and McKinley;
front the Scoot are Monroe, Grant
and Hays, and from the Weloh PIM
Jefferson. All the rest came from the
Engithsh , pure and simple. German,
French. Italian. Polish, Russian and
-Scandinavian blood. have not yet min-
gled in .the veins of our presidents.,
and probably Will not for some time,
—Pathfinder.
— ,
Revenue Officer (to Captain, jest
arriveti)—la your dlip's cargo mix-
,
Irish Claptain (very theery)---Tt 1%7'
eore leery bit of 11.!—Punizb.
•
Malaria Makes Pale Blood. .1
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 50e.
It's hard fdr !nest of us to be good
when we haver a-eh-a/roe not to.
REBEKAH
ELECT OFFICERS WHO WILL BE
1NAALLED JANUARY I.
Carpenter.. and Joiners Union Hold
Annual Meeting and Elect
Officers.
The DauMh.eLs of Rebekah have
elected Uwe following officers, who
will be installed the first Wednesday
night in January: Npble grand, Mrs.
Lucy Orr; vice grand. WI. Ida Mc-
Kinsey; treasurer. Mrs. Lena &In-
ger; secretary, Miss Eta Bee k en-
bach.•
Carpenters and Joiners.
The Carpenters and Joiners union
met lest night and eleeted the fol-
'owing officers for the coming year:
President, Joseph Arts; financial sec-
retary, John Revis, treasurer. George
Watts; eotiffuetor, William Tate; del-
egate to Cential Labor union. G. W.
Ellerbrook and George Watts. These
officers will fie Metalled the first
Tuesday night in January.




18 l'tel. Fine Granulated
Sugar . $1.00
3 lbs. Heins Mince Meat 40c
3 The. Mixed Nuts  50c
2 doz. Fancy Lemons  25e
4 Cocoanuts  25c
2 doz. Sweet Oranges  35e.
2 lbs. Fig . 25e
% bu. 'deb Potatoes  3.5c
1 peck Red Onions  25e
4 lbs. b. E. Peltf;  Mc
2 dpi. Kill Glove Oranges 2.5e
2 boxes Shaker Salt  15c
2 cans Ferndell Extra
White Asparagus ..., 85c
2 ' cans e-Fterdell Tote-
phone Peas  15c
2 cans Cut Stringless
Beans 
2 1 lb., cans Pink Salmon!
30e cap Fertidell Grated
or &Iced Pineapple  20c
3 3 it). cats FerndellWhite cheerios $1.00
3 40 atcats Fernckn I
'Lemon Cling Peacites $1.00
3 3 ib: cans Ferndel
Bartlett Pears $1.00






. cans Ferndell Red
'Pitted Cleerties 21-00
2 1 Pb. runs Feredell Flat
Red Salmon I 45e
Piet bottle Oyster Cat-
sup # 
2 I lb. cans French Lima
Beans
3 cans Corn 
"tie
25c
3 cans Clipper 23c
3 canteLittle Fellow pea,
2 pkgs. Imported Spa-
- Toni 
2 pkgs. Imported Plea-
gbal ti  25c
2 10c pkgs. Dunham's
Cocoanut   15c
Shelled Almond, lb  41k
Shelled English Walesit ,
a pound  40c
2 lbs. Red Sugar  25c
3 lb. cans hand-packed
whcee Tomatoes ... Se 50c
.
2 bottles Queen Olives  25c
6-10c cakes Toilet Soap 25e
Catawba Grants, basket 25c
 --e-bottIne-balltop









OF 7 I* pwid.p.t E
SPECIAL FOR: SATURDAY
We will offer for a Special Saturday, I set
of sterling silver plated Sugar'Spoon and
Butter Knife. These goods are extra
heavy plated and are regular 50'c goods.
We will sell I set to a customer, while
they last for
SET 2 5 C SET






AND THEN 1Tti THEn'T WAS DIS-
COVERED AND STANLEY HELD.
• Legless Beggar Gets Worm Place aad
l'hristmas Dinner for His Per.
h harmer. ,
Joseph Stanley, colored, was held
to answer in police court thia morn-
ing on the charge of stealing a re-
volter from Ike Cohen, a Second
'street merchant. Staplev is said to
have attempted to use the gun >eater
day evening, which stated his ar-
rest on a disorderly conduct charge.
After his arrest at developed that the
-ptattp was Motets „ -
,John Marshall was fined $10 and
Costs tor being drunk and disorder-
ly.
Johh Jacobs and Ed Farris were
fined $1 each for being drunk.
Harry Wilson, a legless beggar,
was 'sentenced to 310 day; in jail for
disorderly conduct. Wilson persists
la begging on the street?: though he
has been repeatedly warned to leave
the city.
When a man quarrels with his wife
he seldom gets a chance to mer ane-
t biog.
BENTON,
 ' lug. The whole structure and all
the wooden part of the machinery
were destroyed.
Black & Griffith have received one
crop of tobacco at their prizing
house, which Is the first crop of as-
sociation tobacco to be received by
any prizer in the county, Soifer as
-we know.—Tribune-Democrat.
J. S. McCord, manager of the
Marshall County Telephone company
left last week for his old home in
Crittenden county, where he was
married Thursday. to Miss Lillie De-
boe. of that county. They arrived
here Saturday and are boarding at
T. A. Griffith.
Sans Peterson Jett 1Vednesday for
Paducah to enter business college.
Will Draffen and Miss Attie Har-
rison went to Paris, Tenn., Sunday
and relurnee husband and wife. Mr.
Draffeu Is an indistrious young
farmer, who lives just north of town,
and his bride Is the beautiful daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Harrison.
American League.
• Citiragtir, Dee. 13.—The annual
meeting of the American Leagues of
Professional Base Ball dubs ended
today with the re-election of all the
old 'officers. 'f he league's represca-
tatives on the joint committee with
the National league are:
Sehedule--President B. B. John-
sen, Hedges, John 1. Taylor. of
Bo_gton
At a meeting of the &rectors of
Bules--C. A. Conliekey, of Chi
the Bank of Marshall cogrin  4. ;_ernkTrh. *trek; ot.,pttstath.sphie:.,
day, W. C. Howe, who has been
Clark Griffith. of New York.
A rule was adopted restricting the
practice of securing a alayer by ree
fusing waiver on him and then turn-
ing him over to the club outside of
the league. Hereafter when such a
waiver is refused the player reverts
to the club which originally owneu
him.
ratifier ever since the organization of
the bank, tendered his !esignation,
to take effect January 1. Tile resig-
nation was accepted and J. N. Hen-
son /selected to fill the vacancy. J.
S. Henson Is the present county
court clerk.
•...
About 2 o'clock Sunday morning
the R. G. Trees saw mile at the
Meek near town, wall discovered to
be on fire, and it had such a start
that it was impossible to extinguish
it. It Is presumed that it caught
from the sawdust pile that was burn-
Three hundred and ninety-one Rep
resentatives and ninety-two Senators





, COATS and FURS
this has been a great day in our Coat and
Fur Section. All day people have becn
moving in and the goods have been moving
out steadily. , The women of Paducah are
demonstrating that they know values.
---we usually have this big sale in January but this sea-
son we are giving you the best opportunity of its kind
you ever had, as a sort of Christmas gift.
---,Ind by the-way, gentlemen, a pretty fair sprinkling of
men have been in, too. Good .many of them bought
Coats or Furs for Christmas delivery. . Men may not
know very much about furs but they do know that if it
comes from the Style Store its right.
— ONE-THIRD OFF ON ANY COAT
wttich sold for $10.00 or more.
—ONE-THIRD OFF ON ANY FUR
•
a
which sold for $7.50 or more.





e All children in
to be at our
store at above time
to welcome Santa
Claus- ono receive





As I promised you in last letter, I will arrive at your store Satur-
day aftercoon at 3:30, coming down Broadway in my auto, and will
make your window, now prepared for me, my headquarters until Xmas
and I invite all the children to come every afternoon at 4 o'clock to see
me, and anything they wish me to bring them Xmas should be written
in their letters and mailed in my box at your store. Tell them all to





Oalro  _ 0.4 fall
Chattanooga  -5.0 0.7 rise
Cincinnati  10.2 0.1 rise
Evansville  8.0 '4.3 fall
Florence  2 7 2.0 'rise
Johnsonville  4.8 rise
Louisville  4•N4 0.1 fail
Mt. Carmel  3.5 0,7 rise
Nashville  8.4 0.1 fall
Pittsburg  9.5 1.8 fall
St. Louis  4.7 .0.2 fan
Mt. Vernon  S. 10.2 Tall
Paducah  1.6 0.2 fall
The towboat Lyda will leave up the
Tennessee today after a tow of ties.
The Mary Michael got away up the
Tennessee .today. '
The Nellie took a raft to Joppa this
The Chattanooga gpt in from the
upper Tennessee with a (air trip
aboard. She went on to Palma today
but will return and leave for Chat-
tanooga tomorrow evening.
The Lulu E. Warren will be let off
the dry docks tomorrow, 'after hav-
ing been repaired. two barges belong-
Ing to the Ayer-Lord Tie company
will be taken on in the Warren's
place. •
The John S. Hopkins was due' to
leave for Evaneville last night but
did not, get away till this nmrning
Oa account of a great-teal of tinloitd.
;lig and that was done.
The Dick Fowler had a good trip
aboard for Cairo this morning,
The Kentucky got in from tIse Ten-
nessee last night.
The Chancy Lamb passed down the
rieer to Joppa with a tee- of ties from
the Cumberland.
River stage, 7.0, a fall of 0.2.
The shippers along the upper Ohio
river are rejoicing because there are
evidences of a rise., which promises
to conSinee. Many boats and barges'
are waiting at the upper landings for
a favorable stage in order to bring
coal down the stream.
The steamer Kentucky-, wh:ch was
recently overhauled and rechristened,
will soon be ready to leave Madison
and resume her place In the trade of
the Ohio river and its tributaries.--
Globe-Dem ocr a t ,
Pilots on the Monongahela river
steamers have demanded an increase
of $25 per month in their pay and
threaten to strike if the demand is
not granted. Firemen and helpers
are talking of making a similar de-
mand. •
Capt. George W. Palmer. book-
keeper of the Madison (Wis.) ways,
has been at that post over forty years.
He served under Capt. W, H. Fry.
wbo owned the ways in the early
60e, and Capt. Dave. Barmore, who
sold out to the Howard Shipyards
company about ten years ago.--(Hobe
Democrat.
The tee line eteamers will resume
their rues between Memphis and CM-
cireiatiiind way landings about Jan-
nark 1.
TOWN DEIN H't l 1il1.
Half of Reskh•nts Leave [own After
Triple
Pine Bluff, Ark., Dec. 13.—Prac-
tically half the population of Cho.
south of Pine Bluff, on the Coton
Belt, has left lot' -Various points in
Arkansas and Louisiana. This is due
to the trouble following the triple
killings there several weeks ago and
fellows the ibdictments by the Celeve
land county greed .jury, In which
Bert McCartney and other C1M peo-




Superintendent A. II. Egan, of the
Louisville division of the Illinois Oen-
tral, is in the city today.
Fireman T. M. ifiecCann, of the run
between Peshreah and Cairo. its tak-
ing a few days lay off this week.
Engineer Lee Eaker has returned
to his regular run between Paducah
and Memphis. Mr, Eaker has been
in the hospital several weeks as the
result of injuries sustained by jump-
ing from his engine in the Memphis
yards when the locomotive collided
with a freight train.
The pay car probably will not
resat Paducah until in the afternoon
Saturday, as it begins 'paying at
atounds in -the Morning at 6:30 and
makeiathe -kat stop for the day in
Paducah. Monday the car will begin
paying between Paducah and Mem-
phis. leaving Paducah at 6:30 In the
morn-lug.
J. Dunn, bridge foreman of the
Cairo division of the Illinois Central.
has resigned and will go to Memphis
to assume the game potation with the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley January
1st.
He Got the Job.
One of the contractors. In Panama
was much annoyed by the eacee4klarg
laziness of the sixty native work-
men under him- lie resolved to try
to make them ashamed of their in-
dolence, as one day he lined them up
and said:
"Now, I've got a nice, easy job for
the laziest man in this company.
Will the laziest man please step for-
ward "
Fifty-nine of them stepped forward
The contractor tinned to the other.
who stood still, looking almost too
Indolent to stand, and said:
"Why nidn't you come forward
with the .,,others?"
And the answer came in a weary
voice: "I'm too lazy."-- Judge's li-
brary,
Some of the current critic es
the President may be deserve .
a decent respect for the GffitlhOuit
hare prevented the publiation Of
that early portrait *ith side whit-
kers.—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Some women wol!14 rather go






THE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
ISCoRroRATED
F. M. FISHER, rrealdost.
M. J. PAXTuN, General Manager.
illtIerell at (Ms postotlIce at Padssab.




By Carrier, per week  .10
By mall, per month, In advance  .31
ay male per year, In advance.... $3.10
THE ̀ ANEKI.If SUE
Per year, by mail, postage pal/1..81.00
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky....
Office, 116 South Third. Phone $50
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
work, representative&
111E SUN can be found at the follow-
.. Oases:







1 3863 16 3832
6275 18 3810
4 3539 18 3796
5 3846 20' 3791
3857 21 3795
7 3865 22 3804
8 387.0 23 3801
9 3878 25 3790
11 3867 26 3794
17 3854 27 3790
13 3848 28 3791
14 3845 29 3)+111
16 3832 30 38.J6
Total  102,049
Average. November, 1906. ... 3.957
Average. November, 19.07.... 3,925
Decrease 32
Personally appeared before me,
this December 3rd, 194)7. R. D. Mac-
Millen. business manager of The Sun,
•-'who affirms that the above state-
ment of the circulation of The Sun
for the month of November, 1907,
-Ts True Uo the-best of -Ma
and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 23
1908.
Daily Thought.
'The doctrines are but highways
. that lead to 1-11m.—Moody
THE MEANING OF IT.
The whole country will await with
tinabating interest the story involved
In Roosevelt's final announcement
that he will not be a candidate to
eurce,a1 himself under any circutn-
team-es. The statement is without
equivocation or qualification. Indeed,
eehotly scanned the words of the
presideut in search of a double mean
ing. Frankness and honesty of ex-
pression' are his characteristics.
Some time before congress con-
vened Senator Aldrich and otters
coiled on. President Rooevvelt, osten-
sibly concerning his candidacy for a
third term. They, left the white
house with expressions of satisfac-
tion on their lips. Then the New
York Sun and the New York Times
modified their severe attitude to-
'ward the administration. Meantime
considerable was heard about the
Cortelvou boene in connection with
the movement to force the third,
term on Roosevelt.
Indications point to a realization
on the part of Aldrich and °there'
that Roosevelt's. personal popularity
Is a factor in the coming struggle
for the Republican nomination, thati
they must reckon with: and that. if '
Taft orsonne other equally good -man.
thoroughly in sympathy with the ad-
ministration, is knifed. Romsevelt
himself will be forced into the arena
In itefenee ef his policies.
We have all along contended that
Roosevelt's enerrees would 'drive him
to accepting the nomination, and we
took the grout that' the continuance
of his polleiee is of more consequence
than oletervance of the two term
precedent.
We also have believed that Roose-
velt 'ilees not desire a third term.
having enjoyed all the 'honors that
can come to an American citizen, and
--seeing nothing in another term but a
continuation- of the troubles ind
labors of the office.
We are inclined to believe Bootie-
welt has won a great political vletory
for the people. We shall wait and
see.
At all events he has cleared the
political atmosphere at Washinglot.
and we may look for harmony be-
tween congress and the administra-
tion at this session.
--""Illiffifffirsr"-
conditions, sao ighial. al-together. With
larger patroaage the merchants have
been enabled to build up larger busi-
ness and get greater variety to lessee
all clatters of people. The benefit,
then, is not reflected to the individual
di lets aiong the traction lines.
"it Is not to be understood that the
benefit is Evansville's &lone In the
days when electric Bees and rapid
communication hourly from smaller
cities to a larger ceetral city were
hardly more than a prospect, opposi-
tion was strong in the smaller places.
It was urged that such communica-
tion woe:4 deprive the small city mer-
chant of a great part of his custom.
It was natural that such a view
should be taken, but the develop-
ments have been far from realizing
the fears of these opponents. brought
to pass a condition the very opposite
of what they expected. It may be
true, as was then set out, that smaller
city merchants would love some
thing of their own trade. But for
allethey have lost they have gained
jut as much from other quarters,
and in almost every instance have
regained- more. Evansvilte has had
new avenues Of trade opened to her;
so have the smaller cities.
"J. R. Duncan.. Of the Boston Store,
declares he has heard a number of
merchants in the smeller cites say
they would not give up the traction
litieseeven if they do carry a number
of patrons away from their own
towns. These merchants receive from
the surrounding country more than
enough patronage to offset anything
they may lose by the people that
oome to Evansville. Farmers, in-
stead of driving into Evansville and
making a whole day's purchasing
trip, will, whenever they are nearer
to the smaller cities, go there and
buy. Their trade is practicality a tee
gain for the small city's merchants.
Before traction lines were built these
same people had to come to Eyelet.-
elite, „Now the farmer goes; to town
three or four times a week, and us a
result buys more than he bought be-
fore. The voluble of the small city
man's trade is not diminished but Is
increased. The .traction lines have
worked just as much benefit for the
small city as they have for the ;erg.-
one."
INTERURBAN LINES.
The Evanevilie (Ind.) Courier
contains the following article. con-
cerning interurban traction lines and
their relation to Evansville and stir-
rounding towns, whet will be of in-
terest to west Kentuckians:
*'Traction lines are one of the
seureee of Evaneville's increasing
supremacy In the retail merchandis-
dng lines. As the metropolis of the
tri-state this city's position has been
further enhanced in many ways by
the (per electric roads which brines
\ it info close neighborhood lines with
some of tile most productive parts of
the pocket..
merchants are not glow
to etrecognIzr-TfiV- great avant ages
accrue from traetion Knee, or
(be fact Wit they bring a new cus-
eoin to /400 ettri-erirleir u terrIner_
ITT:1*G -ORDIN.4.-NeE.
Decency is merely a matter of edu-
cation, says the Courier-Journal. ' It
is just as difficult to convince resi-
dents of Crazy Horse Gulch or Red
Dog. that It is inelegant to expecto-
rate upon a redhot stove. In a con-
templative mood, or to spit at a
Crack in the floor to indulge the
primitive instinct for speculation, as
it is to convince many citizens of a
large city that spitting upon the side-
walks and in the corridors of public
buildings is no offense against de-
cency and the law which should be
punished. The new city administra
Bon announced, among other things
commendable. Its determination to
enfefiree the ordinances lookiteg to the
abatemant of' this nuisance. As yet
efforts in this direction have not been
vigorous or productive of results.
This ordinance was passed some
time ago. It has been utterly disre-
garded by the public and by a ma-
jority ,of the police. The spectacle of
a crowd of men defiling the lobby of
a theater between acts, in the pres-
ence of the policeman detailed to
keep order there, is a ccennion met.
It was announced during the Barth
administration that the board orpub-
lic safety had given the policemen
strict instructions to make arrests.
A few arrests were made, but for the
most part violations went uerebuked.
The average policeman is a suffi-
ciently intelligent individual to keep
an eye peeled in the direction of
What, in curb vernacular, is called
"the main choke." If he feels that
there Is any probability that his fail-
ure to do his ditty will cost him his
place upon the force, he awakens at
once to the necessity for action
From the inactivity of the potieeMen,
under the old administration, In re-
gard to the anti-spitting ordinance, It
was plain to any observer that In-
etructions upon the point bad been
perfunctory and that the importance
of making arrests bad not been fully
impressed upon them.
Physicians who are interested In
the tuberculosis problem have striven
for years to get attention centered
upon the gravity of the results of al-
lowing persons to expectorate in pub-
lic places. Everyone bas•the right
to deemed of the board of pub
safety and he pollee protection from
possible infection. tint even if the
habit of spitting urein the sidewalks
and elsewhere were as harmless to
health as .forecasting the 'weather,
there would be no reason why the
police. Should not be convpeiled to
abate the nuisance. Nothing Is more
practicable than the enforcement of
the ordirianCe. A few arrests and the
infliction of the penalties provided
at once calls the attention of every-
one to the importance of obeying the
ordinance. In order to get perma-
nent results, it Is only necessary for
the police to eontitrue watchfulness
and continue to make arrests.
In cities where conscientious effort
to enforce the anti-spitting ordinance
has been made, men of all chew?
have become sufficiently enlightened
not only to obey it without coercion,
but to appreciate its benefits to pub-
lic health, arid to he thankful for Its
enforcement for the sake of decency.
Friday. Ins iatn. Don't walk
under any ladders today.
A.lcireh is plot to !wryest,. the
money 1741 slatioie Re )ii,t th,
men for the job, air Meney is the oil -
thing he retires( ntfeln the senate,
Phitadelphla -North Allarrein.
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(Continued from isui.e_lissiue.X
.11 be damned first!" he cried. And
seizing a chair he whirled around,
dashed It through a window and
leaped through the jagged panes be-
fore I could spring forward to stop
him.
"Round in front, men!" I cried, mu
Boning my followers to sally through
the door. "Bring him back!" And an
instant later I leaped *rough the win-
dow after the flying enemy.
There was a fall of six feet, and as
I landed on a pile of broken glass, a
bit shaken, with the rain beating on
my head, it was a few seconds before
I recovered my wits. When I looked
no one was in sight. I heard the _
men running on the porch of the hotel,
so the enemy was not to be sought
that way. I set off full speed for the
other corner, fifty yards away, half
suspecting an ambush. But at the
turn I stopped. The rain-soaked street
wag empty for block before me.
"Where is he?" cried Porter, the
first of my men to reach my side.
I shrugged my shoulders. "I haven't
seen him."
"He didn't come our way—that I'll
swear," panted Fitzhugh.
"He was out of sight before I got
my feet," said I. They must have a
hiding-place close by."
"He must have jumped the fence
here," said Wilson, pointing to a cot-
tage just beyond the hoters back yard.
"I'll see about it." And he vaulted the
picketa and looked about the place.
He was back in a minute with a
shake of the head.
"Well, it's no great matter," I said.
"We can get along without another
guest for the afternoon. Now get
under cover, boys, or you'll be soaked
through."
"Well, I reckon he wouldn't have
been very pleasant eompaety if you'd
got him," said one of the men con-
solingly, when we had told our tale of
the inearch for a guest.
"I suspect he would be less disa-
greeable in here than out with his
gang," I returned dryly, and turned
the subject. I did not care to diecuss
my plan to get a hostage now that It
had failed.
The gray day plashed slowly toward
nightelell. The rain fell by fits and
starts. As the time wore on I sus- for a sentinel to get warning of an as-pected that my men grew uneasy, sault by way of the veranda roof. I
stationed Porter In the hall and
kbrams in the dark bedroom, while
Lockhart, Wilson, Brown and I held
the parlor and made ourselves com-
fortable until the time should come
to relieve the men on guard.
I thrust open the door to the bed-
room to see that the boy and his
• guards were safe, and this done I
turned down the light, threw myself
on the floor before the door that pro-
' tected my charge and mused over the
strange events that had crowded so
swiftly upon me.
Subtle warnings of danger floated
over my sense between sleeping and
waking, and each time I dropped into
a doze I awoke with a start to seeonly the dimly-lighted forms of my
men before me, and to hear only the
sweep and whistle of the wind outside
and the dash of water against the
shutters. Thrice I had been aroused
thus, when, on the borderland be-
tween dreams and waking, a voice
riached my ear.
; "S-a-t! What was that"
I sprang up, wide-awake, revolver
in hand. It was Lockhart who spoke.
We all strained our ears to listen.
D I otItcowuarse."
re than"! thought fair, but
the agent thawed into friendship at
once and expressed his readiness to
1
"cell San Francisco" till he get an Lil-
ewer if it took till dark.
I might have saved toy trouble and
my coin. San Fraeceeo replied with
some emphasis that there was nothing
for me, and never had been, and who
was I, anyhow?
There was nothing to be done. 1
must possess my soul in patience In
the belief that the Unknown knew
what she was about and that I should
get my orders in due time--probably
after nightfall, when darkness would
cover any necessary movement
If the mission of to-day were pro-
longed into the morrow, what was
to become of the Omega deal, and
where would Doddrldge Knapp's plans
of fortune be foUnd? I smiled to think
that I should concern myself with this
question when I Inew, that Doddriage
Knapp's men were waiting and watch-
ing for my first movement with orders
that probably did not atop at murder
itself. .Yet my trouble- of mind in-
creased with the passing time as I
vainly endeavored to devise some plan
to meet the difficulty that had been
made for me.
As darkness came on. the apprehen-
sions of danger which had made no
impression on me by da)light, began
to settle strongly on my spirits. I
concealed my fears and depressions
from the men, and with the lighting of
the lamps made my dispositions to
meet any attack that might come. I
had satisfied myself that the rear bed-
room, that faced the south, could not
be eutered from the outside without
the aid of ladders. The parlor showed
a sheer drop to the street on the west
and I felt assured we were, safe on
that side. But the front windows of
the parlor, and the front bedroom
whtch joined it, opened on the veranda
rout fa common with a dozen other
rooms. Inside, the hallway, perhaps
eight feet wide and 25 feet long, of-
fered the only approach to our rooms
from the stairs. The situation was
nut good for defense, and at the
thought I had a mind even then to
seek other quarters.
It was too late for such a move,
however, and I decided to make the
best of the position. I placed the boy
in the south bedroom, which could be
reached only through the parlor.
With him I placed Wainwright and
Fitzhugh, the two strongest men of the
patty. The north bedroom, opening
onehe hallway, the veranda roof and
the parlorellooked to be the weakest
part of my position, but I thought it
might be used to advantage as a post
of observation. The windows were
guarded with shutters of no great
strength. We closed and secured those
of the parlor and the inner bedroom
as well as possible. Those of the
florth bedroom I left open. By limy-
ing the room dark it would be easy
wondering what we were there for
and why I did not make some move.
men I-reflected that this could not be.
It was I who was wondering. Had the
plans of the Unknown come to disas-
ter through the difficulty of getting
the telegraph on Sunday? The office
here was closed. The Unknown, being
a woman. I ungallantly reflected,
would have neglected to take so small
a circumstance into consideration. and
she might even now be besieging the
telegraph office in San Francisco in a
vain effort to get word to Livermore.
On this thought 1 bestirred myself,
and after much trouble and speech
with the young man who combined in
his person the offices of telegraph op-
erator, station master, ticket seller,
freight agent and baggage handler for
the place. He objected to opening the
office "out of office hours."
"There might be inducements dis-
covered that would make it worth
your while, 1 suppose" I said, jingling
some loose silver carelessly in my
pocket.
-He smiled.
"Well, I don't care if I do," he re-










Again, at great expense, we have
secured a great supply of currency
with which to pay cash in return for
the balance on pay checks used in
payments on accounts or in purchases.
1 res...-sie. - --ri‘;-. ..•
moan of the wind and the dap
water.
"What was It?" I whispered.
"I don't know."
"I heard nothing."
"It was a coo-boo—like the call of
an owl, but—"
"But you thought it was a man?"-
Lockhart nodded. Brown and Wit-
eat had not heard it.
"Was it inside or outside?"
"It was out here. I thought," said
Lockhart doubtfully, pointing to the
Oreet that ran by the side of the
betel.
I opened the door to the dark bed-
loom in which Abrams keet watch It
•;wung noiselessly to my cautious
:ouch. For a mement I could see
Lif thing of my le-nchman, but the win-
low open. Then, in the obscurity
I thought I discovered his body lying
half-way across the window-sill. I
awaited for him to finish his observa-
tions on the weather, but as he made
ioi mogvbel. was struck with the fear
hat he had met foul play and touched
lm 
lltly.
In a flash he had turned on me and
' felt the muzzle of a revolver pressing
against my side.
"If you wouldn't mind turning that
eun the other way, it would suit me
lust as well," I said.
"Oh, it's you, is itr said Abrams
eltb a gulp. "I thought Darby Meek.
'r and his gang was at my back. sure."
"Did you hear anything?" I askA.
"Yes:' there was a call out here a
3it ago. And there's half a dozen men
men or more out there now—right at
.he corner."
"Are you surer
"Yes; I was a-listening to 'ern when
.•ou give Me such a start."
-What were they saying?'
"I couldn't hear a word."
"Give warning at the first move to
get into the house. Blaze awjey_with
your gun if anybody tries to climb-on
to the porch."
Porter had heard nothing, but was
wide awake, watching by the light of
the lamp that hung at the head of the
stairway. And after a caution to vigi-
lance I returned to my chair.
For half an hour I listened closely.
The men were open-eyed but silent 
I
The storm kept up its mournful mur-
mur, but no sound that I could at-
tribute to man came to my straining
ears.
Suddenly there was a cry from the
ha
voice.
there?" It was Porter's
An instant later there was a crash ,
of glass, an explosion seemed to shake
the house, .and there was a rush of
many feet.
I leaped to the, door and flung itopen. Lockhart, Wilsoe and Brown
crowding close behind rne, A body ofmen filled the hallway. and Porter was
struggling In the hands of three ruf-fians. His revolver, whose shot we
had heard, had been knocked from his
band and lay on the floor.
The sudden appearance of four mons
weapons In the open doorway startled ,the enemy Into pausing for a moment.1I sprang forward and gave the nearestof Porter's assailants a blow that senthim staggerizg into the midst of his
band, and with a wrench Porter torehimself loose from the other two andwas with us again.
"What does this mean?" I cried an-grily to the invaders. "What are youhere for?"
There were perhapa a dozen of theist





We Fit All Forms
To the stout man, slim man or to any man, who
thinks he can't be fitted with a re dy to wear suit—
we have a
Message of Comfort
To these Men we say—bring your snit troubles here—
we have a cure—Clothing that will fit you perfectly.
We're after these "can't be fitted fellows," who have
been obliged to pay the Tailor long prices in order to
get clothes that they could wear.
Dont't scoff. Mr. liardfitter—put us to the test—
try our clothes.
Fine Choice of Handsome and Neat
Fabrics in Excellently Tailored Suits
at $15, $18.50, $20 to $25
Come in and Try on a-Suit, Sir .
Don't buy unless you are fully satisfied that we've
the sort of Clothes you've been looking for.•Just









There was aetleng to be heard eta-the-I
of "You have broken into a respect-
able house like a band of robbers," I
"Tau know what we're tern for."
cried. "What do-you want?
"You know what we want, Mr. Wil-
ton," was the surly answer. "Give us
the boy and we won't touch you."
"And if not?"
There was silence for a few mo-
ments.
"What are you waiting for?" growl-
ed a voice from beyond the turn of
the hall.
At the sound I thrilled to the inmost
fiber. Was it not the growl of the
Wolf? Could I be mistaken in those
tones? I listened eagerly for another
word that might put it beyond doubt
"Well, are you going to give hiss
up?" asked the hoarse voice of Meek-
er.
"There has got to be some better
reason for it than your demand."
"Well, we've got reasons enough
Ire. Stand ready, boys."
"Look out!" I said to my men, with
a glance behind.
At I turned I saw without noting it
that Wainwright and Fitzhugh had
oome out of the boy's room to take a
hand in the impending trouble. Lock-
hart and Wilson slipped is front of
me.
"Get back and look after the boy,"
whispered the former. "'We can hold
'ea here."
"Move ahead there!" shouted a
tierce voice that again thrilled the ear
and heart with the growl of the Wolf.
"What are you afraid of?"
"Stand fast, boys," I said to my
num. "Wainwright, keep close to the
bedroom." Then I shouted defiance
to the enemy. "The first man that
moves forward gets killed! There ars
eight revolvers here."
Then l'saw that Wainwright had
come forward, deepite my bidding,
eager to take his share of the on-
'Wight. And by some freak of the
spirit of the perverse the boy, who had
shown' himself so timid during the
day, had now slipped out of his room
and climbed upon a chair to see what
the excitement was about, as though
danger and death were the last things
in the world with which he had to
reckon.
I caught a glimpse of his form out
of the tall of my eye as he mounted
he chair in his night dress. I turned
with an exclamation to Wainwright
and was leaping to cover him from a
possible bullet, when there was a roar
of rage and the voice of Terrill rang
through the hall:
"Tricked again!" be cried with a
dreadful oath. "It's the wrong bey!"
(To be continued In next Issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Peery dose makes you feelbetter. Lay-Pdg
keeps your whole insides right. Bold on tise




A deer, its head crowned with
magnificent branching antlers, it;
roaming around at its will in this
county. The animal was first .re-
ported by Mr. James Coulter, who
was returning to this city from at-
tend'ing a farm Bale about five miles
north of town. The deer crossed the
road, leaping over fences and ditches,
just ahead of Min. The news was
- ihrlig.,..utUatusi ...autizAtuir,d . gah-lial
Jae. a few minutes after. The
place 'where the, deer Was first seen
Is about four mile's north of this eit.y_t.,
aia -at the flees-animat wag headed
for the Mississippi river, it -is thought
that there is tittle probability of its
being run down before it readies the
Obion river bottoms The Chinal is
Supposed to be one of the herd
which was loosed from the Belle
Meade stock farm, a short distance
from Nashville, Tenn., Dome time age.The animal probably came up the
Cumberland river from that country.
A report which has very general
circulation all over this city Thure
day morning .had it that the firm of
Gardner & White, buyers of the Re-
gie Tdbacco company, had been twi-
ned by some one 'Ageing themselves."Night Rider," not to receive any
independent tobacco or to buy any
tobacco at any time on penalty of
having their warehouse burned, was
absolutely without foundation. Mr.
Walker, when interviewed relative
to the report, said,: •
"Please state (Or us that there is
not a /Sit of truth In the report. We
'have never been molested by anyone,
night rider or otherwise, and we donot fear any moiestation. We de
not believe that the men who are
committing the depredations in the
central part of the state will attempt
to come this far from home and we
have too much sespect for the Graves
county farmer to even think the he
Would be guilty of such a thing. We-believe Graves county will be freefrom such acts of lawlessness asthat which recently occurred at Hop-
kinsvIlle."
Judge Gardner, in rendering a
verdict in the Mayfield police courtThursday morning went behind theevidence submitted and assessed afine based upon his own personalknowledge of the subterfuges of thel‘bootlegger when he said, "Sixty dol- \lars" to John Street, who was beforehim on a charge of selling whisky.The evidence was that a "tall, black, 1mysterious stranger" was the onewho sold the whisky and that Streetonly had a hand In the sale by trans-ferring the money and whisky to the
"nigger o' mystery" and to the pur-
chaser. "I am morally certain thatthis mysterious stranger who flits in-
here and sells whisky and flits away
before morning and is known to no
one here, le altogether a myth. Be-
Cause of my personal knowledge of
'his fldtiusnees. I -am bound to con-
clude- that the matter in dispute was
a sale of whisky. $60."
The Body Merely Machine,
There are just any number of die
sages In which the Osteopathic is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at all.
The various phases of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
more readily, to the Osteopathic
treatment than the)' do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chronic head-
aches, partial paralysis and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows thefirst principals of Osteopathy it iseasily to see why this is so.
Osteopathy is a scientific systemof exercise for the nerves and organsof the body--simply manipulationby which it restores structural nor-mallte. Tlie body Is a aehitei runby unseen forces called Ills, and thatB may on harmoniously It Is neces-
sary, that there he liberty of blood,
asteetea fee.. the --grela.- -rating point to destination. This is
what osteopathy does_ gives libertyto the blend, =mews teted-wetertee. ,





Arrives tomorrow afternoon at 3:30
o'clock in his automoNle. Bring all the
little ones down to see him, for he will




e----For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, , osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone lie
-We give you better carriage and
better service for- the money then
is given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Cd.
-Forms for real estate agents for
Sale at this office.
-Me H. C. Hollins has left the
City for a few months, and I have ac-
quired.an interest in his business and
shall lnok after it for him. Aug in-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention If you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
--Order your engraved canine
cards for Christmas arid Christmas
gifts troll* The Sue at once. 190
cards and plate $1.2e.
-For nu m beg] ng mar h ines, band
dater*, rubber type and etecells of all,
kends, eall OD The Diamond Stamp
Work*, 115 South Third. Phones 358.
-100 visiting cards and plate for
21.50 at The Sun, special prices for
the holidays. '
Chicken teed, pigeon feed, oyster
shell, Lee's lice killer, leg bands, in-
cubettone brooders, etc., at M. J. Yopp
Seed Co.
-The Sun Is strewing the prefttest
lines of fancy stationery far the holi-
days you will see anywhere. Give
your order at once, for Christmas. -
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of "their
papers _stopped must !misty our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to suet orders When given
to carriers. San Publishing Co.
-Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Menem and Organs for Xmas
eresentw, new and second-hand, at
low prices and easy payments, 311
Broadway. Phone 573-R. y. H.
Thomas. manager.
-Boots always make acceptable
gifts. If you want to send something
appropriate and pleating to your
friends, sena books; their contents
always give pleasure. A fine line at
R. D. Clemente & Co.
-The Rev. Meyer Lovitch, rabbi
of Temple Ierael, will preach tonight
at 7:40 o'clock. His subject will be:
"some Present Day Manifestations
of Pharisaism."
-H ry Clay, who died yesterdae
on th: ehantvboat Clay - King, at
Duel: s was
Ambre Royale
with its faint, elusive sweett ess
Bouquet Farnese
that is delicate,subtic and lasting
Cytise
Inspired by the sweet, dainty
odor of Wildflowers, and
Extra Violette
redolent with the breath of frieeh
field flowers.
The above are a few sug-
gestions from our big line of
fine imported perfumes.
As Xmas presents they are
a pleasure and compliment to
any refined lady, and they do
credit to the sender. Let us
show you.
buried today. The Rev. R. W. Chiles
conclucted the service and the burial
was at the Crab Orchard graveyard.
**even miles up the river. He left pc,
-Pianos ane and up. Organs $10
urid up. Easy payments. Fred P.
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas man-
ager, 311 Broadway. Phone 573-r.
--Henry Ruff, colored, was arrest-
ed by Officers Carter and Hessian this
afternoon for stealing some harness
!ruin the Glauber stable. The harness
was recovered.
A Habit
"Two Ines from Berlin, Germany,
were stopping at the Auditorium An-
nex. Chicago" said Fred Schaeffer,
of the Palmer House, wane reeding
for a moment, "One of them, Karl
,Brumner, bad lived in Milwaukee for
years and acquired a fair knowledge
of pnglieti before departing for his
old home several years ago. His
companion, Wilhelm Reemer. had
studied English in Berlin University,
but there are some words in the lan-
guage which were SOH unknown to
'him. sTbe two sat down in chairs
near the window' of the office after
finishing dinner said fell into a dis-
reisolon of first one English word and
then another. Finally they Came to
the word miracle.
" 'What is a miracle?' asked
Reemer.
" 'A miracle,' said his companion.
'Is this wars Suepose you took the
elevator to the top of the Wells
building and when you got up there
jutnped off the roof to the sidewalk
and got up and waited 'sway, what
would you call that?'
" 'Act! I don't know,' replied his
ronypanions
" 'Well, let me explain it again.'
said the other. 'Now suppose you
should go up to the top of the Well*
bitilding and tall off and then get up
and walk away uninjured-, don't you
know what to call that?'
'"Naw: said his friend
"Mr. Brunther was patient, and
wilang to try it again. Once more
he asked the same question, this time
going more into detail.
" 'Ach said Feeemssie 'I would call
it a habit.'
3,000 Search for Child.
Bancroft, Neb.. Dec. 13.-Five
thousand men and women are search
Mg near Kaoline, Neb.. for Lulls
Olsen, aged 4 years, who disappeared
Sunday while attempting to follow
her older brother, who started 'to
drive home the cows. The family
lives near the Winnebago Indian
reservation and today a number of
indian tepees-eere searched. There
Is no clew.
POWERS CAI.: ADJOURNED
ON ACCOI7NT OF ILLNESS.
Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 13.-Pow-
ers trial adjourned today until Sat-
urday on account of the illness of
Commonwealth's Attorney Franklin.
Three Real Estate Bargains.
A 3-story brick Broadway business
house between 1st and 2d streets.
$5.000.
An 8-moan two-story North Sixth
street house; furnace, bath, stable;
72 foot lot, between Monroe and
Madison; $6,500.
60 acre country home; one of the
finest and most modern houses in the
o)unty. House on high elevation;
$15.000. Leo, ttinn cost.
Owner going away. Liberal dis-
count for cash. Some one will get a
BARGAIN. Act today if you are inter-
sated. Whittemore Real Estate
igency, Fraternity BuEding. Both
phones 835.
$15,000 10 Per Cent Investment.
Three-story brick buinness block
Broadway between Second and Th'rd
streets. Lot 24x115 feet, bullellr.g
in fine shape, Can lease three yen'.
at $1,500 per veer or 10 per cent In.
tercet gross. $6,000 cash. balance 6
per cent.




We wish to express our heartfelt
hanka to all who were so klact to OS
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Miss Robbie Loving Is hostess to the
Entre Noun club the) afternoon at
her home, 521 Monroe street. Miss
I.oving's expected pima, Miss Eliza-
beth Given, of Madisonville, will not
arrive this week.
Dance to VisitMg Girl,
A number of the younger society
crowd enjoyed a pleasant dance last
evening at the Red Men's hail. The
dance was arranged by Messrs. Rob-
ert Guthrie- and Will Baker in honor
of Miss -Tess Manning, of St. Louis,
an attractive visitor. The chaperone,.
were: 'Mesdames Frank, Coburn, J.
B. Thomas and Annabel Sebree.elhose present were: Misses Tess
Manning, of St. Louis; Flora MoKin-
ney, of St. Louis; Willie Blanche
Asher, of Atlanta; Elizabeth Sebree,
Claire St. John, Nelia Hatfield, Helen
Hills, Henri Alcott, Rosebud Hobson,
Louise Janes, Elsie Hodge, Jeanette
Petter, Hazel McCandless, PhIllippa
Hughes, Kutherine Quigley, Brooks
Entine), Alma Kopf, Corinne. Winstead;
Mesare Felix St. John, Henry Benne-
berger, Tom Coburn, Zech Hayes,
James Langstaff, Guy Martin, Sam
Hughes, Will Baker. (alerted Rieke,
Charles Kopf, Rob Guthele, Roy
Prather, Fred Gilliam, Fred Krick-
haus, Will Bell, Bob Hayden, Will
Rinkleff, Gregory Barth, Harry Sin-
gleton.
Magazine Club.
TThe Magazine club met Thursday
afternoon with Miss Ora Leige In the
apartments of Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells
at the Empire Flats. Harper's maga-
zine was reported by -Mrs. Charles K.
Wheeler, Mrs. Mildred Davk and
Mrs. Robert Phillips. MTS. James
Campbell Flournoy represented the
Atlantic Monthly. The Outlook was
dacusaed by Miss Frances Gould.
Mrs. George B. Hart rendered some
attractive musk, by request. A dee
emus two-course luncheon was served
after the reports. The else? colors
Of 'erow and white were effectively
carried out In both the sated coulee
an in the Ices and Individual cakes.
Mrs. Williain B. Webb and Mrs. J. V.
B. Bleecker, of Boston, were guests
of the club.
Brookshire-Eley.'
Mr. and Mss Henry Brookshire
announce the approaching marriage
of their sister, Miss Ora V. Brook'
shire to Mr. Joseph F. Eley, which
will take place at the erookablee
horn* on the Calvert City road, Sun-
day, December 32, at 11:45 o'clock
a m. Miss Brookshire lathe young-
est daughter of the late J. H Brook-
shire, and is a young lady of many
beautiful traits of character with a
host of/rienchn both in the city and
county. Mr Else, is the son of Mr.
Frank Eley, and resides in Benton,
where he is very popular. The wed-
ding will be a quiet affair, the rela-
tives only being yresent.
Bloomington Couple Weds.
Charles Wiesen and Miss Pearl
Andrus. of Bloomington, Ills were
married by Magistrate C. W. Emery
at his office, 12o South Fourth street.
this morning. The couple left for
their home in Bloomington this after
noon.
Born, to Mr. ond Mrs. Louis Vick,
of O'Brien's addition, a son.
Mrs. R. W. Chiles. 431 South Third
street, has been quite ill for several
days but is better todoy.
Mr. Ed Ovey and wife have re-
turned from Pensacola, Fla., and
have taken rooms at the New Rich-
mond House for the winter. They
have been -in Florida for Mrs. Grey's
health.
Mr. John V. &Me. of Benton, 13
in the city on business today.
Mrs. W. Y. Griffith, of North Pit-
tenth street, is stow:). Improving
after a two months' Illness.
BARREL FA.MINE PREDICTED.
Fruit Growers Hear Address at State
Horticultural Meeting.
1Thbana, Ill., Dee, 13.-Serfous
barrel famines were predicted for
fruit growers today by Dr. T. J. Bur.
reel, of he University of Illinois.
addressing the fifty-Second annual
convection of the Illinois Hortucult-
oral society on "Forestry in Illnois."
Freaks of thes.April frosts were die-
ceased by the horticulturists, who
generally lamented the present year's
experiences. On today's program
were George J. Foster, Normal; W.
B. Lloyd. Kinmendy; J. W. Stanton,
rtichview; W. S. Perrine, Centralia:
M. R. Jennette, Anna, and W. R.
aoverhill, Tlskilwa.
Food Reaches Entombed Men.
Reno, Nev., Dec. 13.- The three
miners, Brown, McDonald and Bailey
who have been entombed for a week
In a drife at the 110 foot level of the
Alpha shaft of the Giroux mine at
Ely, are alive and able to comment-
ate with the miners at the top of
,he shaft. They 'haee been given
enough fodd through a 6 inch water
pipe to Met them a week. The work
-if clearing . the shaft..tis progressing
lowly and it Is not believed the men
will be rescued for a week. The
men report they are well.
Chelsea, Mich.. Dec. 13 -State
Treasurer Glazier. Who failed, week
-5g0-refesew-te-reitign, an *pee
Warner immediately will take steps
to remove him from office.
CARNIVAL MASK
IT sin 111W RINK NIGHT oF DE-
CEMBER 27. •
One of the Most Interesting Events
of SoraW,111 and Elaborate cos.
tune- Affair.
One of the most intereseing events
of the season wilt be the fancy drew;
mask carnival at the Auditorium
rink Friday night, December 27. The
main objection to mask anairs is the
attendance of undeelrable parties,
but the management of the Auditor-
ium has evolved a scheme that will
eliminate this. Only Site tickets will
be sold to maskers. The immense
skate floor wit' accommodate many
more skaters. The management does
not desire to have the floor too
crowded. Tickets can only be
bought from the manager, who re-
serves the right to refuse to sell to
any person, and in no case more
than one ticket will be sold tosses
one person. Each purchaser mual
sign an iron clad agreement on back
of ticket which specifies that the pur
chaser will not dispose of the ticket.
will abide by an the rules and regu-
lations of the rink and In case of lose
of ticket notify manager. No ticket.
will be sold to maskers alter noon of
the 27th. No person unmasked or
out of costume wiLbe admitted to
skate floor. Of course, spectators
can buy admittance tickets at box
office that evening. Masks off after
grand march. Tickets now on sale
at manager's office.
STRIKE DEFERRED
Madisonville, Ky., Dec 13 -(Spe-
cial.)-Acticin in the matter of a
strike of mine workers was deferred
LILLIAN WO,LFF FOUND
chaeses Dec. 13.-Lillian Wolff,
S 3-ears oldwho was kidnapped from
her home last Saturday, was found
wandering today near Memenee. Illi-
nois, half clad, almost dead from.
coal and exhaustion. She had es-
caped from gypsies, who held her
captive. Her father and mother




Three suits were filed this morning
by W. J. Whitehead, etc., against the
fire insurance companies, which held
policies on the fixtures of the cestau-
rant at 215 Broadway, which were
ruined by ere November 1. Two of
the suits, amounting to $800, are
against the Ohio German Insurance
(ompany, while one suit is against
the Southern Fire Insurance corn-
Pany for $800. The suits are the re-
sult of the insurance adjusters and
the owners of the building failing to.<
agree as to the amount of lose sus-
Caine.).
BOY BITTEN BY HOG
Cadiz, Ky., Dec. I3.-Lee Mash-
burn, son of J. H. Mashburn.. who re-
sides in the country a few miles north
of Cadiz, was knocked down and seri-
ously bitten by a mad hog, which he
was driving along the -highway. The
animal weighed 400 pounds and
turned on the boy so suddenly he had
no chance to escape. It tore his
clothing to shreds with its tusks and
he seized it by the mouth 'with his
hand, sustaining terrible lacerations,
but managing to get on his feet and
**cape to a fence.
FRU& CAKE TRICK,
Swindler Dunes Women With Prop-
osition (4) Make Cliristnisis Cake.
A swindle,, who Is duping house-
wives in Paducah, has garnered sev-
eral half dollars* from women anx
ions to lighten the burden or Chriet-
mos preparations. He proposes to
furnish them fruit cake at 541 cents
the pound, clatiming to own a bakery
in a neighboring city. Having taken
a number of orders at 50 cents the
pound, he was proceeding to let .the
contract to a local baker for 18
cents the round. when found out.
WILLIAM FEKZOR DIED
AT RIVEltsIDE HOSPITAL.
William C. Feezor, of Bandana.
died, last evening at 5 o'clock of can-
cer at Riverside hospital, where he
was taken a week ago. He was 65
years old and leaves a wife and fam-
ily. He was a substantial farmer of
Ballard county'. The funeral took
place at Symsonia, Graves county,
today.
We advise early buying on holly
wreaths this Beeson. We have them
ready to deliver now.




house, near eg minis. 40 foot lot.




41 IN Tili COURTS
;%-i-44•dr•el-earver•r4r4
Deeds Filed.
Charles Brooks to R. D. Russell,
land in the county, $1 and other con-
niderations.
J. E. Bruce to Celia K. Boggs,
land in the county, $1,5ne.
EDITORIAL COMMENT ON ACTION
New York Papers Discuss PimsIdent's
Repeated Announcement.
New York, Dec. 13 --Editorial
teimment by local newspapers on
President Roosevelt's announcement
that he. will tee be a candidate is as
folios s
Herald: Issuance of .the call
the Republican national cenvenoai
affords President Roosevelt an op-
portunity to again declare that he
wilt not be a candidate to succeed
himself. Those who from the first
have had full faith in 'the sincerity
of Mr. Roosevelt's declaration that he
would not accept a nomination, will
now say. "Why, of course," On the
other hand, those who have argued
that he could not decline if the eon-
Vetion would overezheimingly dee
mand him as a candidate will re-
mark, l'We shall see." And there
you are.
Tante: Mr. Roosevelt's statement
that he has not changed, and will not
change, the decision announced by
him on the night after his first elec-
tion to the presidency; that the "wise
custom" which limits the president
to two terms 'regards the sueetarke
and not the form," and that he wouli
!meter no circumstances "be a cand1-
.eate for," or "accept" another nomi-
nation Is what those who respeit him
must and knew him best expected
him to make: No different statement
was possible.'
World: President Roosevelt again
formally announces that he will not
accept another nomination. ite de-
clares that he has not changed and
will not change the decielon
ncrunced the - *light after the 1904
election. So far as words go, Prete--
dent Roosevelt could not take a snore
positive stand. Widespread doubt has
prevailed as to his real intentions.
The politicat activity of close friends
has helped to accelerate the move-
ment to re-elect him. At this late
day can he stop It? Can he turn back
the 'tide Suppose the Roosevelt
shouters, as Governor Hoch, of Kan-
sas, has threatened, ride over the
convention like a herd of Texas steers
Will he still decline! Will he be able
to decline!
ALESHIRE TO GET PROMOTION.
Senator Hopkins Withdraws Objec-
tion to Inhere% Advancement.
Washington. !Yee. 13 --S. nator
Hopkins has withdrawn opponition
to the confirmation of the nomina-
tion of Brig. Gen. J. B. Al -shire to
be quartermaster general of the
army. "-
At the request of Mr. Hopkins.
Senator Cullom asked the senate mili-
tary committee a few days ago not
to act upon this nomination until his
colleague had had an opportunity to
investigate certain realism's whkh had
been eraaght to his attention.
It appears that one of Mr. Hopkins'
friends had alleged that General Ale-
shire had shown discrimination in
connection with the purchase of
horses for the army in St. Louis.
Senator Hopkins Issatisfied that Gen.
Aleshire acted for the best interests
of the government. In view of the
withdrawal of the opposition the
nominatieu wifl,.Je confirmed.
Will Enforce Law in Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 13.--Attor-
ney General H. W. Byers today noti-
fied the county attorneys in every
county in Iowa that he will insist on
a strict enforcement of the Martin
amendment to the prohibition law.
ulders refers to those cities and
tovens in Iowa which do not live up
to, the closing provision of the law,
and pantkularly to communities on
the Mississippi river.
War on Fat Injures Empress.
St. Petersburg, Dec-Ia.-Empress
Alexandra, who for a considerable
time has been suffering from in-
fluenza, was stricken with a high
fever today. The empress reeently
called: In a specialist and submitted
to a severe regimen to reduce her
weight Her present affliction is
ascribed to this cause.
Will Go to Asylum.
H. K. McKendrick. an attendant at
the Hopkinsville asylem. arrived to-
day to accompany Henry Clay Love
to that institution. The burns on
Love's face and hands have beguw to
heal and his mind seems to have
cleared up to some extent during the
last few days.
Submits Nomination,
Washington Dec. 13.--The. presi-
dent sent to the senate the following
nomination:
To be United- States attorney for
the Eastern district of Louisiana.
Rufus ,E. Foster, of Louisiana,
Contessts! Slayer'' 'Hanged.
Chicago. Dec. 13.-Riehard Wal-
1 confessed-- -Was-itanged. Up-




andor tit what -8- 111811 fares you
when he thinks you'll know it If he




S HMIs Toilet Paper  23c
2 Nickle Plated Pokers  13c
Fire Shovels  4c
2 cans !interim.  2.ac
lie Buggy '11'hi1js
27w lica‘y Glass Howls  Inc
234. Heavy Glass Plonk   1 Sc
110e Large Wooden SpoODS   tic
rk. con-y combs  'Sc
soldering Sets  10e
Horse Brushes  9c
3 Cans Black Jack Polish  25c
S inch Flat Files  Se
2.1c Butcher Knives .................. 2401
Toy Itro,onis  lie
2 Loop Humes  17c
Easy- Bright Polish  itc
Crank Sifters 
Octagon coffee Pot 
Galv. Iron %Vomiting Machine  $7.110
Granite Hipper.   1 ne
Cocoa eraters  9c
Rolling Pins .......
These Prices are Good till 10 O'clock
Saturday Night.




Subscribers huierting •(taut ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such lotus are to lie paid for
%hen the an is inserted, the rule AD..
plying to ttery one IA 111 hula excete
tem.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
M1TCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR beating s.4.41 stovewood ring
437 F. Levin. 
• 
s -
FOR DR z WOOD, old Phone236
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair Apply at this oaks.
- FOR SALE.-Three show cases,
two counters. 11.5 South Second.
WANTED-Two boarders. Call
412 Adams.
FOR RENT-Two connecting roar" 1,00TING OF INDIANS PROVED?
for light housekeeping. All modern --
conveniences; 1209 Jefferson.  Subcommittee of Senate Roily Fincis
THREE ROOM house for rent; l Series. of Alleged Cloudy Acts.
Mu Monroe. F. M. Fisher.
FOR RENT-leurnisbed roone Washington, D. C., Dec. 13.-The
with board, 326 South Third. subcommittee of the senate commit-
FOR BALE-Interest in payin-g i tee of Indian affairs, consisting of
barber shop. Address M.. care Sun.'Senators Teller, Curt!R and I,a F
lette. which inves
FOR RENT-Furnished room, all fraudulent purchae
modern conveniences.. Apply 615 dlan }ands located in. Oklahoma. met
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498. today and practically agreed upon the
J. E. AORGAN horse Asocial, report to he submitted to the senate
105 11 A N 11.-A) 11 B
ROOMS for rent 1:11 s Claiy
-FORTUNE:TT:CLING 7- Consult
Ramouda---ti)pss fortune telier.
Truthful predictions, reliable advice
practical, trustworthy business nth.
oda. Ladies 25 cents, gentlemen 54
cents. Hours 10 to 9. Camp in for
et park Rowlandtown, "lighted by
electricity."
general repairing, rubber tire's, 448
South Third.
FOR RENT--The seven room, one
story frame cottage at 333 North
Sevegth. arpiay-tcr Dr. J. 'G. -131lookt."
WANTED-To rent holies) or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
P. G. M., care Sun.
_DO ̀ 101/ WANT to share in a
$6.400,4iilie.0.0 Christmas gift? Draii.0
on's Practical Business", College
pany ,which has a chain of
leges, has issued six hundrol •
sand dollars in Xmas gift drafts In
denominations of $10.041 and $15.10.0
to be lent to the prospettive students
Send your name and address to
Draughon's CoDege. 314-114 Broad-
way, Paducah. and you will receive
one of these Christmas gift drafts.
WANTED-Experienced person to
come morning and evening to milk
two cows Frank Rieke, Eighteenth
and Washington Old phone I7,'4
The report will disclose a startling
series of alleged shady transactions
that went on near the Mexican bor-
der, where a number of the Kicks-
wog were- tieing vim-The Ti* was
passed, allowing them to dispose of
their lands in Oklahoma, and where
some of them were taken by white
men.
FOR SALE CHEAP--One fine! The report will mention names,
black mare. Apply at 213 South and charge that there were obtained
Third. Phone 699.
FOR SALE--New Standard sew.
hug machine, only $20. Address E.
E., care Sun.
.LOST--A plain gold cuff button
with initials C. K. • Return to this
office and receive reward.
FOR RENT--Two furnished
rooms. Bath and all modern conven-
iences, 918 Broadway.
FOR RENT-A suite orfurnisheo
rooms to gentlemen. Over Iverson &
Wallace's drug store, Seventh and
Washington streets.
DON'T FORGET the Hobe-In-the-
Wall, 111% South Third street, for
chile-con-carne, tamales and saute
wiches of all kinds.
' FOR SALE-Victor V graphone
and le-record& Coat $105, will sell
for $35 if 'sold at once. Address M.
E., care Sun.
WANTED-- A good white woman
to help to do general' housework
Apply 918 Broadway, or both phones
416.
PIANOS ena and up. Organs $10
and up. Easy payments Fred P.
Watson & Bro., V. H. Thomas mana-
ger. 311 Broadway. Pion' '
-SaLESMAN for lots in southwest.
ern town. Splendid proposition for
good man. Oklahoma, rare Sun,
CLEANING AND7P-11ESSING near.
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed
Work Called for and delivered. Oit.
trial ti all I flak. James Duffy, Soeti
Ninth street, near Broadway. -Pbea•
through fraudulent practices, at an
expenditure of not more than eso,-
000, lands aggregating in value
$250,000.
•
Kaiser Ends English Visit.
London. Dee. 13.--Announcing
great benefit from his month's "rest
cure" at Higheliffe castle. Emperor
William left London tonight on his
return home. He will visit Queen.
Wilbelmina Holland en route.
In Many conversations Emperor
William dilated upon the necessity *
of friendship between Germany and
Great Britain.
"We cannot afford to quarrel.- he
said, and Added. "I hope I made It
clear that my feeling, toward Eng'and
is one of affection. I hope I shoe be
able- to cone. here year after year.
and be a welcome visitor."
-.A338-a. .
--Ft:Tar res,
IffelifflaTelfIth idglaTiceeMs and all
modern convemitivicea, K83 Madison
street- AWAY to Mrs. A. 6. Dabbey
.00
Court lielps Expretnt Coniptinlen.
Kansas City, Mo., Dee. 13.-
Judge McPherson in the United
States dietrict court here today' is-
sued an order teitiperarny restrain-
ing the Missouri state board of ware-
housemen and railway commission-
ers and Attorney General Hadley
from putting Into effect the new law
reducing express rates,
• Infant Dies.
The new born infant son of Mr.
and Mr. James Wateon, ii33 North
Sevent5 'street; died last night tit
10:45 o'clock.... The funeral will be
heiff-tcnnoriiiw afternoon at 2:30.
The burial will be in Holland come-
tares_
Dr. Vernon RI tbs. liteld to Mar-
ray this morn A
4_.
In FRIDAY. DECFNURER IL 1.110
REELECTION FOR
MR. PULLIAM
National League Baseball Mag-
nates Discuss Matters.
Recommended That Men Drafted
Froin Niators SIDDUIll Re Treated
. As Purchased Players.
COMMISSION IS TO DECIDE
•
New York, Dec. 13.—Harry C. Pul-
liam was re-elected president of the
National league for the sixth time by
the members of the league, who are
in seesion here for their fall meeting.
Frank DeHaas Robison, of St. Louis,
received one vote for the leadership
of the league,
Secretary-Treasurer John Heydler
was unanimously re-elected. as was
the board of directors, consisting of
Barney Dreyfuss. of Pittsburg;
Charles Ebbetts, of Brooklyn; Garry
Herrmann, of Cincinnati; Charles
Murphy, of Chicago. and George
Dovey, of Boston.
The club presidents discussed
changes in playing and rules and
aMendinents to the league conetitte
Son Max Fleishmann, or Cincin-
nti. brought up the question of'
placing the pacher's box on a level
with the diamond. There was a gen-
eral discussion, but no action was
taken.
A proposal that the number of
pitched balls to a batter be reduced
from four to three was advanced.
There were advocates for and against
the change, and the question was loft
open, to be decided later. The presi-
dent recommended to the national
commission that players drafted from
minor ieliguel be treated as pur-
chase,' players. Should the national
tempt:twain adopt thee recommends-
thin, which is in the nature of a re-
form and designed to do away with
the practice of "covering by draft"
waivers will have to be sought from
clubs of both the National and Amer-
ican leagues before drafted players
can be returned cr d'ispoqed of.
Joseph Kel.ley.• manager of the
Toronto team last year. signed a con-
tract to manage the Bosten National
league club tor two sears.
Charles Murphy. president of the
Ch ago National league baseball
elite gave a dinner to the (Sub own-
ers. baseball writers, players and oat-
(leis who have been attending the
seesions of the National league this
week at the Waldorf in celebration
of the capture of the world's chum-
plonehip by the Chicago ckib.
Presideet H. C. Pulliam, of the
National league, presided. At his
side was Mr. Murphy. and on the left
Garry Herrmann. preiident 0! the
Cincierati Natisnal club. About them.
at the toe of the horiceshae table,
were gi.outed the club previlents and
others in the Newhall world.
Among the magnates ,H Is the gen-
era; impression there will be ver;
few deals for players made. Moe:
of the deals have eleeedy been made.
or will be later, away from the glare
and publicity of the annual love talk.
President Robison, of St. Louis, said:
"I do not look for many deals, if
any. None of the clubs can do any
trading or make deals for any of the
new players we have secured until
ten days after February 1, which is
the time set or us to ask for waivers"
President Dovey said .practically
the same thing. He remarked; "It
Is up to our managers here.- We will
talk over natant:have a good time.
shake hands with ourselves on the
past season's success and adjourte"
Garry Herrmann said: "I have a
pretty goad team. I should like to
strengthen it, of course. but you New
York fellows have so many- 'lemons'
to deliver with your goods that you
are pretty hard to deal with."
But as Herrmann would not an-
nounce the name of the new manager
of the Reds there is a great big
chance that Roger Bresnahan, who is
-known to hare managerial aspira-
tions. may figure in a deal for Hug-
gins and some other layer,
White McGraw is reported to be
"stuck" on Merkle as a first baseman.
Fred Tenney as guardian of the inlita•
sack for- the Giants would not he-
averse to J. Muggsy.
The Pirates, too, could use Tenney
to advantage. -notwithstanding th,
rumored enmity between the Boston
man and Fred Clarke. The whole
situation hinges around the fact that
the Reds need a manager and neen
one badly. So, although the mag-
nates may decry the prospect of deal,
there is little doubht of some very
important ones being pulled off.
Our two maenates aseott the scene
Robison doesn't expect to figure Is
any trades. That's beeause trades







he Tully Livery Company
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I BUSY IMES  FOR SANTA CLAUS
Commencmg- tomorrow this
store will be open at nights
' till Christmas. .' .•
;15e2oyea
SANTA CLAUS is having a busy time at The
Boys' Shop these days. Every one seems to
be looking for sensible things to give and this store
fairly overflows with happy suggestions.
This Will Be Pre-4ninently a Christmas
of Useful Gifts.
• We
What would give the boy more pleasure and at the
same time be more useful than a handsome new
Suit or a snug new overcoat--or perhaps a pair of
fur glo‘es or a cravenette raincoat "like fathers?"
Useful things for girls, too,- -golf red and fancy
mixed reefers, sweaters and toques for skating,
Tam O'Shanters and other attractive gift things.
-
But don't put it off too long, for the holiday
shoppers are coming in greater numbers every
day, and the choice arttcles will go quickly now.
Come tomorrow and complete your buying---here,
where greatest stocks and lowest prices go hand
in hand. .• .•
1.1171.1S FE1.141Wal' Ut.lAN AND 5,iI4zit SI:ITS--in the new chocks,
velours and ,Innies of serge% tool ..or.tedm and dies 0(5. Many
entirely nen inceleis among (loon.
Prices $3.50 to $10
LITTLE IsELIA)WS' RES:FERS AND the new
iirON us. tails, grays, gel( reds and ciliated effects, charming in their gen-
eini tone, and graceful in
Prices $3 to $12
BO'S' RF:EFERS--Made In Vrowns, tans, blues and grays, in the various
good fabric'. di-toted 111 thei.e coats. We consider them remarkably good
%aloes
At $2.50 to $10
ROYS' (RANA ETTS AND RUISKER (OATS---For boys from 5 years up—
this Is a dandy preatent which the boy is sure to appreciate. %Ye have a
%era' attracthe shoeing of the I 'ravanettes and reliable grade. he Use Rub-
ber Coats, CZ, ar2.25. and $2.50; abet Rubber Het. 25.. and NOc.





BOYS' KNICKERBOCkiEtt AND STRAIGHT PANT SUITS—Ages 0 to 17.
stylish and well made, from boys patt,erris in fabric's adapted to boys. We
have the greatest variety of styles and materials shown, in any store devot-
ed to boys' clothine in the eity
Prices $3.50 to $10
BOYS' 00l111131NATSON "DUDLEY" SUITS—One of the best things tle-
illeyte Shop hag to offer. Knell suit 11/18 two oair of trousers, One
other knickerbocker style •
Prices $5.00 and $6.50
BOYS' OVERCOATS—Ages to IN cut in three-quarter lengths, also tb.
full box effects, in fancy fabrics as well as the solid colors. They Sr.'
pgrfect fitting .•ith hand-wade collars and long, clinging lapels
Prices $3.50 to $18
'GIRLS REEFERS—Including the new golf reds, ivith black in lags.
the latest brown stripe% with embrodered ornamental i,,n and rich need
effects. A beautiful and nscful gift for the girl
Prices $4 to $7.50•































Turf Editor ot New York
American
Injury Received in Football Game
•a Year.. Ago Believed to
Be Cause.
WAS ONLY 25 YEARS OF AGE.
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 13.—Edward
Bayard Bailey, Who was until last
June turf editor of the New York
American, died this evening at 7:30
o'clock at the home of his father,
Charles L. 'Halley, the well-known
horseman, near this city, after Amin
ful illness of several month& Death
was due to osteo-aarcoma of She hip,
which is .belleved to have resulted•
from a bruteedeceived wItile play-
ing football during his college days.
six or eight years ago. Mr. Bailey
had been apparently in splendid
health until -last June, when he--was
attacked with rheumatic pains in
the hip, which was believed to be due
to sciatica. After vainly seeking re-
lief by a trip to MartIneville, Ind, an
operation was performed at _St.
Luke's hospital, in New York, which
le vested the character of the disease
and the utter hopelessness of his
condition. He was Sannediately
placed on the train aud brought to
his father's home near this city, hav-
ing expressed the wish that he should
die there. He gradually sank under
the ravages of the disease, heroically
enduring the agonizing pain which
accompanied his malady.
Mr. Halley was twenty five years
old and for several years had been
engaged in journalism in New York.
He was flrst employed on the Mail
rid Express and later uralPtilsquali-
lied by his illness was turf editor of
the American. He leaves a young
• wife, who was Miss Bue Metcalf. and
to whom he was married about two
years ago. He is also survived by
his father and mother, a sister, -Mrs.
David Castleman, and brother. C.
Elmer Bailey, well known as horse
show exhibitor and turfman.
gathering tif the club 'owners in his
body.
However, he has kindly volun-
teered the infprmation that the popu-
lar and capable McCloskey will stay
in office, and that not for gold -nor
precious stones will he part with
Kamer.
Critics look for "Ironanan" Me-
Ginnity and, perhaps "Niagara" now
erman to land in Camp 'Cardinal, but
they don't think Hostetter or any real
good' player will go to Gotham.
The chances are McGraw will get
Holly or Bennett and Noonan or Mae.-
;shall, using them for trading Pur-
poses in the Eaetern league, white'
iMcGinnity comes west.
There is a fraternal hospital tar
• censumptives in Las Vegas, N. M.,
and also in ,EI Paso, Tex.
Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.
A BIG GROCERY STOICS: FULL OF GOOD TRINGS TO EAT
FOR TOUR CHRISTMAS DINNERS.
lbs. Granulated Sugar 45e
Bucket Baking Powder.. POT
Pig Feet; dozen   2f5t
Potatoes, peck  16e
Patent Flour, sack Tric
Straight Flour, bag 70c
1 can 3 Ms Tomatoes - 10c
1 lb of Santos Coffee  
1 lb Morning Cup  20c
30c
Th. Charity Club  35c
1 can Pumpkin 
1 jar Honey  20c 
5cli1 jar Picklei 
1 lb Raisins  15c
1 pkg. Figs  10c
1 cup Cranberries  lOst
1 Pkg. MixedeNuta  20c
1 pkg. Citron - 34c
1 pkg. Orange Peel 20e
Is lbs. Prpness .e*2.5e•
Cream Cheese. lb. 
Limberger Cheese 3,0e
',2a* 
1 lb J. & M.  
10 lb peck Meal  •  I.'5c
Cake Coloring, bottler. lac
Extracts, Lemon, Banana,
Pineapple, Strawberry, Or-
ange, Vanila, ,Rose Winter-
green, Ginger, all for your
cakes. "
1 lb Shelled Pecans 75c
Cake Trimmings'  bc
1 lb Stick or Mixed Candy
for  10c
10 bars U. S. Soap  25c
10 lbs. Moon Soap  215c
15 bars Boon Soap   26c
3 bags sack Salt  -  lac
3 boxes *etches 
30c Broom for 
30c men for 
Wafer Creek-ere 2 lbs.( 
Hickory Nets. basket  
htisfet - -









aIISSOURI PACIFIC MUST REFUND
(Ia'FB-CHARGES.
Interstate (a.mmerre Commission




administrative ruling in a special rep-
ration case has been made by the
interstate commerce commission. In-
[ormal complaint was made by the
Omaha Elevator conapany against the
Union Pacific railroad respecting
rates from Nebraska points to Coun-
cil Bluffs, Iowa. Under date of July
5, 1907, in compliance with the law
-enacted by the legislature of Nebras-
ka, rates to Omaha, ,Neb., from
points on the defendant's line in Ne-
braska, were redueed. It had been
the custom of the defendant to make
the same rates to Council Bluffs, but
in this instance- it was not: dqne un-
til Aagtist 13, 1907. Meantime a
number of shipments were made on
whist were applied the highest rates.
The defendant admitted the rates to
council Bluffs were unreasonable,
and having expressed willingness to
refund on such shipments, the com-
mission halved authority permitting
the defendant. to refund to each con,
plaining company the amount Clait.
ed. It is understood that similar ex-
charges paid in the seine cir-
11Matances. by Sithessaitslitlielis will
!so be refunded. '
• --sat
est are- only-aragsairsttolftref I
Chile.
"I EXPE(TEll IT," SAYS BRYAN.
•
Assutnott From the First Roose'vek
Would Adhere to Declaration.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 13.—Comment-
ing` on the positive announcement of
President Ftobsevelt that he would
not be a candidate for a third'term.
W. J. Bryan said: "I have mistimed
from the beginning that the president*
would not be a candidate. The state-
ment he issued the night of election
-left no room for misunderstanding.
and I hate felt that his friends were
doing him an injustice in suggesting
that he would change hie position on
the subject." •
A man without a. collor button Is
almost as helpless as a woman with-
out a hairpin
•
Specials for Saturday at the
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee C
206 Broadway.





7 lbs. Granulated Sugar 40e
5 lbs. Navy Beans  2'5c
3% Tbs. Red Kidney Beans 2.5c
1 2tb cats Corn 6%c
3 lb. can Tomatoes_.... 10e,
16-c can Corn  11)e
31b can Hominy- 6%c
1 iltb. can Ptinapkin Sc
5 lbs. Dark Green Peas. 26C
1 glass Assorted Jelly.", 10e
1 pkg, Minci Meat  • Sc
tft."Jar,101116-Meat
3 sacks Salt 
3 pirgebda
14 bars Sail Soap  26a
1 qt. Pute Apple N'Inegar lsk
1 lb. Evaporated Peaches 16c
1 Tb, Evaporated Apples 121,4c s
2 lbs. New Prunes  23c
3 lbs. New Mixed Nuts  50c
1 lb. Unpolished Pecans  16c
1 lb. Mixed Candy, 
 10, 16, 210c
1 doz. nice Oranges ... 20e
2 lbs. Italian Macaroni: . 25'c
3 cans Gibson Soap
Polish  215c
pkg. Quaker Oats ,  loc
la-quart r'ratiberries
21/2 lbs. best Rice  26c
3 boxes- Blueing  10c.
I E$SAGH FROM SPIRIT
WORLD SAVED HIS LIFE.
New York, Dec. 13.—That his life
Waa saved by a warning from the
spirit 'world Is the belief of Charles .
Henry Durland, a farmer living near
Caldwell, N J. According to his sto-
ry, Durland was driving home about
midnight 'Monday night, when sud-
denly his horse stopped still and re-
fused to move. Suddenly, he says,
there appeared to him a epirit whose
form and voice he recognised as those
of his wife, recently dead, and who
in a whisper warned him not to re-
turn to his home until morning, as
there was danger there: After the
spirit disappeared, Durland says, he'
was several hours caring for the
home, which had broken out into a
cold sweat. When he finally reached
home, about daylight. he found a win-
dow open add muddy tacks on the
floor. On reaching his room on the
second floor he discoVered a fine
string across the doorway, a couple
of feet from the floor.. With an um-
brella he broke the string. 'There
was a report in the room, and a bul-
let buried itself in the wall opposite
the door. On the bureen In the room
he found a pistol fastened, the string
attached to the trigger. Had he
struck the string with lila foot, Dur-
land says he would certainly have
been killed. He says he suspects an
old enemy from the West attempting
to kill him. Durlartd is not a spirit-
ualist, but he is convinced a metsage
from his dead wife is all that saved
his life.
TO LEXINGTON,
Ed Clark Will Be Taken Tomeola
By Lieut. Potter.
Police Lieut. Thomas Potter will
leave for Lexington tomorrow with
Ed 'Clark, who was receetly senten-
ced to three jeers in the slate res
form school, for housebreaking. The
boy was sentenced to .one year in
the penIteatiary, but on account of
his age, his sentence was changed
to Dave years in the reform school.
The prisoners sentenced to the pen
itentiare will not be taken away un-
til after court finally adjourns next
week.
FARMERS CART AWAY FREE OIL
Main Breaks Near e'hillicothe' and
Lake of Petroleum is Made.
Peoria, Ill.. Dec. 13.—One of the
oil mains of the Prairie Oil and Gas
company, which follows the Santa Fe
railroa4. right of way from Kansas
City to near--elsteago and thence to
Whiting, Ind.`, broke todaTy near
Chillicothe, sad thousands of gallons
of oil rata away. Near the scene of
the break a Ie of oil wag formed
and the near-by farmers carried it offIn buckets and barrels.
Towne—Tiresome talker, isn't be!opmB ratos-nwyohrheuearr-inY)ee  re min 
pneedAneRci7.0? Briukile_ _44 aTO WllIre--"'
- slati.Tes. but I mean it takeallint







BACK UP YOUR  






One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
"'were received if they are written on
e CR@ © CD
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it ie made slowly.
 You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet-of Coupon Bond in a ream of other 'papers
"The "feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the. story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. • Try it for'yourself. Make , an exp?rimant. Get a month's supply ofCoupon Bond from your printer and check up results.
The SUN job Office
Both Phones 358.
opeameesseassonsaimaasasui
The Passing of a King.
-All the world TAR regret the death
of Suedes's king. Oscar 11. Oscar
has hOen not alone the friend of his
people, but the friend of humanity
wherever 'It may dwell. Not many
monarchs have left a more stainless
record Of both personal and political
career, few have valkirosi more fully
the ideal of a Christian gentleman:
and his kingly deeds, not less tieln his
words have stood during a generation
for peace in erope. It was (Nicer
s tle , man and not Oscar the monarch
wimp kept the chafing Norwegians
bound to the throne of Sweden for so
mans- years. until patriotism' com-
pelled them to take the steps toward
dissolution of the union which love
for the old king had held in check.
As the son of an Aien soldier plac-
ed on Sweden's throne by political
forces virtually outside or the king-
doin.13ecar it.'s seat was by no means
sta soft as it' looked. But the king,
by nature a man of peace and a schol-
ar rather than a man of action, gov-
erned his people With a wise and gen-
tle hand; he guided rather then
drove them, and br his skill and sa-
smote- steered them clear of all broils
ead dissentions. From the first Nor-
way was an unwilling sister in the
Svensk family. Her people, brave,
freedom-loving, and more versatile
than the dominant Swedes, constant-
ly fretted under the yoke of monar-
' cilia' conjunction and felt keenly
s their secondary position. They want-
ed a king of their own, and independ-
once in name as yell as tack. More
than once it reqtril.ed only the slip of
an unskilled hand to -have set the
ten kingdoms afire with civil strife.
But Oscar's hand never slipped, and
in a little time he had gained such a
hold upon the affections of the Nor-
; ereglans that, the constantly smolder-
. lag revolution did not burst into
flame for many yeers—not until it
beedme absolutely essential to Nor-
; Way's national entity.
When at last, in 1905. disruption
did come and the old king was noti-
fied of Norwa,',.. derlarat'cn of -lode-
— --
pendence he burst into tears. Not the
tears of weakneas. nor of rage and
distappointment that any- of his king-
ly ambitions had been thwarted---
Oscar was never a man ambitious of
power---but tears of sorrow. becsause
he thought his love for Norw". had
not been understood and returned by
her The more beligerent advisers of
the king wished to send armies
aprinst Norway and force her to stay
in the alliance, but Oscar woild not
hear to It. "With God's help I have
done my best for them!' I'm said.
"If they can do better. let them go
their own way." So the union which
had held Fiore 1814 was broken, but
it was the finest tribute posstble to
the old monarch that t' e Norwegians
chose lidakon to be their ruler, for
the &Op reason that he was his fath-
ers son.
4i3scer has always been distinguish-
ed as being one of the ritsit culture6
men in Surope. A man of letters, a
poete..liaguist, and student of the
arts, he has been the leading patron
of genius in his kinottorn,land it was
under his benign infltience that such
Scandinavians as Bjornson Grieg and
Ibsen were developed i to" the good
and pleasure of mankind _So the
passing of King Oscar II. is not the
sorrow of Scandin alone; all the
world has lost a friend.—Washing-ston Post.
Attending to Business.
"You say the officer arrested you
while you were quietly minding your
own business?"
"Yes. Your Worshle. He caught
me suckeenly by the coat collar and
threatened to strike me with his
trunehecie unless / accompanied him
to the statian."
"You were quietly attending to
Your business; making no noise or
disturbance of any kind?"
,"None whatever."
"It seems very, strange. What -is
your tkusiness?"
"He's a burglar. Your Worship."
said the conetable.—London Globe.
A London scieltist declares kissing
will cause the teeth to drop, out. Peo-
ple with store teeth should remove
them before inaulging in osculatory
pastene --Chicago Journal.
PRONOUNCED CHARACTER
of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet pro-
duced by age.
"The govcrnmont stiunp,will so indi-
cate on every bottle.
THE PADUCAH EVENTNG SUN' '- • EMMA% DECEMBER IS.
RAILROAD
COMMISSIONERS' .1 X \TA', RE-
PORT RECEIVED.
Increase in Mileage in Kentucky is
Gratifying to the Members of
Board.
Fraukfort Ky., Dec.. 13.—Before
the new railroad commission organ-
ized the annual report prepared by
Chairman McChord was submitted.
It is as follows:
To the Hon. J. C. W. Beckham,
Governor of Kentucky: Durtng th9
past year most of 'the time of the
couinfission has been taken up In'th
preparation of its defense to the in-
junction proceedings, the analysis ot
the testimony of the railroad officials
relating to the earnings and general
operation of these railroads, and Um
effort to ascertain the values and
legitimate capitalization , of each.
These actions are still pentEng be
the special master, and every
effort is being made to hasten a final
determination, of the questions in-
volved in the several cases.
The commission has received and
Investigated a large number of minor
complaints during the year, and in
nearly every Maternity has been able
to effect an adjustment without the
necessity of a formal hearing. Van-
oils parts of the state have been vis-
ited by the several members of the
commission in the inspection of rail-
road property and in the Investiga-
tion of such complaints as have been
filed,
As shown in our last annual re-
port, the mileage of all ;steam and
electric. interurban, railroads being
operated in th• state of Kentucky
under the jurisdiction of this com-
mission was 3,445,927 miles. At the
close of the fiscal year ended June 30,
1907, this mileage hall Increased 60,-
0'17 miles, making the total. mileage
reported for assessment for the...gnu,.
pose of taxation on that date 3.514,-
944 miles. •
Increase In Mileage.
In view of tbe great depression in
the financial matters, it is gratiring
to be able te report that there has
been an increase in mileage in Ken-
tucky, and, as all the railroads in the
state are in a, healthy condition, and
as the reports show there has been
no diminution ia volume of traffic,
there is no reason why an increase of
mileage nfky not be expected tiering
the next fiscal year.
The °lose of the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1907, shows that the rail-
roads In Kentucky have been more
prosperous than ever before. _In- al-
most every case there is shown an
Increase in the voinme of business,
and the gross receipts of the several
railroads have been proportionately
•greater.
The reports to the cotnntission
show that large amounts have been
expended for betterments. New and
heavier rails have replaced old ones:
new steel bridges have tiken the
p:ake of wooden structural. Many
old depots have been repaired-and ad-
ditions made thereto, and in a great
many instances new one's have been
constructed, in addition to which
quite a number of new depots are in
process of construction.
The commission has given cowl.
erable attention to the matter of im-
provements necessary at passenger
station's. -Many of these have been
visited and personal inspections
made, and in nearly every instance
where the commission bee deemed
It proper that new depots be con-
structed or additioint made, the, fug-
gestirms have berth acted upon by the
railroads.
The United States and Japan. ,
The whole world seems to be Inter-
ested in the relations that. exist or
that may sexist between the United
States and Japan. Some tete interest-
ed because they would like to see
'trouble between the two countries.
Russia is perhaps one of these, hav-
ing failed to overconie and subdue
Japan herself Russia would like to
see some other country' try it so that
it Might be seen how euch a contest
vivid come out.
Ambassador Bryce hes been called
to England, and the reason given is
that he is expeeted to explain his
views of the relations between the
two countries mentioned. 1A-tilt Great
Britain should take such interest In
this matter is not for us to say; we
do not know; but it stiows that John
Bull wants to know.
It is doubtless a fact that there are
a good many people in the world who
would like to see the Milted Slates
and Japan lock horns. They are will-
ing to do whatever may he In their
power to stir up bad blood between
the two countries. These would have
'trouble made out of the immigration
question. Japan believes she should
stamt In the same_ relation to this
country in the matter of Immigration
is Great Britain and Germany. They
say over in Japan if any of the peo-
ple of the Island want to/come to the
United States they should be left free
to come, as the English and Germans
are. They claim they ought to be
placed In the list of "the Most favor-
All the, pall's* .0117‘
toilet article. advart;sed in this










We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let US explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free ilelivery to any






ed nation." and may demand it.
Again, there are those who. would
have Japan believe that the Unitell
States is ready to play China against
Japan, and it is said by some that In
sending the fleet of war vessels to the
Pacific, the purpose is to give encour-
agement, and to stiffen China's back-
s hone, so that she will stand op
against Japan.
There is nothing in this, except
that it goes a show busy some are In
their efferte tce_get_ un tr
tween this country and Japan. But
they will fall. Japan has made von-
derful progress in the past twenty-
five years„ and among other things
has learned that there is such a thing





"I never do have any luck. Now a
raging toothache has begun just at the
moment that I was going te take my
life, and, the- nearest dentist lives 'et
least three leagues from here."—Pele
Mete.
garly Shopping.
Of course it's trite--as trite as the
mother-In-law joke—but the ?het re-
mains that the Christmas shopper
must be reminded to shop early.
The fact that this reminder has to
be made every year does not weaken
Importance of gm set Itself. and
It IV earnestly hope that the peeple
of Atlanta will take advantage of the
present week to do as much of their
shopping as possible.
In the first place, it is entirely to
the interest of the cuetoriers himself
---or more .properly "herself," ie r-
haps. The customer has the advant-
age of choosing from a stock which
has pot been exhaested by the fre-
quent handling incidental to trade,
and naturally has [create: leisure in
which to make selections. The more
discriminatlng and fastidious the
taste of the purchaser the more tithe
it; necessary for making selections.
illid this all requires a.certaln amount
of time.'
The main Idea in urgint early shop
ping, however, is consideration of the
overworked salesmen and wohien,
who have a hard time of it during
the Christmas holidays, Instead of,
being to them a season of rejoicing,'
it as practically a niehtmare. It
means long hours of labor, extending
well Into the night. and absolute-ex-
haustion at the end of the day,
It means but little to the average
customer to begin making Christmas
purchases early, but In the aggregate
it is a matter of great importance to
the merchants and their employ-es.
It is hoped that title animal appeal
will be generally heeded and that the
Christmas shopping will not be defer
red nail a day or so before Christ-
Mae—Atlanta Journal.
Catching a' Phrnee.•
A precious littleotirl living on one
of the crowded business thorough-
fares of the city was In the habit of
gaging out of tbe window at the buss
street below ter bpnivat # time 
What is it. Gla ys, that you find




"Oh." came the „Jvise rejoinder,
"Just watehing the cars go pro and
con."--,ilarPcra Weekly.,
AS MEDICINE IN A PROHIBITION
(101."NTY.
Fine Imposed for Selling Liquor on
Prescription of Physician Is
UPbeld.
Fraukfort, Ky., Dec. 13.—Accord-
ing to a decision hanged' down by
the court of appeals today whisky
cannot be sold as a medicine In lo-
call option county in this state. James
iludson was fined $60 by jury in
the Carlisle circuit court for sellins
whisky op a prescription, which wo&
to be used for a child of Lucien Cut-
ter, whoswas threatened with pneu-
monia and the euidence of the es -
den and father of the child
id that the liquor was used As
drug.
The court alsO held that it was il-
legal for whisky to be sold os "
Missouri river when the owner
boat took up passengers on the Ken
lucky side for that purpose, and af-
firmed a verdict- of the Fulton cir-
cuit court which found Jamea „Le-
more guilty.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY cut.urrie.
DEctAft ES HOKE SMITH.
New York, Dec. 13.—Gov. Hoke
Smith. of Georgia, was in town in
town today•to attend a meeting of
the trustees of the Peabouy fund, of
%which he is a member. Regarding
conditions in the Democratic party,
he said:
"I nevemaw such a chaotic condi-
tion. 7he more you look at It, the
more chaotic it *seems. The south-
ern Democrats do not mean to be
longer treated as if that section of
the country was still In secession
"We regard a southern Democrat
as just as good as any other Demo-
crat. e southern Democrat should
_hy—ths-grar--ziattos he
has in his head, and not by the sec,
tion In which he lives."
she south hive a candidate
for the nominatket for president next
year?-
"No, I do not think so No one
seems to want It. But the present
southern sentiment wit manifest it-
self In the eonvOntion and every-































The wind might blow.
In fact,
We' said:















If the South goes solidly for prohi-
bition and the distillers and brewers
are to live. the North must carry 'the
white man's load.—Detrolt News.






TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
We are displaying..a\ very
complete line of Trunks,
Grips, Snit Cases and all
kiads of Loiather “oods and
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that hest values
and lowest prices are the poli-
cy of this concern.
In our modJrn factory we
WI—do all kinds of repair
woilt ad _ build _ _ta _ order
Trunks, sample (limps, Pte.
awe 411111111195a=file;'=..--.'"—filliNNEIPI
Roller Skates
We have just received




bill bearing with steel
roller. •••• •••• ••••
L. W. IIENNEBERhER CO.
I Niet3F2Pt Mt Al Et)
"The Hou...e of Quality"
422-1l4 BROIDW41 BOTH PHONES lit
confront journal,  none is !
ate-e of sauerkraut upon the tables of
conics upon the heels of Indian iium-!
Thanksgiving day and Christmas. It
saturnalia which reaches a climax 
turkey Aa_
more genuinely pleasant than that of
ulmiflatlou In roast 
noting, each autunite the reappear-!
the great plain people. Sauerkraut!
mer. It presages and foreshadows'
the first course in the gastronomic
ess_
ii sauerkraut.
multitudeOf all the  of duties that
ev one knows, sauerkraut had Its
origin in the German empire. where
It has been held in the highest honor
and veneration for centuries. There
are not a few, indeed, who hold that
it Is the Teutonic lace's, most noble
gift to the universe. Musicians, of
course, give the palm to the nine,
symphonies of Beethoven, and Lovers1
of literature may be expected to vote!
for Goeth's poetry, but the generality
of ordinary folk make sauerkraut I
their first: last and only choice. It is
Ole most nourishing and satisfyingtab,h in the entire repertory,NoAi
soothes tlie mind. elevates the Pauli
and, as the Gernians say, sticks to the,
ribs. A man who hits consumed a lit-
er of sauerkraut is a man fit for any
..soeendous adventure, from yodeling
to high jumping. Sauerkraut. as we
have said. is of German nativity. but
It was long wince naturalized here in
America. In Baltimore many tons
of it are eaten every winter., It is
(-heap, It Is appetising and it is easy
ty cook. Nothing else that recalls
itself at this moment spreads/touch a
tempting savor through the house
Put a pot of [sauerkraut to boil h.
fore retiring and the whole facie'
will dream of eating. And in tl
reorning--if the air is crisp and it
true sauerkraut weather—the wit',
family will arise with sharp, ke.,
eetites and sound digestions. sss.
kraut Is equally apropos at breakfe.•
luncheon, dinner and st.pper. On, s
may eat it late at night, go straight'
to bed-- and yet escape all halluclna-
ton, ie.,: t mares.— La It. more
Sun. •
Japasiette Stay% in the United States.
Congressman wiyituton.t P. Hobson
says that the Jopauese already have
an army corps in Hawaii in the guise
ot workingmen, and most of the pa-
gers of the United States are laugh-
ing at him as an unmItisated jingo
exaggerator. A prominent govern-
ment ()Meer, recently returned to
Boston frem-4-Isvee*--teffs a story of
a Japanese seryant who had worked
as house servant In Himolulu for
more than a year. ip a house where
the posaion of his employer gave him
opportunity to overhear all kinds of
government gossip and secrets, and
who was af.erward. by merest acci-
dent. discovered to be the son of a
Japanese nobleman. Americans re-
turning front Honolulu -say that the
city is full of Japanese spies, and
corsequently ilobson's story may not
be wholly exaggeration. In the last
two years, on more than one °vaster'
when Japanese warships have vistited
panes. naval (Meet's
this countr4merican naval officers
have met 
whom they recognized as former
messroom servants, which positions
gave a spy an excellent opportunity
Tree r .t o t 
twat. knowledge.—Boston
Use San Want Ms.—Best results.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
_
fewest and beet betel in the ett7.
Bates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
the only centrally located Hotel la
the city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAOR Stje
Foreman Bros. Electric Co._Income ti—
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete machine shop.
132-1/4 IN. Fvourth St. Phonons 757
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.





Several: desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
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NO PRESENTS
NOTHING HUT 110 WERS AND
RED APPLES rOft TEACHER.
Put on Par With Officials of Dile°.
matte (orp* in Regard to Coraly
Ikmrations and Gifts.
Complaint hat been made to Super-
'Wends-tit Careatste and the schoo,
!trustees that funds were being soli-
Wted from the pupils by members of
different grades and classes for the
purpose of buying Christmas Pres-
eats for the teachers, and the atten-
tion of )le teachers hats been called
to the regulation. which forbids tile
acceptance of presents by the super-
intendent cm teachers from pupils.
While the same rule has been in force
many years it has not been strictly
observed, and it is said that some of
the teachers have received presents
Ott hOnda) s.
The provisions is in the edition of
the revised rules, which is now in
press, and a copy of which will be
given each teacher. The section re-
ferred to Is the same that has ap-
peared in the rule book since the year
1888 according to an investigation
by Superintendent Carnagey.
None of the teachers who received
presents from their pupils and classes
during the present term wet be repri-
manded
FEAR POR SOPHIA 011e SWEDEN.
lliowager Queen Confined to Iier Red
From rare II Of Oscar.
Stockholm. Dec. 13.—The condi-
tion of Dowager Queen Sophia IS oc-
casioning ansiety. --The strain upon
the queen incident to the illnees and
death of King Oscar was te severe.
and since his death she has been al-
most constantly- confined to her bed.
Th.. bode of the Fate King Oscar
was removed from the castle to the
chapel, where it will lie in state from
Feclay next until the day of the
funeral.
King Gustave and Queca.N.Letots
this afternoon- received in audience
the menrbers of the diplomatic corps
aceredited to Sweden, who presented
their condolences on the death of
King Oscar. The recipients of the
Nobel prizes fur this yearl also were
grantee elevate audiences by their
tel est k's.
(The desire that the memorial ser-
vices for the hit.' 7(!ric Oscar to be
rendered by Chicago Swedish-Ameri-
cans sha: not eonflict with the Christ-
mas celebrations has caused next
Sunday to be set aside as the day to
do reverence, to the memory of the
deceased monarch. The date of. the
national funeral of the former mice
will probable- come in the heliday
week. Willie specie: services will he
given on that day in all Swedish
churches in the city, no further dem-
onstration will be made by the socie-
tete and residents who, will attend)
the eiturchte and the Orchestra bat)
memorial meeting next Suntiay.)
Enver enti-Pass Provision.
I a tr; e M ., Dec. 13
committee on pubile service corpora-
tion of the convention (treeing a re-
vised state --(institution today rerem-
mended that all state officers, includ-
ing members of the legislature and
judges, be prohibited from accepting
from transportation companies. or
telephone and telegraph companies,
any free muses. tickets or franks of
.I.,s,rirtior
INSOLVENT
FEDERAL PRISONERS WILL TAKE
tIATH Ft/It FitEEDOM.
Charles E. Wright Has About Seteed
I Out His Thirty Days in the
County Jail.
The prisoners convicted at the last
term of the federal court and seat
to jail to serve out fines will soon
take advantage of the insolvent debt-
or's oath. Charles E, Wright, of
Fulton, who was fined $500 for
sending an obscene letter through
the mails, will have served the re-
quired 30 days next week. and will
take the debtor's oath and be re-
leased.
WHAT AN AWFUL SNOWSTORM:
Fell in 1905-4'hictigo Still *Dying
Men to Clear It Away.
Chicago, Dec. 13.—Far-reaching
effects of the snowstorm of January.
1905, were uncovered last night by
the city civil servicie commission.
The ntost interesting phenomenon
discovered was that 1,100 street la-
borers still are employed by the city
for the removal of that remarkable
snowfall.
Notwithstanding the scientific in-
terest developed, the commission
unanimously decided that, from Tea-
sons of economy, a new rule, limiting
to five days the period for which
emergency atreet-cleaning laborers
may be employed in Chicago, is neces-
sary.
Acrordln g to the records.
1.100 emergency laborers were kept
pegging at the removal of that snow-
fall through the campaign of lese•
Edwael F. Dunne, and all throng,i
his administration. Curiously enougb,'
the number of men required for the
removal of *now rose to 1.500 in
eult
GARIBALDI HEIRS NEAR CLASH.
---
Widow and ehiltle-n of Patriot Quar-
rel Over His Tomb.
Rome. Dee. 13.--The quarrel be-
tween the children and the widow of
Giueetthe Garibaldi, the Italian pa-
triot, over the tomb of the letter on
the Island of Caprera. has reached an
acute stage. Garibaldi's son, Rice
'floe!, claims that he is entitled to the
possession of the tomb of his father.
The widow and daughter of the lie-
erator. however emphatically de-
clare they will not allow Ricelotti to
put his fool on the Island. as they
allege he wishes to steal the bode
and transport it to Rome. The local
garrieon has been mad..' use of to pre-
vent • collision between the adhei-
cnte of the two parties.
POLICEMAN DIES (II' W01. N DS.
And Young Wan Is
Charged With NIurder.
Hopkinsville, Ky.. fifq• 1 -- Po-
l!cPman Charles Hord. who was shot
Tuesday morning be Win Willfrec- a
young society man, died. WInfree is
in jail and a charge of murder is
lodged against him.
Slight Damage at Fire.
Nos. 2 and 1 fir, Pan les were
called to Eighth and Norton streets
this morning to extinguish a fire at
thil residence of Charles Wilson. col-
ored. which started from a defective
kitchen flue. Only a slight damage
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The Most Astonishing Clothing Sale Ever
Held in the Annals of Mercantile History
•
v•
A spot cash purchase from Rosenwald & Weil, New
York, Chicago and Boston, of 400 men's fine suits and ;
overcoats at 25 to 40 • per cent below their actual
value, enables us to offer this splendid clothing to the




That yon come early. It
will give you a better
selection, a larger run
of patterns to pick from
and besides these exeel-
lect fabrics and styles
will not last long. It
was a lucky purchase
for us; it will be a
luckier one for you.
Sale Prices
Strictly Cash
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH  CO.
Sent by




Roy L. Culley & Co..
Paducah, Ky. ,
Although at a big loss to us we accept your
offer for four hundred suits and overcoats.




$12.50 and $15 Suits
and Overcoats
Fancy worsted and clieviot
a!so blue and black, in new Lull
models, every suit a desirable pat-
tern, -eut and tailored in -a most re-
liable manner. Overcoats in blue
and blark Kerseys, fancy Cheviots,
ale) Cravenetts, each made to fit
shaped and modeled in- the hest 01
the tailor's aft .v
$10.95
When the Crash Came
1
leeeuwatel & Weil, like lhaily l.ig mantgailuren, met tt Itt, ionot,romint•
0101 milre1140100 0r111•Y• from all titer the country. Is a result they
we've overiteuttel—they 1a41 140 turn Ole... '.1.,  k's into cash. Sir epiendid
Imeittees (luring the early season left us with an opening for more goods
sand the rash to pay for titer. We matb• them an offer for WO snits 0101
1111'1r1011.4. which they-atertiaed by telegram. Instead ef bottling them till
after X s et- fir.' going to give OW public the benefit of our foriun"te Pug.'
t•lutse WM. The N..w Store never forgets its customers.S a., .
Lot No. 3
Men's $25 and $30 Suits and Overcoats
Imported woolens tattered as geed as clothing can be made; stills and
overcoats and cravenetts in the most extreme $1 9.70
oxttetne as 'atlas the eonservattve shades
Veil, clime,
eWHY; (0.
415 TO 41 BROADWAY,Ncoppo.„-re.a ,A




offered in this sale are
all this season's make.
Rosenwald N; Weil, the
makers, are the recog-
nized head of America's
finest clothes building.
Every garment is start-
ed and completed by
experts, producing suits





$20 and $22.50 Suits
and Overcoats
Saes iieele as only ,liesetetwald
Welk can ntake them-e-shape retain-
ing appearing garments—in
in the new. browns, grays, also In
black. Overcoats in extreme and
knce lengths, form fitting, box hack
mode's. Cravenettes In all the ac-










Defeated Pons in Heavyweight re-1
ling Match.
Grand itaiddb. Mich., Dec. lit.--
ln a heavyweight Wrestling match
Lost Their Hands But Saved Comrades lad drew the-hlate bac) so that they pally owned water works leant. 11.were relaesed, meantime holding the is claimed 'that gross errors haveinjured men so they did not fat:deice been revealed, and that thefrom the tower. At the leaspital Me-1 work was generally incothidete and
1 death, 3.—In order to a Oliver Jude and John J. Mc- will xemser,comrades from Glynn, iron °workers, eech lost a 
Glynreseteitid--was amputated. Bettl ithannalt.yeasef:aredrtatorr iayt•iinh.
at the work





- tliere last night between Carl Petite handyeeterey. The two men were • TITS-tiler crusade Maintained. services.
of New Orleans, and Charles Hecken-
sehmidt, of Dce; Moines, the late
won the second and third falls aiel
the match. Pons forced *Racken-
scbmidt's shoulders to th mat after
a strennus thirty-one minutes, while
ilackenschmidt won his fine in 15
and 31- minutes respectienly,
Shoels Kuocked Out. - -
Pueblo, Dec. -13. Kid Careey, of
New Castle. Pa., knocked out MuggitY
Shoels. of (210yenne, Wyo.. In the
eighteenth round here last night.
Ketchell Get.0 DecT•lon.
San F'eancleco, Dec. 13.--Stanley
Keteheit, of Montana, was given the
decision last night over Joe Thomas,
et this city, at the end at the twen•
!lett round.
New York, Dec.
ear'. a number of
ENGLERT AND BRYANT
SPECIALS....
Wine Sap Apple:-, per .1)(”:k • • •
Imported Figs, per lb' 
-et-termwda, per Th.
Fancy Pecans, per lb. ....: 
Fancy Currants, per pkg. 
Fancy Raisins, per pkg. 
Florida Oranges, per dozer
3 cans Tomatoes for 
Standard Corn, per can 
2 pkgs. Macaroni for 
3 pkgs. Cocoanut Dainties for ...
3 pkgs. Vanilla Wafers for ....
3 pkgs. Graham Crackers for ..
pkga l'needa Biscuits for ...
Fancy Lemons, per dozen —
bronse ego." "What age is this " gap', Red _Kids*: iltott
"I stiiiti-hreaT t the cold etorwsge,"--.















tower at the new Blackivelre Island!
bridge. They were working high up
on the structure, and it was their
duty to guide into plaee the great
steel plates on which the girders rest.
Below them were working a score of/
other men. CITP of the great plates
that had just been settled -Into place
suddenly began to slide. - Unless It
was stopped it would plunge from
its base onto tbe heads of the men
who ware working below. Jude and
McGlynn saw the danger, ate shout-
ing to the workmen below, each
threw an arm around a beam and
each selied with his free hand the
slitlibg plate. By a gigantic effort
(Key slipped the plate to one side So
that It rested against a beam, lett(
they were unable to withdraw their
fiends in elate. ..and they we're caught
het-we:et titreenteeettehterftree3ffettew
tight haw' wee cut off at the wrist
eel:Ye:ex left hand- wits
xlintig!ed. Muir/ides rigged it t ekle•
at work on the Long Island Oity Kansas City. Dec. 13. —Sixty-two
indletm,ents, of which fifty-seven are
aga1nst actors and actresses, were re-
turned by the grand Jury today.
With the exception of one theater
altethe players were appearing at
matinee performances. The county
marshal said that they might finish
their performance and then go to the
celienal court and give bond.
The grand jury is directing its
efforts against those who have
"speaking parts" and draw good sal-
aries and le not attacking Meares
girls and supernumeraries. Indict-
menta against managers, musicians
and house employes are to follow.
May Sue Chicago
Dubuque, Ia.. Dec.
council has inetructed ( y Attornpy
Kintainer to- find out st-bethee_the
eity- +we etreiiittl Terelitettrietete leer
eget Met Ammon, Pelnu bet & company,
feepree eeeetttitairte -of Chicago.. W110ittaitod the aecounts of the munici-
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer--J. A. Robinson, Louis-
ville; F. J. Blackwell. Memphis; W
S. Mi'lls, Loulsvilee',.1. T. Not!, St.
Louis; F. T. Livermore, Detroit; T.V., Dodge, Chicago; G. M. Green,
Nashville; G. M. Brabant, Cincin-nati.
Beiveciere--G. P. Duke, St. Louie;J. W. Riddle, Metropolis; miles D.!Muck: Omaha; R. Bell, Princeton;
A. W. Hartvreg. Evansville; Will T.
Chattevton, Denver; Ila-vey Hogg,
Naehville; W. Atkinson, N K.; .1. A.Auditors, Andrews, St. Louis.
13 - -The cite New letchmond—eF M fin •
Ashland, Tenn., C. S. Wilson.
+.intutpi,
C. 10-4-1$110/97Sv billaYff.dd bettrY.
EVittfaville: ik/sePla N. Wickasoia
Sit PhIlon. Merton; flitlRavens. Metrog)olis.
•
$
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AT THIS LARGE STORE you can be shown hundreds of seasonable and sensible articles most appropriate for holiday gifts.
Novelties in the home furnishing line, which would be treasured by the recipients and held as a constant reminder of enduring
friendships. While you are favoring your loved ones, why don't you give them something serviceable? A box of bonbons is all right
in a way, but how soon forgotten -----perhapslike the giver. While on the other hand, some artistic piece of furniture or ornament will give a
hundred fold greater satisfaction. And the outlay is so trivial only a dollar down—possibly just what something cheaper would
cost. Just see some of the splendid pieces shown below, select some one or two of them, let us send them out and take your time to
pay for them. We shall be very glad to show you our beautiful stock of useful holiday gifts and make the terms of payment w suit you.
Turkish Leather Rockers
A valuable addition to any hitme and a
Christmas gift that would he appeeeiat.
by any one. This rocker is exactly
shown in the picture. upholstered in full
leather and imitation leather, with heavy
rolled arms well tufted, sleepy hollow seat
and fitted with improved Barrington
springs. Our holiday pr;ces are
from $12.50 to $45.50.
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Morris Chairs
We have them in countless variety, in gol-
den oak, weathered oak, early english and
mahogany, upholstered in all grades of
velours, imitation leather and genuine
leather: ...Our Morris Chairs arc all fitted
with _the push button reclining devi..•
which enabler you to get any position yoti
want without getting out of the chair.
Our holiday prices range from ..$6 to $35.
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
9 More Buying Days
Before Christmas
Ladies' Writing Desks
We earAow you Ladies' Desks in all the
different woods, finishes and styles. We
have some useful holiday bargains in this
line too.
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Ladies' Dressing Tables
We are in position to fill your wants in
this line. Wescan give you any style or
finish, weathered oak, mission style, Olden
oak, any style. mahogany any style; all
with chairs to match if desired. Our holi-
,,ifty prices -on ... , . $7.50 to $34.50
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Steel Ranges
Every woman who wants a range with a
good oven—one that she can rely upon to
do perfect baking every time, will find her
ideal in our Royal Banner Steel Range,
which we offer on the easiest terms,you
could ask for.
Shaving Stands
He cannot know the meaning of a luxuri-
ous shave„until he has used one of out!
ghtifing Stands. We show the SIDWAY,
which is made entirely of metal and nt
'acjwitable to any height or position. We
also have them in golden oak is different
styles and finishes. We are confident no
article of equal cost will be so acceptable
a. holiday gift or wilt-afford so much last-
ing pleasure to the man who shaves him-
self as on 41 these cabinets. Our holiday
prices are from  $5.25 to $18.
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Kitchen -Cabinets
We are sole agents for the Hoosier Kitch-
en Cabinet. It is the newest and conceded
to be the most conveniently arranged cabi-
net on the market. It is made of hard
wood throughout, waxed, golden oak alp'
weathered finish, has an aluminum co‘
,d work table which can be drawn
when in use and put back out,of the w,,_\
when not in use. Our holiday prices range
from  $10.50 to $35 50
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Ladies' Dressing Chairs
Do not fail to see our line of this,goods:
we show them in all styles and woods—
golden oak polished revolving, with mirror
tick-. mahogany, weathered and golden
oak with low backs. Our tmliday prices
'are frotn $2.75 to $22.50
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.
Parlor Cabinets
'AO"
Our line of l''.arlor Cabinets is the
varied and be!‘t 
Alee 
in the city. W.•
has:e Moms' very hen 'iiful designs in this




combination park r, i
made uP in ,
cabinets. Se inlet-line and get ,N
ci
OS
twit of-all these 1i 'es in one, 4 bim 114 "ti .v'l"
prices are front.., $7.50 to $45.50
$1 CASH. $1 PER WEEK. 
Music; Cabinets
The above cut shows till, of the many
styles of Min.ie Cabinets we have on our
floor. We can give you this piece of goods
in all finisherv—golden and weathered oak.
in and prain mbhogany, Vernis Martin
and RoekwOod, sit with adjustable shelves
and all the itp-to-ilate improvements. .Our
holiday prives from $4.50 to $25.50.
$1 CASH, $1 PER WEEK.





Instrument Whose Coe Was Once Im-
portant Ousted by Electricity
In Reedit 'Sears.
Seattle, Wash.—With the disap-
peatance of sailing vessels from the
sea, another picturesque instrument.
the bos'n's whistle. Is pa.setng to join
the sea "shanty" and the figurehead.
In the days of steam there is little
use for the bos'n's whistle, which,
with Its various modulations and sim-
ple notes, indicated marry sailing or-
ders in the old days.
It is true that when many steam-
ships dock the boren and his whistle
are still in evidence, but the whistle
Is only a whistle of one note and its
only use is to give two or three blasts
to signal slackentrrg or hauling In (e-
lites made fast to the dock. The old
fashioned boten's whistle was a dif-
ferent instrument. Often A was elab-
orately made with filigree work
about the mouthpiece and of divers
patterns. It was used too rder trim-





CURE For twenty years It .1hag besi the sewL0 sodfaitiduireastly. ;IDruggists Price 10 tAll I
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The Great Doodah!. Never Falls to Produce the Desired Results
MISS Lewis' hair was very thin and it was less than two fret in length
she began using Dender.ite She says lie. hair and acalp sr, now laidy
asa.,life and vigor.
That‘s the main secret I his vest resneily'• success as • hair grower. It en-
!wens. insigorates and iairh electrifies the hair glands and tissues if IOW
'CAP. canting tinasoel sn,1 iinheard-if scivit, part of these t i:ipor•
bat ,rgans. resulting in a strenuous and continuous growth
of the hair.
• f.Ifo.ing is • reproduction of Miss Lewis' last letter:
ate.? Photograph of MISS IIVA LEWIS
2572 Mammon A•er oe, Chies50
January' 3, 1905.
Dear Doctor Knowlton:—
Yoe know,1 told . 19.1 in no first latter that my hair would
not reach nsich below my shoulders, and that all of it together
only toakie one tiny braid.
I am sending you in) photograph, which I had also at Stevens
Haw It tells the whole story better than I can tell it.
Everybody I know is using 1)anderine, so you See I am doing
ooiuietliiflg tu show toy appreciation.
Sincerely yours. (Mies) EVA LEWIS.
Danderine makes the scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it
so. It ci the greatest scalp fertilizer and therefore the greetent
hair-producing remedy the world has ever known
It is • natural 100ul 4.1“1 • trle rurd.t ine for Loch lie hair
and InutlP. Even a 25c bottle of it will put more
genuine life In your hair than a gallon of
any other hair tonic ever made. It shows
results from the very start.
NOW at all druggIst• In three slaes
25 Gents, 60 Gents and 51. per bottle
FREE. rIteellszudri: ,.‘‘,.°) 7 ':4,Ik•
• ti a vertt go Is.- ts...altsa Pas-
,1. r Ilr I . I Iii.es. panto sue seine" alla IlleaDIS lit
PAIISING OF BIMPN'S WHISTLk:. lquarters, aud the like. Today its'on-
-
ly use, even aboard the warship,
where many tratileous of the sea an,
maintained. Is to call attention to the
giving of orders.
By a recent order of Admiral fiord
Charles Beresford the bos'n's whistle
is to be restored to UDs in the Brit-
ish channel fleet. While of no mate-
rial consequence, many of the men
who followed the sea in the old days
.tisauld welcome a revival of the old lace° company never reeorted to lea-
custom on American men of war. In
the merchant marine intricate sys-
terns of bridge telegraphs and tele-
phones bare-done away withall need
of the little whistle.
DULA MAKIW DENIAL.





lee I understand two of your she
Wm; hare joined the great majerity.
Slie-Yes. One of theru married a
man named Jones and the other a man
named Brown. --Evening Mall
To the Stone Yard.
M'PHERSON The termite-ling author from thewilds or Indiana boldly entereethe
 , editorial sanctum.
"I have come with my latest story."
he announced.
"That so." ejaculated the busy ern--
0 tor. "Let's hear how it runs."
"Well, this is from the first chap-
ler; 'easier had been standing as
motionless as a block of granite.
euddenly he dropped on his knees
sefore the beautiful girl with the ale-
i iiaster brow and boldly proposed. It
eat; then that she answeeed with a
stony stare and handed him the mar-
ble heart. Then—"
But the tette- editor
the clipping shears.
"Young man," he thundered, "you
have made a mistake. Take that sto-
-y down to the nearest stone yard.





They save the continual Writing
over the Same thing. They are
not expensive. Send utian order.
Prices Right..
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third St. Phones 358
 efeAllefe-
reached for
Use Sue Want Ads.—Best results.
New Yore Dec. 12.--4jaleb
Dula, vice president of the Ameri-
can Tobacco company, testifying to-
day in the hearing of the case of the
government against the so-called to-
bacco trust, paid the American To-
fair or ilegitimate methods to press
its goods against those of a competi-
tor. He denied that Les American
company ever attempted to slander
or boycott the goods of independent
concerns, and declared that they pre-
ferred to meet competition fairly
and legitimately.
lie said further that his company
has no agreement with jobbers or
any one concerning the marketing of
its goods.
In the course of his testimony to-
day Mr. Dula said his company vol-
untarily abandoned the use of the
union label on its own goods, after
giving due notice of its intention to
do so. He mid the abandonment of
the label had not affected the com-
pany's business.
And So Was He.
Ile was a porter in a dry goods
house and had put in five years with-
out a kick and without a raise of
wages.. After scratching his head
over it for a week he sent to the
manager the other day and said:
"Sir, meat has gone up."
"Yee."
''Rent has gone up."
"Clothing has gone up."
"Yes."
"Potatoes have gone up."
"Yes."
"Dry goods have gone up."
"Yes."
"Everything I eat has gone up."
"Yes."
"Well, sir—well—
"So use to go further, James.
Pack up your things. You are also
gene up. We shall gera new man to-
morrow."
The porter wretched has head
some more, and then' saki;
"Sir, I think I was mistaken."
"Yew"
"Everything has gone down instead
of up."
"Then you may go down and help
finish packing those boxes."
And James went down.
--Exchange.
As a rule chesty men are net-roe
minded.
And the woman In the case may
be a case herself.,
A Box of Engraved Stationery or 100
  Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts
100 Cards and Plate
Old English, shaded 
French Script - 
Enstraved Stiitionery





Let us show you the prettiest samples of the engravers' art you ever Jaw.
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GOOD FELLOWSHIP
AMONG ,BLIN D I
Bey Cigars of Blind Man and
Play Cards Together
Know Difference in Denominations
of Paper Money and Know
Good Cigare.
SALOON NE.XT DOOR IS CLUB.
•
A blind mans well dressed and pee
Perseus in appearance, WIWI slowly
making his way along-North Clark
street, north of Belmont aveune and
hOt fa; from Graceland cemetery. An-
other, who was more fortunate, and
who= eYes were 'Wear and bridle
gazed stempatteeticaely after the eight-
less oue and murmured:
"Poor fellow! wonder what joy
such ais he can fluid in ties world?
I'd rather be dead than like he. It
must he terrible to be like that."
And. the man with the good, clear
eyes gazed after the sightless man un-
til the latter disappeared into a sa-
loon at 1819 Clark street.
Walking into a cigar store at 1is21
Clark street the stranger called for
a cigar. 'There was a barber shop at-
tactied and in the rear a number of
sporty looking young men were play-
.ng pool and billiards The stranger
laid a five dollar bill on the skow-
case, and for the first time noticed
that the man let ind the shuteye=
was also blind.
"Oh, excuse me," stammered the
stranger, "I did not know that you
could not see. Here, I will pay you
in silver, as I do not suppose you can
distinguish one bill from another."
"Oh, that's all right." replied the
storekeeper, who said hie name %clef
Gus Gies, "rat blind sure enough
but I know what the bill is. It is the
dollars."
The stranger was surprised and
questioned the sightless man belsind.
"I have beenin business a number
of y-evers and halm always done re-
markably well. I own the barber bus-
iness together with the eilliard hall
In the rear."
At this point three young men
wearing light seeing overcoats atei
flashing diamonds entered the store,
greeting the proprietor merrily.
"We have come out to hare a
game of cards with you. Gus, and
have framed it up to be-at you or
bust," announced one of the new ar-
rivals.
"All 'right, boys," replied Gus in a
cheery tone. "I'll be with you in a
few minutes." Then he turned to
the straireivr, who asked".
"Where do all these blind men
come from, anti how is it they all
seem to head for this particular
neighborhood!"
"Oh, that's all very natural." re.
plied the storekeeper as he made
change for a ten-dollar bill, while the
stranger gazed in amazement, and
wondered how it eta, possible. "You
see we blind mon. keep pretty well
together, and as I am in business up
here in Lake View, my friends know
where I can always be found, and SO
they come here."
"But I saw several go into the sa-
loon next door," summated the strati,
ger.
"Oh, yes," replied Gus, who insist-
ed on being called by his first name,
"tat- is where the good fellowslalp
prevails."
"What! do you mean to tell me
that you blind men go in for good
fellowship!" asked the surprised
stranger.
"Well, I should rather gyees so,"
replied Gus. "There lint anything
too good for us. Most of us are in
some business or other anti doing
better iliau some of our se-celled
•
The Original
Allegre t t i Candies
We have put in and
al ways shall carry
fresh stocks Of the
famous ''Original
Allegretti Candies."
It comes in the half,









Saber Phone No. '77.
Holiday boxes of line im-
ported and domestic
Citars.
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more fortunate brethren. although
are unable to see. Why, in -the
Plaee not doer we are surrounded
.teaWX*- .1•191 _VO717, the
fined In this country Thee. cost a
fortune and woe the Bret prise at (ho
Centennial Expoett Jou in Phiiadelphi.i
ii irie. Ole we're just as partiou-
lar as you _fellows, even if we can't
see with our eyes."
At this point tlus invited the
stranger to join himself and friends
in tee place next door. He half ex-
wetted to find the keeper there a
blind man, too, but Frank Swanson,
the proprietor, greeted him with wide
open eyes.
However, in one corner of the
place was grouped a stolen or more
blind men, about a long table. Not
a single one of them could 'bee, but in
spite of this they spent several hours
playing card, and other games. They
filled the place with their jokes ane
laughter, partook of lunch and re-
freshments, and then retized to their
clubroom in the rear, where or of
the blind men played a maw, anoth-
er a violin, and a third a cornet.
Othervi sang, told stories, or emitted
pieces, and before the evening was
over the stranger went away coil VINO
ed that there is fun mew, for that
1i:intl.—al I c a go Journal.
SR
A Real Wonderland,
South Dakota, with its rieh silver
minea, bonanza farms, wide ranges
and strange natural formations, is a
teritable wonderland. At Mound
City, In the borne of Mrs. E. D. ClePP,
a wonderful case of healing has lately
occurred. Her son seemed near death
with lung and throat trouble. "Ex-
hausting cough ing spells occurred
every five minutes," wheat Mrs.
Clapp, "%hen .1 began giving Dr.
King's New Discovery, the great
medicine, that saved his ififfe121125 cam-
pletetly cured Mtn." Guaranteed .for
ouugrhs and otede throat and lung
coughs and colds, throat and lung
00. Trial bottle free.
MILTON BIBLE
SAID TO RE FORGERY OF THE
WORST TYPE.
Book Has Brought $1 But If Sto-
ry is True It is Worth Only
$500.
New York, Deo. 12.—Bibliophiles,
bookworms, and all other followers of
the sainted 01.xuse wild pewee their
munching of the leaves of literature
and hearken to the words of Alfred
J. Barton, expert on ancient books,
who says the Hilton bible, containing
what aas thought to be one of nine
genuine autograptis of the great Pude
tan poet extant, is a spurious auto-
graph forgery.
The old bible with the magic let-
ters, "John Milton, Feb'y 24, Defr4.-"
In Yellow ink on the binding inside
the cover, first came to light in the
possession of Alexander Howell of
London seven years age, and was
pronounced genune by Dr. W. !Odle
Wright, Tice master of Trinity col-
lege, Cambridge, edltdr of the Cam-
bridge Shakespeare, by the expert of
the London Athenaeum, and by other
English scholars.
Beek Sold at Auction.
The bible was put up at auction a
iew days ago at a book sale conduct-
ed by the Anderson Auction company
of this city. The auctioneers acted
as agents for William H. Buckler of
Baltimore, secretary of the American
legation at Madrid. Mr. Barton, act-
ing as agent for George II. Richmond,
a dealer in old books and autographs,
bought the book at $1,225 under the
stipulation that- if investigation into
its authenticity should not satisfy
him it could be returned.
Mr. Barton, who prides himself on
being a Sherlock Holmes of bibliolo-
gy, set himself at once to go over the
tharacter of the Milton bible with a
magnifying glass and plenty of skep-
ticism. He found many autographs
scrawled over the fly leaves. On one
of the fly leaves in the book appear-
ed the name, "W, Mathews," with the
date 1726.
Found the Date Suspicious. ,
Mr. Barton explained today that it
was the telltale, "W. Mathews,
1725," that Melt aroused his suepice
Ions as to the genailneness of the Mil-
ton bible.
' The body of the bible and the first
blank leaves on either side of the first
and rist pages all are of old fashioned
hand laid paper. Mr. Barton held
the paper up to the light so hts listen-
ers could see the marks of wire gauze
upon which the pulp had been laid
down by hand and pressed. But the
fly leaves in the front and back of the
Inside linings of the cover were made
of woven -paper,
This woven per first was Invent-
ed in 175.0, explained the searcher.
In that case, how could it have been
that "W Mathews" !milted his name
twenty-five years before the new pro-
ceseed paper was discovered?
Signatures Had Been Traced.
After discovering this discrepancy
the bibliophilic detective turned to
the signature of Elisabeth Milton,
Milton's third wife. Mr. Barton dis-
covered that It had been traced twice
with inks that varied slightly its col-
or.
Mr. Bartmetook the bible down to
the office of David N. Carvaleo, the
handwriting expert, and the expert
gave It as his opinion that all the an-
togrepbe stuttered about ea the wov-
en paper fly leeves were forgeries.








HEAD TO FOOT OUTFITTERS
For Xmas Presents Come to the flub
211 Broadway
Uuredeemed pledges in diamonds, watches, rings
and ladies' brooches at about half their value. I
am closing out this line.
'Table cut, hand tailored snits and overcoats at
$7.00 to




sustained by other experts the book
which wail bought for $1,225, cannot
sell for $500, although It without
Is a "genuine breeches bible."
EARLY TO BED
And early tl rise, makes one healthy.
happy and wise—espeelally If you take
Ilerbine before retiring. A positive
cure (or Constipation, Dyspepsia and
all liver complaints. Mrs. Colum-
bia, Tenn., writes. "I always keep a
supply of your Harbine on hand. Am
lo pleased with the relief It gives lit
constluatIon and all liver complaints,
that wutd• can't exiress my apprecia-
tion." Sold by J H. t whIschlaeger,
Lang Bros. and c. 0. levier.
An Agreement Reached.
Many and varied are the teensy.*
offered at the local savings beaks by
deptwitors who want their money in-a
hurry. In all the= caeca the anxious
ones expect the sixty-day limit order
will be suspended for their individual
benefit. The otter day a man and
woman entered a down-town bank
and the man approached the teller's
window with his bank book extended-
"I must haf my money," he said-
"My tether he is sick in- the old coun-
try. He will die."
The teller shook his head. He
couldn't make any exception to the
sixtysday rule.
The man went back to the woman
and they conferred Then the woman
came forward.
"My man must go back to the old
- —
country," she explained. "Hie moth-
er, she is sick. She will die,"
"Why, your man said it was his
father who was sick," remarked the
teller.
The woman west back to the man
and they conversed in an energetic
manner. Then the woman returned
alone. She smiled at the teller.
"Dey is both sick," she said.—
Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Here's Good Advice.
0. 3. Woolever, one of the beat
known merchants of LeRaysville, N.
Y., says: ''If you are ever troubled
with plies. apply Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It cured me of them for good
20 years ago" Guaranteed for sores,
wounds, burns or abrasions. 25e at
all druggists.
You Will Never Be Sorry For
Believing in mankind.
For hearing before you judge.
For being candid: -
For thinking before speaking.
For disregarding gossips
For owning yourself In the wron
For bridling your tongue.
For forgiving your enemy.
For being strictly honest.
It's the tivings you don't say t
cause the least regret.
Rheumatism.
how much misery there is in that
word!
Only those who have suffered from
it can understand its tortures.
And yet do few understand its
cause.
Simply the failure of the kidneys to
remove the uric acid)rom the blood.
Relief is now witrin the reach of
all.
A formula, that for the last ten
yearn has been dispensed by physi-
cians all over the country in cases
where troubles arising from disci-
derefr kidneys were indicated, is now
being distributed through the drug'
gists by the Antiseptic Remedy Co.,
Gllbert's Dreg Store,
at South Bend, Ind, and w have
appointed distributing agents for
vicinity.
The name of this remedy is
Red Kidney Fillets, and the pri
50 cents a box.
So confident is the Antiseptic Re
edy Co. in the virtue of this gre
formula for the relief of rheumati
that it has furnisherk us with fri.
trial boxes to give to all those wh
dre suffering from rheumatism o
from any form of kidney or bladde
trouble.
Please call for "trial box, We are
-confideet you will be benefited.
• Fourth sad Broadway.
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
is now open in new quarters. Open day and night,
THE PLACE TO BUY SUITABLE
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.
Briar and Meereclutuni Pipes, Cigar
Holders, Cigar and Tobacco Jars.




We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.
sending us your laundry.
Satisfy yourself by
STAR LAUNDRY
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Mean Man Tells About the Hair
•
)seesseeaseeeeioeeeemeeseeaseeasese
e been all through the
ks from cover to cover, and
ersed in the coming styles in
dress and adornment. A
an, I appreciate,' can not be
I to pass upon these things
woman's critical and discern-
but he has the undoubted
I admire if he wants to, and
others what he see. in his
if he is so disposed.
Ardreseing, I note the prevail-
ea will be the "current bun,"
'ream puff," the "Parker
roll." and the "frankfurter."
I know, are not technical
iuch as hairdressers use, but
swer the purpose and will per-
nivey some idea of the pre-
faehions,
"currant bun" Is an oblong
uat cone, resting about the
of the top of the Head, and Is
M1airly responsive to hatpins.
lnary hat can be shaken loose
he "currant bun" effect in
ssing.
"currant bun" effect has the
tge of being simply and ex-
usly prepared. It can be
d at night just before retiring,
teed on the bureau, whence it
taken in the morning, trane-
to the top of the head, and
d with pins, creating a olden-
instantiation at little expense
r and trouble.
ase of a fire it is quickly and
-aranged, so that no woman
e compelled to visit the fire
with her hair disheveled. It
adjusted on the run, only a
till of hairpins being needed
Ire neatness and gentility.
"cream puff" con Mats of a
t of the hair In the middle
e judicious distribution of the
masees over the ears, shad-
ern from the raye of the sun
tapping in gently graceful folds.
Team puff" may be either fixed
fast- or variable, that is to say, may be
grown or purchased. The purohtued
"creism puff," I believe, has the ad-
vantage ,of natural curliness, which
can not always be Insured with
growth. With bright eyes and a sun-
ny smile and a what the novelists call
an insouciant expression, nothing ex-
cels the cream puff.
The "Parker House roil" consists
of a general disregard of the front
exposure, but a stunning and compli-
cated adornment of the back of the
head. It begins about the crown of
the head, with a structure about the
shape of a;real Parker House roll,
and this ha repeated down the back
of the head to the medulla obkeaga-
ta. It crescendos slightly about the
middle of the back hair and dimin-
uendos to the top and bottom, the
effect being graceful and respondent.
It is euseeptible of great elaboration
and ornamentation and is especially
effective at the theatre, where it
should be worn only in the front row
of the parquet.
The "frankfurter -1' is an especially
fetching creation, consisting of a long
curl dependent from somewhere un-
derneath the hat and falling in gently*
graceful curves about the neck, gise
ing an air of winsomeness and youth
The "frankfurter" may be primed to
the inside straw of the hat or an-
chored to the hair with a hatpin. It
may be curled- over the linger or a
hot iron, and at night should be sus-
pended from the electric chandelier
to insure retention of shape and
beitaty.
For ages from thirty-eight to fifty,
nothing excels the "frankfurter," for
elegance, style and youth. Its undu-
lating folds ripple down the back of
the neck with a grace impossible to
describe and at night its length de-
pendent from the chandelier casts a
soft. shadow upon the floor like the
dretamy reflection of a- lemonade
straw—New York Times.
IRGANS RAIDERS
eED FROM COLUMBUS PEN-
ENTIARY WITHOUT AID.
'homes Bullitt Relates His Ex.
'fence While Incarcerated in
Famous Prison.
New York Times prints an !n-
ag special dispatch from Co-
s, 0., describing a recent visit
.t city of Col. Thomas W. flui-
d Louisville. Col. Builitt
<I at Columbus to inspect the
the Ohio penitentiary in which
a confined as a Confederate
er during the civil war. 00..
t gives an account of the es-'
if Gen, Morgan and his cone
Is.
ere was no outside help in the
1. I know, because I was i
he plan from first, and I helped
e tunnel through which the men
id. The whole thing was plann-
cam Thomas Hines, and the
hrough the floor was In his cell,
p kept absolutely stcret, even
our own men.
( it more than a dozen or fifteen
anything about it, until the last
when we were unable to keep
m them any longer. I knew
it because I helped with the
I am positive that not a single
on the outside knew a thing
'It. And 311 say this about
n, who Wa9 warden at the time:
tr did like him-j-I disliked him
lingly—but he did not know a
about the escape. There Was
some suspicion that there was
connivance on his part, but it
-Olit tely untrue,- --
e work was aU done with cat*.
i, which we stole from the din-
orn and one shovel, which one
men stole somewhere. It was
n digging the tunel."
Bullitt told an interesting sto-
the. eseipe. He imitated the
men to get away, bet did not
riself because his cell was near
id of the cell block—No. 4.—
guard stood near it. It was
1 this guard would hear him
Cherry Juice
Mil SYRUP
'haves at once and cures
rmanently all coughs and
ectiOn8 of the bronchial
ties.
Large Bettie 25c
)ney back if not satisfied.
lc PlIERSOYS
Drug Store





If he made an attempt, so he decided
he should stay behind . Capt. Hines,
who had Cell 19, commenced the
work, digging through the floor, un-
der his bed. Every morning he would
clean his cell up nicely and put ev-
erything in such prim condition that
the guard would simply take a look
at the inside, without making an ex-
amination.
"During the day, when the men
were allowed the freedom of the cor-
ridors for exercise, down through this
hole the men would climb. The cell
tier was built on an arehway, and
in here there was plenty of room to
work. The distances were carefully
measured off, and holes dug up to
the cells from below. When the
floor had been sufficiently removed
that a stamp of the foot would break
It through, work would be started on
another cell.
"At the same time work was going
on in the tunnel. On the day of Gen.
Morgan's escape, he changed cells
with his brother, 'Big Dick' Morgan.
A hole had been dug into Dick's cell.
In this way the General (seeped, the
brother staying behind.
"Four of the seven men who es,-
caned are dead," said Mr. Bullet.
"Smith, I have not seen for two years
or more, and I am not certain wheth-
er he is living, but I think he is. Mc-
Gee and . one other I lost track of
soon after the war, and I don't know
whether they are living."
Col. Bullitt was a _prisoner from
August, 1863, until early in the
sPring of 1864. Only the commis-
sioned officers were confined, and on-
ly a part of them were put in the
Ohio penitentiary, the others being
taken to Allegheny. Pa. Col. BuLlitt
knew but little about the prison, as
the Morgan men were not allowed to
work its the shops.
"The only part of the inside of the
penitentiary I ever got to see was me
 own _ccgridor  _and_wisat,s1 etsuld- eee
while being marched across the court
to my meals. We often wished they
would put us to work in the :elope
We would have taken the prison if
they had."
Col. Bullitt came near making his
visit to the prison on the anniversary
of Morgan's escape. It was Novem-
ber 27, 1803, and his visit was only a
few days later, forty-four years after
the escape."
esseeeeeeeeseeeee
A Real Dog Story,
•
etiDeeiteatlitieSS004).06)41 tio
Then said the king, The one mitt,
This is ni4t# son that liveth, and thy
son is the dead; and the other seals.
Nay but thy eon is the dead and my
son is the living. And the king said,
Bring me a sword. And they brought
a sword before the king. And the
king said, Divide the living child in
two, and give half to the one and
half to the other Then.' spake the
woman whose the living child was
unto the king and she said, 0 my
lord, give her the child, and in no
wise slay it. But the other said.
Let it be neither mine nor thine, but
divide it. Then the king answered
and said, Give, her the !tying child
and -Dr no *SW sTerTh-tlfe
mother thereof—I, Kings, Iy., 23-
28.
A dog that answered pleasaatly
but indiscriminately to the names of
Pete, Bill Alfonso, Buster, or any-

















Christmas at the Big Store
What Shall I
Give?
This very pertinent question is answered, thoroughly, comprehensively
and at the same time suggestively. We have gifts appropriate for every mem-
ber of the family---father, mother, sister, brother, relatives, friends or sweet-
hearts, and with the selection as varied and attractive as it is at this store your
Christmas shopping and gift selection becomes a pleasure:,
We offer you the matured result of many years of judicious merchandis-
ing, with quality as our foundation. We have grown during these many
years from one of the smallest to the largest establishments of its kind in
Paducah. We know that you can find what you want here and we know it
will be right when you do get it.
Suspenders
In Holiday Boxes
We have an iniusua? variety 'of
- Men's-Suspendera in the new -.Silk
and Lisle Webs, with gold and
'sterling silver buckles, direct im-
portation from Lazars. 'I hey come




It's a season of Fancy Vests, and
this Men's Store is always particu-
larly strong on the things that
fashion dictates proper. Only
yesterday we received another
shipment of the really newest Fan-
cy Waistcoats. You will find a
display of them in the window.
The stock contains; every novelty
that has taken in New York this
setfiton.
Washable Waistcoats in fine
weaves, stripes and cross stripes,
 $1.50 to $3.50
Imported Flannel and silk weave
Waistcoats, plain or bound, at
from  $5 to $10.00
The new Tuxedo, gray figured
silk, the proper dinner waistcoat,
at  $7 to $10.00
A Suit or Overcoat
The Best Xmas Gift
Appropriate for a tnan, young or
old. Clothing like our is appreci-
ated above all things, and make -a
sensible, serviceable gift. Here
you can see the best tailored, best
weaves and best fitting clothing
made in the country, at prices just
as low as such high-grade apparel
can possibly be sold for
Suits and Overcoats  $10 to $40
Dontt worry about size. We have
a hat of his size, if he is a custom-
er, and if not we can help you, and '
if not right we'll be glad to change
it after Christmas.
FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO.
Our Evening Suits wilt meet the
whimi, -of the moat fastidious.
Equal in every particular to the
products of the best custom tailors.
Full Dress Coats and Vests at
from $25. to $44.
Tuxedo Coats and Vests $20 to $30
Mufflers
In Individual Bom's
Makes a handsome preaent. We
are showing the grandest line ever
shown in the New Overcoat and
King Edward style, direct impor-
tation. • See window display.1 Pricee from 50c to $5.00
A Bath Robe or House Coat
An Elegant Gilt
The more useful the present the
more it will IN appreeiated. What
could be more useful than a ath
Robe, Lounging Robe or .' no ng
Jacket! Our present exhi t of
these useful gifta is the best and
most varied we have ever offered.
Bath Robes $3.50 to $10.
Lounging Robes $4 to $15.
Smoking Jackets $3.50 to $20
Brocaded Eiderdown Relies
from $4 to $10.
Steamer Blankets  $5 to $10
Genuine Tarry Cloth Rebes in
gintranteed washable e4dtirs at
front 
BltIi end House Slippers at




Plain and initial, in linens and
silk. Something new in the Eng-
lish Square and Tuxedo. Price,
75c. Also the newest thing for




All grades and colors, in silk. lisle
and Ma CO yarns, plain and fancy














For the Little Fellows
See our children's department.
Bearskin Leather and Jersey L.• •
gins with Coat and Cap  to mate!.
Gloves and Sweaters. Endless va-
riety of Caps, Toques at all prices.
Cravats
When you don't know what he
wants buy him a cravat; they are
always acceptable. A man never
has too many. We are shw
the grandest, assortment
ever displayed. Rich silks for ev-
ening wear and for all occasions.
Put up in individual boxes at
from 50c to $3.00
A eomplete line of full (trees cra-
vats., The new gray Tuxedo Cra-
vat to match our new .TuxedO
waistcoats,
Umbrellas
From $2 to $25
Always appropriate and useful for
Christmas present. This season
we are showing an unusual large
line in all the latest Eastern' han-
dles, fancy designs in hammere, l
gold and sterling silver, also pt'
heads and partridge wood etrec!
Solid steel rods and imported silks
We also have the folding-up um-








presented a legal problem in the mu-
nicipal court yesterday that made
Judge Oscar M. Torrison's head
ache.
Pete or Bill had the mange, hut
that did not distract from his value
in the esteem of two families, Mrs
Alexander Watson had him. Mrs
Jeremiah Fo lined him. There
was one set of exper tnesses will-
ing to stake their lives on asser-
tion that Mrs. Watson rightfully pos-
sessed him and another willing to
risk their hopes of salvation on the
statement that Mrs. rolsom had
raised him from a puppy.
When the Watson experts spoke to
the dog as Bill he became demons
strative in affectionate respon ,
and when the Folsom contingent ad-
dressed hini as Pete he made a com-
plete change of front and was riot-
sly friendly with the opposition.
when the deputy baliff called him
Buster he sat up and shook hands,
and when the judge spoke to Um as
Alfonso he tried to kiss the court.
Friendly—Beyond the Limit.
Bill was hopeless as a witness. He
would have welcomed a dog catcher
as a long lost friend, and would
have been friendly with an lgorrote.
The Watson contingent positively
Identified him, because he had one
toe missing on his right, forepaw,
and the F'olsoni contingent was as
positive for the same identical rea-
son
Give Us a Share of
Your
ANSyRANCE---1
E J. PAXTON St LILIARD SANDERS_
Phone 358. Phone 765.
1 A1:1 Kinds of Insurance
It was up to Judge Torriscm to
decide what Bill's resideuce number
should be in the future, and the
judge had no more idea where Bill
rightfully belonged than he had of
the cause of the bad weather. In the
meantime the affable and pleasantlei
sociable Bill was taking up consid-
erable more court time than Is right
for any dog.
Solomon Aids in Verdict.
In the middle of this dilemma the
Judge happened to think of the de-
cision of the supreme court, of Israel
banded ,down by chief Justiere Solo-
mon. The court took a severe look
at Bill and remarked:
"Heettas the mange."
.This was about the one fact In the
entire case which was generally ap-
Parent.
"Dogs which have the mange,"
continued the judge, "are dangerous
and can be taken up by the city and
put to death, humanely but firmly.
the court rules in this case that Bill,
Pete, or whatever his name is. shall
be taken by the dog catchers and
killed." •
"Well, .of course," said Mrs. Wat-
son,. "no one wants a dog that's
dangerous, and if Pete's that kind Of
a dog I'm sure Your Honor khowe
pest what ought to be done with
plaintiff," said the judge. "Court is his hens laid theniseives to tivath.
adjo-urned."—Chicago Tribune. After all the old-faehioned ways are
the best.—New York Evening Sun.
Too Much Improvement. . • ..
A Connecticut farmer !s reported
to have invented a food which makes
cows give pure cream instead of milk
The difficulty is that in walking home
the cows so agitate the cream that it
turns to butter. The same ingenious
man, report has it, invented so sire-
cessrul an egg food last year that all
Do you intend to mak- any Now
Year resolutions next year?
Not personally. I voted for pro-
hibition and I'm going to see bow
that turns out.—Washington Star.
The coal mines of the world em-
ploy 1.270.0011 men. '
11111P's 
Mrs. Folsom had begun to weep
quietly,
kilt him, judge," she said.
"I'd rather you gave him to anyobe
else than have him killed. Bill's' a
good dog. Don't kill him."














Total security to depositors 250.000
Accounts of individuals mod firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord,  to all Lbç ellan.
courteous treatment..
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- Cum Woman's Weaknessois.
We refer to that boon to weak, nervous,
suffering women known as Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Proscription.
Dr, John Pyle one of the Eatuirial Staff
et Tar; ECLECTIC /et Ellie t I. It i; VIEW says
of Unborn root (lIcienkui Ileeeof ) which
Is one of the chief ingredieuts of the "Fa-
vorite Presatiptioh " :
^A r died!" which invariably acts as a uter-
te Invigorator • " • makes for normal atetett, of the entire reproilmtire :-f.-asozia."e continues "in Ilelonita a ,, key.. a medics-
Ment which snore fully answers• the above
purposes than any "Itter druif s oh is huh 1 atm
c°717,7"L'w,!:.:-!..eitrIV...".igotzi;11-`.'„!i'.77.?, i;
sewn which dui, not present some indica' ion
for this remedial agent." hr. I':, to furs tier
says: •The following are seem; the leading
Indications for Uelon las l'zi.,-orti root Pain
or etching in tbe back, with :leueorrticea;
atonic Isteak, eondith. of the repredective
oraans of omen, ment depression and ir-
ritability. ...elated wit chronic diseases of
the reprtxi t1 sue cans of ii,ouien: const ant
sensation beat n the reition u(.4..e kid-
neys; ttie rrtilig1 iftioiling ,. do., to a iii-ak-
cued cci Mon of the reorislmilve sIstem'
amenor •P r resed or absent monthly
perl I g from or aceornian lei: an
abno condition of the dig...sive or:fans
and amic ( thin blood / halm,: dragging
see t is the extreme rower part of the
slid en
iI more or lees of the above avroetoms
ciectficiLui)...1kziitialy;,1111,11..g.13r is a -0 r. terse a __merit 
Pre:a-re/elan, one ot Tillf-Tratlifig ingredi-
ents .. ,n-cr,t.1, is Unicorn root, or [felonies,
Slut t ,,. aateaf properties of which It
most 1 , • • ii f ully represents,
tit e. eien Seal root, another prominent
ingredent of "Favorite Prescription,"
Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. D., of Ben-
nett Medical College, Chicago, says:
" it is an Important remedy In disorders of
the womb. In all catarrhal ociiiiiiiioris • •
mad general enfeeblement, it is useful."
Prof. John M. Scudder, IL De late of
Cincinnati, says of Golden Seal root:
"In relation to its general effects on the
imam. Uwe 61 no rtudiethe in taw nr.ont which
there Peach Lfenerid unanimity it opitAciti. it
Is 141a i Ilfr*taiV regarded as the Sonic useful in
al Ckibillitat stati,a."
Med it'a College, says of Goelen seal :
a,
Prof. R. rthoiow, M. I). of Jefferson
• Valuable in uterine bernorriours. I
stagia I Gooding) and congestive dysn, nor-
Mitralnalntur nlenst rear ion)."
Dr. I'lerce's Favorite l'rescriptiOn faith-
fully represents all the above named in-
grief .. lea and cures the diseases for which
their are recommended.
-- -
THE TONGUE AND THE TF:
The Average Man Iternartably
Lilt as to Care of Both.
What does the average man know
about his own mouth? Nothing. He
doesn't even know how to clean his
teeth, but mutt be told by some fool
dentist who ha a a formula of his own.
He doesn't know the number of is
teeth. Ask the first friend you meet,
"Bowe =ware teeth have You?" Bet
him a million he can't tell, and you
will win. A tooth catechism would
be of vast benefit to all who would
take the pante to learn it by heart.
I do not think it has ever been
brought to the attention of humani-
ty in general by those eho pretead
to know it all.
We breathe deeply to enlarge our
lung capacity. We walk niMes and
miles to acquire big calves. We use
dumbbells and Indian clubs to im-
prove our biceps. We go ihnoitgli all
sorts of Muldoonic nonsense to regain
our secretarial level. We do this.
that, and the other to cere Brigbt's
disease and cirrhosis of the liver.
THE PADITCAII RV:ENING SUN
 I 
..,s ie....et ii
we have such a toothache as
to distraction, and more ellen
traetion.
Never pick your teeth with any
hard substance. Bar the piek unless
re is • lc er soft, white. taco
peetee . Mad 1;:;`e el;
gums away new the teeth, and pr,•-
ty soon you are a victim of algae'
disease. eater the meal pick your
teeth gently, 'then rinse dut your
buccal cavity in tepid water. After
rinsing, use a gargle to clean out
lthe throat—a solution of salt in wa-
ter. Wash off your tongue as far
back as you can reach, and scrape the
I root of it once in a while with au in-
strument of silver made for-the par-
drives
-10 ex-
pose. And above all never put any-
thing into your mouth that does not
agree heartily with your stomach, if
it is expected to descend below the
throat latch.
It is never necessary for the tongue
to talk In order to tell that you are
Ill or the nature of your illness. The
tongue of the dumb is quite as elo-
quent when viewed by an experienc-
ed physician as the tongue of the
most talkative person. tt is a won-
derful organ, and should be studied
by all parents, not only on their owe
ateount, hut on account af their off-
spring. It aids in mastication of food
in drinking, In sueking, In artieula-
lation, and contras in its mucous
membrane the periheral organ‘of
taste. There are doctors who will
spend half an hour feeling of your
pulse and Itstentng to your heart-
beats. There are others who com-
mand. "Stick out ytiur tongue." One
glance at youf tongue will, to them,
tell the tale. Why, there are prac-
titioners so clever that they can tell
by a glimpse of your tongue where
you were last night, or last week, or
last month.
Tremulousness of the tongue when
it is protruded is a positive sign of
various nervous diseases. But by far
the tommouest cause of ibis tremu-
louseess is an excessive ludulgence In
alcohol There is an old rule about
looking into a man's eye to tell if he
I be a habitual lusher. It often fails
Drink, in some men, excites the lach-
rymal glands, causing the eye to ap-
pear watery. But all of tie know men
ieho have watery eyes, yet nevertouch liquor. But the best and firal
test is the tongue. It is tie only
sign that cannot be cona,aled. If a
loan seeking employment swears on
a stack of Bibles that he does not
drink, make him stick out his tongue.
If it trembles—he Is a liar.—New
York Press.
al Dangerous Deadlot•k
That sometimes terminates fatally b.
the stoppage of liver and bowel func-
tions'. To quickly end thie condition
withtt „ disagreeable sense t lone. Dr.
King'smNew Life Pills should always
be your remedy. Guaranteed abso-
Mir. do ev,e, tiling under the deep Intel,- satisfactory in every case or





You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give, aro= personal at-
tention at all times.
ANDERSON, PH ONE 915
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Weal Estate Agency.
I-7REE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a -calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—fon.the time when you will need money—there
irkonly one way to do it—save, and you will be sure'
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-




-----Stories of the Hour.
tt
•11ell, thank Heaven," said the
• -agar to he benevolent gentleman
elio had just handed him, over a
picket., "I've found somebody at last
that', got cash money. Everybod:.
else I've met today has wanted ti
know if I could use a check."
Which brings a story from Crinetin
nati—or St. Louis, where one of tile
ban-king companies has a safety vault
department. An old lady was unable
to open her box and asked the aid of
an assistant. Opened, she began to
file her handbag with gold coin and
greenbacks.
-But, madam," said the attendant,
''that le not permitted."
-Not permitted? Why not! by
whom forbidden "
"By the Clearing-house, madam.
You wial have to make a deposit of
this money in the bank and 'Artie
your check on it, but no one is allow-
ed to take any currency out of a ein-
e
canned bank." •
.knotter story is told .ef a banker
well known in New York, who was
called up by a friend in the midst of
the panic and asked, "What is the
situation this morning?"
"Oh, better, very much better.
And, when I say better, I want you, to
know I tell one big lip."
In Pittsburg they say the monetary
etringency was due to the effort re
one-half of the Four Hundred to get
ire° Englieh society, and of the oth-
er half to get divorced that they
might marry actresses.
It is said Chicago is willing to re-,
snme cash payments as soon as she,
can be assured that no one will de-
mand cash. At least, that is the in-
terpretation given to Mr, Foghorn •
eiecular letter of credit.
yhere is said to be a large increase
in the demand from the counti,
banks tor burglar insurance. Their
• eawaro _reputed _to he so large
that none of them could fail If the
wanted to. Al! they fear aow Is that
the burglar may take. to burglariz-
ing.
One day during the strike Col. Ben-
nett H, Young boarded a Fourth-
street car, when he Was gteeted with
the cry from his personal friends,
"scab, treab.•" •
"What does this mean front you
gentlemen?" he asked.
"Oh, this is a scab ear, but as you
are attorney of record for the union
men we think you have no right here,
but ought to be made to walk."
The Colonel smiled, but explaineti
he had an imperative engagement
which did not permit delay.—Loute-
ville Post. .
' weirnes FOR 190$4.
I'lans for ale-Clure's for the cone
lug year have just been announced.
magazine, judging from its pros-
pectus, will continue to.'eeel with
great and important subjects. The
first of these began In the November
number. It is a series of articles on
Great American Fortunes.
This series of articles by Burton
.1. Hendrick will tell the story of the
most wonderful era of fortune build-
ing in history.
Carl Schur Reminiscences.
_This extraordinary popular inter-
est aroused by the two series already
published has decided the"editors to
add several other articles during
1908.
Ellen Ten')' Memoirs
It would be difficult to overstat,
the importance of Ellen Terry's Me-
moirs—they are a chronicle of the lit-
erary and artistic development of the
last half-century. They present the
Impression of a woman, who during
her extraordinary experience came
into contact with, nearly all the fore-
most petsonagee of her time.
The Life of a(ar,. Baker 6. Ethly
The arti4e) on the "History of
tChristian Science and the Life of Ma.
iry Baker G. Eddy," by Georgine
i Milminr, have been recognized the
icountry over as the most important
series of the year.
George Kibbe Turner
and George Kennan are gathering
facts ter series of artieles dealing
with perhaps the two most moment-
ous questions Which confront the
American people. One is largely eco-
nomic in its nature: the ether is not
only economic, but it touches almost
every home in the country In a vital
way. Definite announcements of
these two series will be made later in
the year.
The aerial of the Year.
These who enjoy -a- good serigit will
do well not to miss "The Wayfarers,"
by -Mary Stewart Cutting, which be-
gins In the December number. It is
one of the rarest things in modern lit-
erature--a real love story—and the
author of "Little Stories of 'Married
Life" has her own fresh and delight-
ful way of telling it.
Agency Got Job For it Thief,
Philadeaphla, Pa.—A renewal of
employment - agency license was re-
fused. to Silas Smith, colored. Smith
was teenaged of placing Hoeace Cham-
berlain, colored, an positions when he
knew that he was a thief. Chamber-
lain is now serving a term In maser;
for robbery. According to the police
the has been a thief for years
hollsea anitelanee
where he has been empeased.
Nodd—Did your wife call you ne
over the, 'phone? Todd—NO; down-
- December $1113at Set.
wee
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13
LOOK AT THESE PRICES
$25.00 Suits and
22.50 Overcoats • •
$20.00 Suits and
18.00 Overcoats • •
$16.50 Suits and
15.00 Overcoats 1.1
‘1•. Zr)31 etati: 
 Suits 
nCat
$10.0 Suits andOvercoats Ca L.
$8.40 Suits and












Existing conditions compel this excep-
tional clothing offering. -
•
Our' regular prices being fully one-third
less than other stores selling eqiial quali-
ties and workmanship, makes the pres-
ent reduced prices an event of utmost
importance to conservative buyers.
ANIMMINI•••••••••••.•,
Bank Certificates Taken Same as Cash




Food Wastes in Dyspeptic Stomachs
It scents Madan to eat when the stomach can't digest
the food. Yet you must eat Why nciT then repair your
tUflailion? ftanti he done. Many ways have been reeoni-
mended:14agru, but here is one that is guaranteed. Go to
your t *sad get a 50 cent or $1 lentbatt Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin, the great laxative compound. It will
create for you what nature does not seem to provide—the
gastric an peptic juices necessary to digestion. Your lack
Of them has caused your dyspepsia. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
They Were Cured
I was afflicted seriously with
stomach trouble, and bad not
been able to obtain. any relief
from
which I had uptle I *nay
tile W,* rensigw•
beard of Dr. C SSyrup
Pepsin. I purchased a large
bottle. and after. taking *erne
Yeccording to directions, I so-
heed a great Improvement: I
then bought two more large
bottles. and wises they were
gone. I had no more treente.
Jos. al INST. 1726W. Market St.. ftslianaPolis.
I am Is the hest of health at this welting and
have been ever ducal took Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. This Ise medicine I oen recommend to
anybody and have done so. and hare been the
means of your agents selling lots of Syrup Pep-
all our town and neighborhood. It has does
• great deal of good. So many have ised It
*Ince I took it; people came to me for miles I can cheerfully recommend Dr. Caldwell's
around and asked me what kind of medicine 1 Syrup Pepsi. to any one that Asa steniach trou-
took that did me so much good. ble, indigestion or constipation as the best
Mag. ISaeiticit WHEELER. Freetown, Ind. Inedi.ine for these complaints that I have ever
used. M. H. 11111-Lia. Mu weisous. Ill.I have used Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and
was 'greatly benetked. Have had indigestion I am glad to give mg testimony as to the very
and stomach trouble for many year* and found excellent qualities of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-
great relief after utter it. and can cheerfully sin. I would not be without It in the bout,. It
recommend it to the public, dues all you say it will do. and more too.
C. K. SLusateozit. Liberty. Ind. i Tito*. W. Beans, Wab. Engineer. Bement.
One can never tell what day some member of the family
will become constipated or have indigestion, jaundice,
bloated stomach, biliousness, sour stomach, bad breath,
flatulency, lazy liver, weak stomach, sick headache or some
other ailment affecting the stomach, liver or bowels, and
then Dr. Caldsvell's Syrup Pepsin will be instantly needed,
Pepsin contents properties that stir the functions of the
stomach and liver to activity—that makes it do what it
otherwies would not do. It arouses the secretions of the
glands which are essentials to digestion, and in that way
cures indigestion or dyspepsia. Let no dyspeptic say he is
incurable. He cannot honestly say so until he has tried
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. One bottle will be sufficient
to prove its merits, and that one bottle will only cost you 50
cents or $1 at your druggist.
by Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
ilydelf and family suffered
terribly from malaria. consti-
pation and stomach troubles,
and our physician could not
help as. in Dr Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin we all found ire.
slant relief. I have gained Zu
pounds and the children have
improved wonderfully in
health. Mits. J. W. Ylta.082..
Beim°. Ark.
,,I take great pleasure in informing you of the
good Dr. Caldwell's Syrup F'epsin has done me.
Although young in years I have suffered from
constipation since my boyhood and have tried
1811711t*Ona remedies and doctor's prescriptions
sad have yet to rand the equal of your Syrup
Pala and I gladly recommend it to all who
suffer from constipation.
C. J. Simon. Memphis. Tenn.
For about fifteen years I have
been afflicted with indigestion and
stomach troubles and at timespthe
pain was so severe that I had
grave fear* that my trouble was
cancer of the stomach.
In Septette bet last year while vis-
iting my brother in Chicago I
learned of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, to? stomach trouble abd
ties. I kept up trtiehaid tuuse oef tchoe"nensedof ysamnadlisib°tocia
then I have been free from any stomach trouble.
and I am fully persuaded that Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin has cured me. 0. 0. Ricessans,
Attorney and Pension Agent. Eudora. Kansas.
I can truthfully and willingly say that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is all spalkft is recom-
mended to be. I have used It and know for my-
self what I state. I do not think it has an equal
for stomach trouble. I have not words to ex-
press its value to me and there are many others
of my acquaintances and friends who have used
it with good results.
Mks. Mins:Eva E. RoL.Lifia, Dewey. III.
I have given your Syrup Pepsin to our little
boy for constipation and have found it very
loud, and can recommend it to anyone. I think
anyone raising • family should not be without it.
Id I*. L. Mua•N. Kansas City, Kans.
as it is sure to cure these diseases. It is sold under * positive
guarantee to do what is claimed for it or money will be
refunded. It is easy to take because pleasant to the taste,
is gentle in action but promptly effectisre, and entirely free
from the griping so common in salts. purgative waters and
cathartic pills, tablets or powders. It is for that reason the
best remedy for infants, children, women,
Thom Mining to try Dr) casawes's Pap. keen lashes se have a fres
amiss Dottie sent Is that base Idassaipany. Pas fidet I* to Drove
I
dtat Memos* MI We ems to *OW win Save sever
taws It. see tor it it *Da have ass tylet881nt 81 aellth ft ONO 81881168 (Minded Yet most *saw,'
nal**e for children, Wenler and old ton's. A rearanumi, ddirdingliddld Wad an. THE matte VERDICT: "flo
LaXatiVe So Good and pars as DR CALDWELVS SYRUP PEPSIN." MN undid wars pont) ellaraAtin /40, 17.
illastmetn, D. C. Angus Farms SYRUP 00. 107 Saldwell Slag-, illeatiselie.111. 
-
FREE TEST old people, invalids and ethers and yet Wactive enough to be promptly effective in
the most robust grown persons. Go to
your druggist to-day and get a 50 cent or
$1 bottle under the guarantee. Complete
directions are on every bottle.
CITY ORDINANCE Girl Held in Virtual Slavery When
She Sought Employment at Home.
AN ORDHPANOM PROF BITING
THE SALE OR USE OF TOY r18-
TOI-S, CANNON CRACKERS, 'POR-
P WOES AND OTHER HIGH EX-
PLOSIVES IN TIM CITY OF PADU-
CAH, AND PROVIDING A PENAL-
TY FR ANY VII;ILATION FIERO.
OF.
DID IT ORDAINED BY THE GEN-
ee_lrefLills COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Section I. That the sale or use
In the city of Paducah, by any per-
lion, firm, company or corporation of
toy pistols, designed to use powder,
dynamite or any other high explosive
or the sale or use in the city of Pa-
ducah of cannon crackers, torpedoes,
or other Wet expkenres, excent
roman candies and sky rockets,
prohibited; provided, the Mayor, u
on &pith:aeon therefor, may, in his
discretion, greet permission to shows
and exhibitions, to use same in the
performance or exhibition &limp-
latest, but such permit shall be in
writing, signed by die Sleyoe. *ad
must state the time and place said
fireworks and explosives may be
used.
Sec. 2. That It shall be unlawful
for any person to explode or shoot
any roman candies or skyLrockete,
on any public street, alley, way or
grounds of the city of Paducah
Sec. 3. That. any person, firm,
company or corporation, violating
this ordinance, shalt upon conviction
thereof, in any court of competent
jurisdiction, be fined .not leas than
$10.00 nor more than $2)5.041, and
each sale or use of any of the articles
referred to herein, in violation here-
of, shall constitute a separate and
distinct offense,
Sec. 4. The( ordinance shall take
effect and be In force, from and after
its passage, approval and 
Ion
Ausbury Park, N. J., Dec 13.—
Weakened and unnerved by the terri- I
today, accompanied by Thomas Brod-
erick, a ponce officer of this city, who
was sent to her aid by local officiate
at the solicitation of the nurse's
friends, to whom she had applied for
aid.
I According to her statement she is
the fifty-second woman that has been
secured under false pretenses and
held prisoner by Fender with vicious
intentions, Her rescue by Broderick
and the North Carolina cfficers was
effected after th'e former had batter-
ed down the door of the shack, which
was unfit for human habitation.
Miss Sjostedt said she will prose-
cute the planter to the full extent of
the law. According to the nurse's
story she west to North Carolina, be-
lieving she was to preside as house-
keeper over an ante-bellum mansion.
She secured the position by advertis-
ing in a New York neyespioser. She
reached the plantation the day before
Thanksgiving. Instead of the pictur-
ed mansion she was ushered into the
two room shack, which formerly was
a liquor saloon, and-which was filthy.
The ,windows of the rooms were
barred. In searching her room she
found a bundle of rags, beneath
which was the body of a negreas.
Complaining to her employer, he re-
plied:
0, that was my last housekeeper.
I will have her burled tomorrow."
This was the enly promise he ful-
filled during Miss Sjostedt's enforced
sojourn.
ble experiences she had undergone in
a log cabin in the wilds of North Car-
olina, Mize Olga Sjostedt, a trained
nurse, who had been held a prisoner
twelve days on the plantation of T.
N. Pender, returned to Asbury Park
the nurses. Site repulsed him and
seising her hatptn droVe him laem the
room, after which he bolted the door
from the outaftle. She was locked in
her room every time he left, and she
was most of the time a veritable pris-
oner. At night she wrote lettere to
her friends in Asbury Park and suc-
ceeded in mailing them at the rural
free delivery box when her inhuman
employer was eating or in his room
smoking. Letters from her friends
i were intercepted by Pender and de-stroyed,
Miss Sjostedt was forced to get up
I at 5 o'clock in the morning, milk the
cow, feed the elite and chickens, and
clean three horses. Her Thanksgiv-
ing dinner consisted Of corn bread
and salt pork cooked in old tomato
cans. She threatened to leave Thanes-
giving day, but Pender 'nsisted she
would have to stay for three months.
Night after night he attempted to
force his attentions upon her, but
each time she repulsed him with her
only Weapons, hatpins. Learning the
officials were coming to take her
away. Pender forced her to sign a
paper saying she had toe-been ill
treated.
Badly Mixed Up.
Abraham Brown, of Wintertime N.
Y.. had a very remarkable experience.
He twee: "Doctors got badly mixed
up over me; one said heart disease;
two called It kidney trouble; the
fourth, blood poison and the fifth
stomach and liver trouble; but none
of them helped me: so my wife ad-
vised trying Electric Bitters, which
are restoring me to perfect health.
One bottle did me more good than
all the fire doctors prescribed."
Guaranteed for -blood poison, weak-
Smuggles Letters to Friends. nem and all stomach, liver and kids
Pt,nciPr TT' 4,1 , 't1 T , rrlp,r '-co, n -v complaints, by all druggists, 50c.
Protect
Your Home
By means of an electric porch light
while the burglars are busy at their
work in the city. It will give you a
maximum protection at a minimum
•cost. .* •• • • •• •• •• ••
Help the Salvation Army. Keep the pot boiling.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
SENSATION
CAUSED BY WITHDRAWAL OF
PRINCE FROM NAVAL LEAGUE.
Activity of Organization in Politics
is Said to Ite the Reason for
Hig Action.
Munich, Dec. 13.—A considerable
10401 sensation has been caused by
the resignation from the Germ=
Naval league of Prince Ruliprecht, of
Bavaria, who was a member of the
executive committee of the Bavarian
branch of the league.
The action of the prince Is under-
stood to have been dictated by a de-
sire to protege against the active po
litical agitation of the league, and to
have followed a disagreement with
Major General Kelm, managing di-
rector of the league, and other lead-
fee in matters of policy.
Major General Kelm, who has head
quarters in Berlin, decided several
importtint matters without consulting
the prince, thus giving him the im-
pression that his name was wanted
only for the prestige it carries.
League About to Collapse?
_._'_,Desireeignation has caused a flurry
in high Bavarian social circles, and a
large number of public ornelale and
aristocratic friends of the prince a--
reade taw& followed his example.
The defections from the league may
be the beginning of the weakening of
this powerful organxiation.
The league has upward of a mil-
lion members. It sends lecturers into
all the rural districts to urge that a
powerful navy be built up If the em-
pire le to be relieved from the dan-
ger of a war with Great Britain, it
commands considerable sums for agi-
tation, and it eedeavors to make the
navy attractive to young landsmen by
the eresentation of pictures) of nese
life with the stereepticou and the
cinematograph.
Government Hampered By Demands.
The league has become 80 ener-
getic and in4luential of late that the
government has been embarrassed by
ita demands for a more vapid in-
crease in the navy than the reiciustag
is willing to vote or the imperial
finances are able to *and.
The country unquestionably has
been startled -by the published esti-
matee of the probable coat of the navy
front 1908 to 1917, which averages
$104,000,000 a year, especially as
these estimatee are figured on a low
basis.
The admiralty, in -its published
recommendations, reckons that the
empire will have to borrow $1S9.-
000,000 for naval purposes up to
1917.
11
Worth doing worth doing well. If
you wish to cured of Rheumatism.
use Ballard's allow Liniment and you
will be "well *lured: A postuve cure
for Sprains, Neuralgia., Bruises. Con-
tracted Muselee and all the illn that
flesh Is heir to. A. G. M. Williams.
Navasota, Testae writes - "I have used
Snow Liniment for sprained ankle and
I gave the beat of satisfaction. I al-
ways 'keep it in the house." Sold by
J. H. ooleschlaager, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley.
SKELETON AT HIS FEAST.
A Thing of the Past for a Portland,
Me-, Mau.
Many a person in Paducah sits
ilowe to a table lades isith good
things, but a staring skeleton at the
board warns them that they satisfy
their appetite at their peril. This
skeleton of inetigeetion has become
a phantom of the past to mauy per-
sous who have restored their diges-
tive organs to a normal condition be
taking our delicious cod liver prepar-
ation, VInol. Vince is rich in altera-
tive eletnents which restores natural
assimilation, and makes rich, red
blood which in turn strersgthens ev-
ery orgau in the body to do its work
as nature intended.
Mr. W. B. Waterhouse, of Port-
land. Me., writes: "I suffered so
long with stomach trouble and indi-
gestion that k lost flesh rapidly. Vinol
cured me after everything else had
Tailed. It strengthened my digestive
organs, gave me a hearty appetite,
and I can eat anything without the
slightest distress. I do not believe
any other medicine equals Vino] for
stomach troubles and indigestion,"
We ask Paducah people who
suffer with indigestion% and every
weak, aged or-run down person to
try Vinol. If it does not help you
we will return purchase money. W.
B. McPherson, Druggist, Paducah,
Ky.
THE VAMPIRE."
The Countess Maria Nicolaievna
now being tried in Russia for the
death of Count KamarowskY, who
adored her. The trial revealed a plot
seldom found outside of fiction. "The
Vampire," as the countess Is called.
came from an obscure family. She
was beautifulland, wheu 17 years
old, she was stolen by Count Tarn-
owski, who married her. They had
two children. One evening the coun-
tess, in the presence o? her husband,
kissed a young man who had been
paying attentions to her. The count
,-hot and killed him. He was acquit-
ted, and secured a divorce. The
countess then plunged into the vortex
of unrestrained passion. She wreck-
ed four happy families and many in-
HE VISITED SOME PATIENTS.
(Chattanooga, Tenn., Daily News.)
A representative of the News has
just returned' from a very successful
visit to California.
Concerning the reports that the
long sought cure for Bright's) Disease
has been discovered, he took epeeist]
plane to find out the truth of the
matter, and came back fully con-
vinced.
One lady, the wife of a San Fr-all-
ele-0 editor, not only told of her hus-
band', remarkable recovery after ehy-
Arians had given him up, bnt she
reeled off as of no moment, the name**
of seyerai they told of it who had re-
covered. One case was particularly
Interesting. It was a case of Bright's
Disease in which the young man was
so impreseed that nothing could, be
done that he had to, be tricked in!o
taking the new epecific. Each time a
dose was administered a tablespoon-
ful of his old medicine was secretly
disposed of. thus allaying suspleionts.
To complicate matters as the young
men recovered, the physician became
elateel, thinking he had discovered
cure for Bright's Disease. It eras not
itatil the patient, was so well along
toward recovery that there was no un-
certainty about it that the whole plot
was disclosed. One of San Francisco's
pioneer druggists *leo confirmed his
own recovery end made the astonish-
ing statement that he had eivea It to
between 40 and 150 and only knew of
a few falluree.—Chattanooga Daily
News.
I sent for the; treatment for pa-
tients here end wttl give full tniterme-
tion.—W. B. McPherson, Padeenh.
Ky.
dividuals. Maximilllan Prilukoff. the
richest lawyer in Moscow, spent his
fortune and. finally stole 60,000 ru-
bles for her. He also deserted his
family. Count Kamrovsky, a rich
nobleman, begged her to marry him.
She refused repeatedly, but finally
consented after he promised to make
his will in her favor, lie also insured
his life for $250,4)tet. Then came the
plot. A young man named Naunhoff
was madly in love with the countess.
He received a letter from Kamarov-
sky besmirching her character.
Naumoff did as It was thought he
would—kill Kamrovsky, who had
never seen or beard of him before. It
Is charged that the letter wag sent
by the countess and Prilukoff, with
whom she still lived, and they were
arrested.
MILS:0112PS
Favorite tonic is White's Cream Vermi-
fuge, the cure or worms and all chil-
dren's diseases. It not only kills the
worms, but removes the mucous arid
slime in which they euild their nests.
Its action on the child I. mild and
leaves him In a healthy condition Joe
Daniel. Surmise. Tenn., says that he
gave one of his children WhIte'• Cream
Vermifuge when the doctor thought It
had colic, and from the first dose the
hild passed 73 worms. Sold by J. el.
Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.
Ripley.
ELECTRIC LOCX1MOTIVE TEST.
Use of specially Constructed Appara-




so Or Mune!: ri a c lcSECURED
CONTRACT given, backed by P300000 00 capital and 18 ears' SU(ICEEIS
DRAUGHON'S esTCIcge.A8 eLs
ierorpersted.)
PADUCA.11, 312 BroadWay, and Eviinsville and Si. Louis.
Bookkeeping, Banking, Shorthand, Penmanship, Telegraphy. etc Indonied
by Outlines); men. Altai teach by mail, Write, phone, or call for cetalogue.
30 Colleges in 17 StratM.
-1
Clayton. N. J.—In the Penneyiva-
ilia electric locomotive speed test
here, the big engine, No. 10.0ee,
made sixty inlies an hour without
half or 'her power equipment. Her
engineer, Richard Doughty, and the
experts who witnessed the test, were
delighted with her performance
They say she can easily pull a freight
train of seveoty cars.
In preparation for these tests, the
company has laid a short section of
track costing $5000.00r0 a miie. The
special ties which have been placed
in this section cost $16,000. The ex-
perts are trying to ascertain how fast
It will be safe to run on curves, pay-
ing particular attention to the prese-
ure on the rails.
The curve just below the Franklin-
Nine station has been selected for
their observations. An electric stop
clock in the station registers the
speed of the train, and a series of
electric instruments connecting with
the rails at the curve show the out-
ward pressure on the tracks as the
train rushee oer it.
One of the largest combination
biggage coaches was attached to the
engine and shoes put on the car.
In the baggage room a great array
of electrie appliances were placed to
change the alternating current to di-
rect current. Although it was the
first time the engine ever an under
her own power, she elided smoothly
down the track, apparently-without
an effort, at the rate of sixty miles
an hour. It is expected that she will
be able to make 100 miles an hour
in subsequent tests.
This engine does not look unlike
one of the "camel back" type. exeept
that she has no smokestack. ShInati
drive "wheels the size of a regular en-
gines, and the bell is on top Instead
of irb front. On the top ifean arrange-
ment which will take the wire, but
it is very unlike the trolley pole. It
will not "slip the trolley," and can
be set In place by the engineer press-
ieg a button.—Philadelphia North
Atneriean.
THE MOST WONDERFI'L BOOK IN
THE WORLD.
"Some day when. I have time,"
said a member of the Philology club,
':I am going to write a lecture on the
wonders of the 'dictionary.
"I was looking over a dictionary
the other day, when one of my friends
came in and laughed when he saw
what I was doing. Then he worked
off that old story about the librartan
who, when a fellow &Ave for some-
thing to read, glee hini a dictionary
and how the fellow brought tt, back
in two or three days, abd said he,
gueteed It was a very good book but
It changed the subject so often that
he couldn't get up much Interest in
It-
"'Whit I was Interestia in the
motive of, was the-eittoni rib tog no mher
of CONSISOU *lap that aro named
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and EMbdilTlerS
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy.




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL M! 'E
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
froth ,Is
originated and in a good many ca.-
the place is remembered princiii ,
by the name of the thing. The F, •
city of Bayonne never did a:
of consequence but origivate th,.
onet. The little raisins that we cal'
currants were first deied at Caen'
the Damsons sold by St. Louis
cers anal the damasks on our dr)
goods counters both cams from Dam-
asous. Our roasted chestnuts are'
trained in honor of Cetstatiaea, a greatl
eheeteut town of Italy. The coffee'
we drink was named for Karla, leen-
ons came from Lima. candy froirn
Candle. tobacco got its name from
the island of Tobago. Gin was first
distilled at Geneva, copper was nam-
ed for Cyprus, cambric for Oambray,
calico from Calcutta, gauze for Glee,
dimity for Barnette and
from Milan, the ladies of s
once _famous for their hessi II -sees
"The lePlow who got the de:time-0
was right about it changing tile sub-
jece pre tty ofteu, but if you keep the
suEject in your head while reading
the dictionary, th,fee Is not another
book on earth from which so much
can be learned. " — E cc h an ge.
THAT•11 rrs -
Cough yourself Into a fit of spasms
and then wonder why you don't git
well. If you will only try a bottle of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup your cough
will be a thing of the past. It is a
positive cure, for Coughs. Influenza,
Bronchitis and all Pulmonary diseases.
it... h,tile will convince you—at your
drnairctt. :!Sc. 60c. $1.00. Sold Ity J. IL




"This is a frightful condition to be
is. How much money did you
squander?"
"M' dear, when will you learn




were recently shipped from E
to Rhodesia.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 P. m.
A. W WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible--
for invoice charge's unless collected
by the clerk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Vt'ednesday at 4 p. m.





Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wa,
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
altd room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway. -
KILL THE COUCH
Amp CURE THE LUNC8 
wwi Dr King's
New Discovery
FOR C811118 Tila. Bottle Free
AND All MOAT AND LUNG TROUBLES 
°VARA FTTEED SATISFACTOR
OR Xi/1MT itunimm nimii:immiamiimmliafDED/tF13
Cut Flowers
If you want to send a
particular friend a particu-
larly nice box of dowers,
packed in a particularly
nice way, a box with Brun-
son's label will enhance




REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
gook Binding, Bank Work. Lears1






he Tully Livery Company
flnewrevoratedLl





Furniture Stored and Packed
403 ennui Si
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Frankfort, ley. .—Inaugura-
tion of GOV. Willson. Round
trip $8 6.0. Tickets to be sold
December 9th and 10th, good
returning until December 10.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket 'Ube
R. M. MATHER,
441maimamigz=61.1edgim





$12.50 Cloaks   
$15.00 Cloaks ___  7.50
$10.00 c19148 - 5.00
1!).00 Cloak3  - 4.50
Raincoats wo:th 110. this'
-ale 5.00
A Sale That
Means Money to You
Every dollar's worth of our $10,000 stock must and will
be sold regardless of value. Positively a great slaughter
sale. Nothing will be reserved, but everything must
be sold. Never before were such prices made on sea-




$5.00 Blankets and Comforts, all
wool $3.98
10-4 Cotton Blankets 50c and 75c
72x92 Comfort  $ 1 .00
69x72 Comfort    89c
Dress Goods
Dress goods worth $1.50, this sale_$ 1
Dr.ess goods worth $I, this sale 75c
Dress goods worth 50c, this sale 39c
Drees goods worth 25c, this sale 15c
Flannelette worth 12 1-2c, sale
price 1 OC
Flanneletti worth 10c, sale price. 8C
Dolls, Salad Bowls and other Xmas goods are going for
LESS THAN COST
Winter Hosiery
Misses' and boys' ribbed hose, Ivor:
25c, this 19C
Ladies' hose, worth 15c, this
sale 1 OC
Underwear
Boys' heavy ribbed shirts only, worth
25e, this sale 1 5C
Ladies' heavy ribbed vests and pants,
this sale ..- 220
Men's heavy fleeced underwear, worth
50e, this sale..  43C
Men's shirts, wool, worth $1.50 this
sale.  $ 1. 1 0
Wool shirts. worth $1.25, this
sale. 89C
Men's dress shirts, worth $1.00 and
and $1.25, this 89C
J. R. ROBERTS, 325 Broadway
 'ill11111111111111
HISTORIC HOMES
M %NV NDTED IWILDINtis
(ATED IN 1•11ILADELI'1111.%.
Steps Will Be Taken to Pre...•eve as
Nlatiy a Them
• row-able.
The attention of the Colonial
Dams of New Jersey has beet turn-
ed to the many historical 6,111.1111gs
In this city and steps are to .)e taken
to preserve as many of these as pos-
bible.
One of the most interesting and one
which has undergone mote a;tera-
tion than is common among Dor-
lington houses is the firaiford man-
sion on Broad street. Mrs. William
Bradford, who lived there was a
daughter of Elias Boudinot, presi-
dent of Congress. Boudinot built the
louse in 1798, and he entertained
there the Waehingtons. the Medi-
Setts, the flarW'oile, La./..yette. and
all the ,11-• L that the
Dolls
Sc to $6.50
We are showing by far the
greatest line of Itolls ever
brought to Paducah-dolls of all
kinds and at all prices from 500
to $6 50 each
Dressed Dills. Baby Dolls kid
booy dolls, French dens, papier
maehe jointed dolls and the
Celebrated Kestner
Jointed Dolls
are shown here in all their life-
like beautv. Dolls with eye
lashes-in fact, we have just the
doll you are looking for and at
the price you want to pay. •
Special this Week
A $1 50 hip and jointed kid
body doll for $1.00. The best
value in the CHI.
The
















































































place and the period could boast of.
Mrs. Bradford was the last of the
-Washington circle," and the older
distinct remembrance of her taking
the air in a sedan chair, or driving
to church In a yellow chariot, up-
holstered in crimson.
On High Street two old houses, of
exceeding interest stand close be-
side each other. They were built
In 1047. Both are of stucco, and
their prim roofs lack the usual flam-
boyant gable so familiar with this
section. The light green one was
the boyjnoaphlinie of Captain James
Lawrence" of the Chesapeake, whose
riving words "Don't give up the ship"
have made his name immortal. In
the other house, light brown with
white trimmings, James Fennirnore
Cooper was born. He and Lawrence
were boys together and here the au.
thor of the "Leatherstocking Tales"
spent some of the happiest years of
his life.
When the Quakers who settled
Burlington rowed past where a huge
woods marked where Philadelphia
was afterwards founded they came to
a land where a low gravel beach met
the river turning northward and
high banks rose on either side laden
heavy with green and peefunied un-
dergrowth and lofty sycamore trees.
Hire they started Burlington„ The
ioneer settlers were Joined by oth-
ra the same year, and of these a
:arge party came in the Shield, di-
'
rect. from Hull. England. The Shield
sas the first sailing vessel to pene-
trate so far up the Delaware river.
.,ed when it reached Burlingtton it
v as moored to a sycamore tree
' shich stands to this day.
Burlington, despite its Quaker an-
tecedents has long' been a strong-
hold of the Episcopalian Church in
America, and in this respect, owing
to its predominate hierarchlal soci-
ety, has frequently been likene# to
an English Cathedral town. The or-
iginal St. Mary Protestant Episcopal
Church was founded in 1763, and
was built as plain as a barn. In its
graveyard lies buried._ John Talbot.
the first American Bishop of the Pro-
testant Episcopal faith.--Philadel-
phia North American.
TALE IW A POSTAL CARD.
Made in Berlin. Sold in Honolulu.
Mailed in Japan, Delivered in
New York.
"Herr is a po,-tai card with a sto-
ry." said a young New Yorker to a
bunch of chums in one of the cobweb
eating houses over in old Greenwich.
"About the middle of last summer I
said goodbye to the chap whose chit.-
oirraphy is on this card.
"The insprinf on one 'lid of this
esird shows- that It was made In Ger-
many. To this information you wil4
see Is added the words, In print.
'Sold in llonoluin.' CM the other
side of the card is a colored picture
lof the Bay of Honolulu."Here In the proper plice is a
Cnited States postage stamp:. _ The
postmark is Yokahoma. And here,
Just over the superscription. is the
stamp of the steamer which brought
it acrose the Pacific.
"The name of the steamer shows
that she carries the French
There it is. If you know any;.10.:
about French you know what I say is
"Orom Berlin across the Atlantic,
maybe it was by way of Suez, but if
the first is true, then across the conti-
nent to Honolulu; then to Japan.
back again across the Pacific. and
then again across the continent from
'Frisco to New York, Fi•om Japan
to the metropolis for 2 cents, United
States postage.
"And it's as fresh as a daisy. That
Isn't all. You all know Smithy Jim.
as we called the infinitesimal runt
that caused more trouble at Cornell
than a grasshopper under a lawn
shirt waist.
"Well. I met the runt 'yesterday
and when he got his second wind he
said he had met the man whose name
Is written here, In Yokabomo. and
that he fold him he had lust -mailed
thisicard to me. It came over with
the runt on the French steamer. To-
day's mail puts the runt out of the
Ananias class, where I had pegged
him. Garcon,' Get busy."-New
York Sun,
Miraculous Tale.
Johnson waited patiently until
Thompson had finished his fishing
story; then he said:
"I want to tell you something that
happened to me right up in the wild
dietr:ct where you say you landed a
string of a thousand in half a day.
You know Beverly and I went. up
there two summers ago in an automo-
bile?"
"Yes. I remember."
"Well, sir, we lost our way, and
for five days and nights we eouldna
sight's farmhouse or a human being."
"Hase-afsy food_ with you?" asked
Thompson. 
 %zo
"Not even a sandwich."
"What did you live on?"
"Sou p -eou p morning, noon and
night."
"Soup But what did you have to
make soup of?" •
"Why," said Johnson, without even st
the suspicion of a smile, "the Drat
day we got lost the auto struck a
stone and turned turtle."-Judge. es
Boy's Leg $10,000; Boy's blfe $800-
New York, Dec. 12.-A boy's life
is worth $800, but a boy's leg la
worth $10,000, according to two ver-
&Po; brought in in the supreme court
here yesterday. In One part of the
court John Sheehan, whose 12-year-
Old son was kOed in wruantway acci-
dent. was awarded $500 damages.
end in another part of the court a
jury awarded$10,000 to ArthOl
Clements. a 10-year-old boy, who lost
a leg through being run over byi.
trolfey ear. . -
s -0111a...• 11-", "Air -"sers•-• 1•11 11••410"morweroalas•411.0 •-•1 1•••411.1* 01.4 
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,. t1 t( .., To Find Christmas Gifts Here t
...,.
. iIt is easy to make selections and such a pleasure, too, here. .
Away last spring we made all our plans for this Christmas for you, i
• .' •
and you see the fruits of  it in every department. We are show- i
• •
i 
ing more novelties, more prettier things---exclusive things-and
f
I
vs N` lower prices than obtain elsewhere. Here are a few suggestions:
• \ 
1:
Smoking Jacketsi 1 Lounging Robes 
Fancy Vests
f $3.50 to 11800 , $3.50 
to $18.00 , $1.50 to $10 +
$ \\, Neckwear in holiday boxes i
•
I 25c to $5.00 a
•
O 50c to 15 00 
Gloves
25c to $10 
Hosiery as,i Silk Suspenders
*
25e to $3 50 0




50c to $10 • 25c to :Ler






Keep in touch with our win-_
dows from ,now to 'Xmas.
- $1.50 up 
• $1.00 to $20
Evening Vests
$3.50 up
Hats Tuxedo Vests and Ties
$5.00 up




Make your selections now
while stocks complete.
PliwitinsliWKANDIWas 
rrral..opiresb.gotr•liftrAtio-uria..everia...trreaw.)-4.180-to-reitir,.a+0.51-••••■-stk•01%..s01.411
11.41P•Mawr
•
